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Summary
Despite a myriad of contributions from within the discipline of public international law that
have sought to reveal how the concept of the universal can and arguably has been employed
for imperialistic ends, there remain norms, such as international human rights norms, which
are still defended as embodying universal values. In fact, such claims form part of a persistent
and seemingly irresolvable doctrinal debate over the universality of international law, the
resolution of which carries both practical and theoretical implications for our understanding
of the discipline as a whole. This thesis argues that the doctrinal stalemate over the
universality of international law can be reconciled, however, by addressing the conceptual
confusion that surrounds several key concepts that lie at its core. Specifically, it argues that
public international lawyers have a lot to gain from exploring what philosophers and
sociologists have uncovered in respect to both the concept of the universal and values, and
offers a defense for the pursuit of universality that can stand up to the critique of imperialism.
To do so, the thesis takes an alternative, interdisciplinary approach to the existing
literature, applying the results gained from philosophical analyses of core concepts at the
heart of the doctrinal debate, to the realm of international law. Its primary focus, in this
respect, is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), an international legal
document that openly claims universality, and which is identified as the ideal specimen for
applying the results of the thesis’ conceptual analyses. Its conclusions nevertheless apply
beyond the international human rights regime, and aim to provide a solid basis for testing the
universality of any norm of international law.
The thesis reveals how philosophers subscribe to one strict sense of the universal,
which ought not to be confused with either the uniform or the common. And by exploring
the context and contingencies surrounding the drafting of the UDHR, shows that one cannot
defend the universality of the norms held therein, at least not in a monological sense. Yet, by
turning to Jürgen Habermas’ universal pragmatics and dialogical reformulation of Immanuel
Kant’s categorical imperative, the thesis argues that Article 1 of the UDHR does embody the
practical normative content of the universal, which all must accept on pain of performative
contradiction. It does not, however, support the claim that Article 1 of the UDHR therefore
grounds the universality of the rest of the norms of the Declaration, nor international human
rights in general. Nor does the thesis support a claim that the UDHR embodies universal
values. Yet, contrary to what critics from within the doctrine of international law and
philosophy have argued, the thesis contends that this is not due to values being akin to
irreconcilable preferences. Rather, by enquiring into sociology and the works of Hans Joas,
the thesis reveals how value commitments not only bind their addressees, much like norms,
but that a synthesis can be reached between cultures with competing value commitments, as
demonstrated through Joas’ interpretation of the process of value generalisation. Thus, whilst
a further analysis of the UDHR shows that it cannot be considered a successful product of
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such value generalisation, nor a document of values, it is nevertheless maintained that value
talk need not be avoided altogether within international law.
The thesis concludes by defending the argument that much like how Article 1
UDHR operates as the touchstone for international human rights – a goal to aim for, even if
it may never be truly achieved in practice – so too can it be defended as the regulative ideal
for international law in general. Thus, the pursuit of universality in the context of
international law ought not to be abandoned, for it is in light of this pursuit, and the open
recognition of its perpetuity, that one may demand the improvement of the international legal
order.
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Introduction
It is the function of law to determine how the actors in the society it serves ought to behave.1
In other words, law’s function in society is to determine “…who ought to do what, when and
where.”2 Public international law, in this respect, is no different. 3 Yet, although this
straightforward description may seem uncontroversial when concerned with the function of
law at the domestic level, it does raise several issues when we turn to international law and
its function at the global level. For, whilst it is not shocking to consider how a nation’s laws
govern the relationships of those within its jurisdiction, public international law can,
seemingly, govern relationships up to the furthest edges of our tangible reality. Indeed, for
the international lawyer, international legal regulations governing space exploration and the
use of the moon are no more extraordinary than the laws of the sea.4 Consequently, public
international law’s reach may seem illimitable in a very practical sense – there seems to be
no border blocking its reach.
That being said, it is important to acknowledge that, as of yet, there is no borderless
world society within which international law can determine the behaviour of all. There exists
no universal citizenship or global unrestricted freedom of movement, let alone recourse to a
global judiciary where individuals may raise claims free of jurisdictional concerns. And so
whilst the practical reach of international law is clearly extensive (if not illimitable), the
public international legal order ought not to be confused with a global legal order. Instead,
as the mainstream doctrinal position continues to dictate, public international law remains
the law of equal sovereigns, based on the consent of States as the primary actors of
international society.
Claims as to the existence of universal laws that apply everywhere and to everyone,
transcending both time and space, may thus strike many as a matter for moral philosophers,
not international lawyers. Yet, it is by no means difficult to encounter claims that certain
norms of public international law are indeed universal. Take, for example, the 2018 Annual

1

As Hans Kelsen saw it: “It is the function of every social order – and law is a social order – to bring about certain
reciprocal behaviour of men, that is to induce men to refrain from certain acts which for one reason or another are
deemed detrimental to society and to perform others which for one reason or another are regarded as useful to
society.” - in H Kelsen, Principles of International Law (2nd edn, R Tucker ed, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
1966) 3.
2
H Lindahl, Fault Lines of Globalization: Legal Order and the Politics of A-Legality (Oxford University Press
2013) 14.
3
L Henkin, How Nations Behave (Columbia University Press 1979) 13-14.
4
See Treaty on Principles governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including
the Moon and other Celestial Bodies (adopted 27/01/1967, entered into force 10 October 1967) 610 UNTS 250;
Agreement governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (adopted 5 December 1979,
entered into force 11 July 1984) 1363 UNTS 3; United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (adopted 10
December 1982, entered into force 16 November 1994) 1833 UNTS 3.
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Message by the United Nations Secretary General, António Guterres, on Human Rights Day;
an annual event held to commemorate the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR).5 In it, Guterres claimed the following:
“…The rights proclaimed in the Declaration apply to everyone - no matter our race,
belief, location or other distinction of any kind. Human rights are universal and eternal.
They are also indivisible. One cannot pick and choose among civil, political, economic,
social and cultural rights. Today we also honour the human rights defenders risking
their lives to protect people in the face of rising hatred, racism, intolerance and
repression. Indeed, human rights are under siege around the world. Universal values are
being eroded. The rule of law is being undermined. Now more than ever, our shared
duty is clear: Let us stand up for human rights for everyone, everywhere.” 6

Guterres’ message may well have communicated what he believed ought to be obvious to all.
But in these few lines, Guterres raises several powerful and philosophically challenging
claims, along with some equally puzzling questions. For instance, although acknowledging
that the rights listed in the UDHR are proclaimed, Guterres nevertheless claims that ‘human
rights are universal and eternal’. He also refers to human rights as being under siege, and that
universal values are being eroded. But what does all of this mean? Are we to understand
human rights to be universal values? If so, can they be eroded? And what about those who
may disagree with the scope of some, if not all of the rights proclaimed in the UDHR? Do
they, too, share a duty to stand up for these same human rights? Of course, one may argue
that extracting such questions from a commemoration message places too much weight on a
ceremonial artefact. Yet, this is not the first time a UN Secretary General has spoken of
international norms as universal values.7 The UN General Assembly even affirmed the
universality of all human rights,8 and proclaimed democracy to be a universal value, in its
2005 World Summit Outcome.9
Indeed, claims that certain norms are either universal or embody higher ethical
norms have been advanced by various scholars and are identifiable in various sources of
international law. Yet, they ought not to be taken lightly. The connection between an
international legal norm and the belief that it represents higher ethical norms, as we will
discuss shortly, can have very real practical effects as to the application of international law,

5

‘Human Rights Day’<www.ohchr.org/EN/AboutUs/Pages/HumanRightsDay.aspx> accessed 4 December 2019.
‘Message by the UN Secretary-General for 2018’ <www.un.org/press/en/2018/sgsm19380.doc.htm> accessed 4
December 2019.
7
K Ban, ‘Secretary-General's address to the General Assembly’ (New York, 24 September 2013)
<www.un.org/sg/statements/index.asp?nid=7119> accessed 4 December 2019; K Annan, ‘Press Release
SG/SM/9076 - Lecture by Secretary-General Kofi Annan on Global Ethics, entitled “Do We Still Have Universal
Values?”’(Tübingen University, Germany, 12 December 2003) <www.un.org/press/en/2003/sgsm9076.doc.htm>
accessed 4 December 2019.
8
2005 World Summit Outcome (24 October 2005) UN Doc. A/RES/60/1, Para. 13.
9
ibid. para 135.
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amongst other things. It is no surprise, therefore, that claims that seek to defend the
universality of certain norms of international law, or indeed international law in general,
especially if linked to claims as to the existence of some higher ethical code, are followed by
considerable controversy. For, such claims raise questions that go to the very roots of our
understanding of the discipline of international law and its overall reach. 10 The doctrinal
debate as to the universality of international law is therefore of ever-lasting relevance, and it
is this debate which the present thesis seeks to contribute to and advance.
Background and Existing Literature
The relationship between international law and the universality of its norms is not a new
topic.11 In fact, it can and has been approached in various different ways.12 Some, for instance,
have chosen to approach the topic as one that concerns a possible transition from an
anarchical world to public order at the global level.13 Others, on the other hand, have focused
on the institutional dimension of the international legal order and on the possible
constitutionalisation of international law.14 However, whilst acknowledging such issues, and
indeed engaging with them at a later stage, this thesis’ primary focus is on those claims that
suggest there exist higher ethical norms that demand universal recognition. 15
It is well known within the doctrine of international law that such claims were
ubiquitous at the genesis of the discipline, with the so-called ‘fathers’ of the discipline having
conceptualised the international legal system as one that simply communicated the ethical
norms that, they believed, bound all of humanity as a matter of natural law. 16 In the
seventeenth century, for instance, Hugo Grotius saw it necessary to consult the laws of nature,

10

M Koskenniemi, ‘Forward’ in A Roberts, Is International Law International? (Oxford University Press 2017) xv.
Since an in depth doctrinal enquiry into four broadly representative positions that one can take as to the question
of the universality of international law will be explored in Chapter 1, only a brief doctrinal overview will be provided
here, along with what is considered to be the gap in the literature which this thesis seeks to fill.
12
See B Simma ‘Universality of International Law from the Perspective of a Practitioner’ (2009) 20 European
Journal of International Law 265, 267.
13
See H Laswell, ‘Universality in perspective’ (1959) 53 Proceedings of the American Society of International Law
at Its Annual Meeting 1.
14
See J Klabbers, A Peters and G Ulstein (eds), The Constitutionalization of International Law (Oxford University
Press 2009); J Dunoff & J Trachtman (eds), Ruling the World? Constitutionalism, International Law and Global
Governance (Cambridge University Press 2009); E de Wet, ‘The Role of European Courts in the Development of a
Hierarchy of Norms within International Law: Evidence of Constitutionalisation?’ (2009) 5 European Constitutional
Law Review 284; H Cohen, ‘From Fragmentation to Constitutionalization’ (2012) 25 Global Business &
Development Law Journal 381.
15
LC Green, ‘Is there a Universal International Law Today?’ (1985) 23 Canadian Yearbook of International Law 3,
3-4; S Hall, ‘The Persistent Spectre: Natural Law, International Order and the Limits of Legal Positivism’ (2001)
12 European Journal of International Law 269, 270.
16
J Crawford (ed), Brownlie’s Principles of Public International Law (8th edn, Oxford University Press 2012) 7. See
also M Shaw (ed), International Law (7th edn, Cambridge University Press 2014) 38-39.
11
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according to Christian gospel, when seeking an answer as to whether any war was ‘just’.17 In
the century that followed, one could still note the influence of natural law theory when
reading Emer de Vattel’s alternative title to his famed monograph (The Law of Nations),
which unashamedly read, ‘Principles of the Law of Nature Applied to the Conduct and
Affairs of Nations and Sovereigns’.18 However, following the rise of legal positivism during
the nineteenth century, international law’s connection to natural law theories became
untenable in the eyes of many. Consequently, one began to see the permeation of the doctrinal
position that the legitimacy of international law and the normative force of its norms was
grounded upon the consent of its subjects (sovereign States), not on some divine will and
corresponding ethical code.19 Presently, this positivist assertion remains the stance that most
contemporary international lawyers are likely to defend; a doctrinal position often promoted
as the bedrock of the discipline during the first lesson of many a first-time student of public
international law.
Yet, for some, the claim that international law ought to be in some way connected
to existent ethical norms is far from controversial. For instance, C.G. Weeramantry, one of
the most influential judges to serve at the International Court of Justice (ICJ),20 has claimed
that public international law has always sought to amount to more than an apologetic
institution for the will of States.21 He saw the discipline as an ‘aspirational’ institution with a
‘special mission’; an institution that always “…sought to transcend even such powerful
considerations as national self-interest and to reach beyond them to the welfare of humanity
as a whole and the higher ethical codes, which command universal acceptance.” 22
The proliferation of international human rights law and the recognition of normative
categories such as jus cogens and erga omnes norms have encouraged similar claims.
Arguments have been raised, for example, suggesting that the concretisation of human rights
norms within documents such as the UDHR, not forgetting the 1966 International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights and the 1966 International Covenant of Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights, have promoted human rights to “…core elements of the international value
system.”23 Others, have claimed that the existence of jus cogens shows that “[t]he classical

17

H Grotius, The Rights of War and Peace Including the Law of Nature and of Nations (M Walter Dunne 1901)
Chapters 1 and 2.
18
E de Vattel, The Law of Nations (J Chitty Esq. (ed), T&JW Johnson 1852).
19
Crawford (n 16) 9; See also Hall (n 15) 271.
20
See A Anghie, ‘C.G.Weeramantry at the International Court of Justice’ (2001) 14 Leiden Journal of International
Law 829.
21
CG Weeramantry, Universalising International Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers 2004) 2.
22
ibid.
23
E de Wet, ‘The Emergence of International and Regional Value Systems as a Manifestation of the Emerging
International Constitutional Order’ (2006) 19 Leiden Journal of International Law 611, 615; See also E De Wet,
‘The Prohibition of Torture, as an International Norm of Jus Cogens and its Implications for National and Customary
Law’ (2004) 15 European Journal of International Law 97; J Vidmar, ‘Norm Conflicts and Hierarchy in International
Law: Towards a Vertical International Legal System’ in E de Wet & J Vidmar (eds), Hierarchy in International
Law: The Place of Human Rights (Oxford University Press 2012); See also O Spijkers, ‘Global Values in the United
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international law attitude of hiding ethical and political considerations behind the screen of
the objectivity of positive law…yields to the express acknowledgment that rules can be
hierarchically ordered on the basis of their underlying values.”24 And in a Separate Opinion
to the Chagos Archipelago Advisory Opinion, Judge Robinson noted that the ICJ’s reasoning
can be read as having indicated that “…the essence of obligations erga omnes is that they
protect the fundamental values of the international community…”.25
Further examples supporting the claim that international law can be linked to the
existence of higher ethical codes can be found via observing the practice of certain
international organisations, the increase of which, alongside their growing importance as
actors both in the creation and interpretation of international law, should not be ignored.
Specific mention, in this regard, should be given to the United Nations (UN), which is often
deemed to have received quasi-universal State membership.26 Article 1 of the UN Charter,
which sets out the purpose and goal of the international organisation, uses language that
seems certain of the universal understanding of terminologies such as peace, justice and
dignity, and the knowledge that it is for the maintenance, reaffirmation and protection of such
notions that its Member States unite.27
However, many find such references to universal ethical codes and values, along
with the need for international law to enforce them, troublesome; evoking memories of an
international order of old, where international actors masked their imperialistic goals by
speaking in the name of universality. 28 If anything, they argue, international law can barely
claim to be ‘international’ let alone ‘universal’29, and that if we were to aim for universality,
we would have to aim for a far more inclusive international legal order, one that would seek
to include those that were, and in certain cases remain, excluded from its creation and
development.30 Further concerns are raised in relation to the turn to ethics in international

Nations Charter’ (2012) 59(3) Netherlands International Law Review 361; O Spijkers, The United Nations, the
Evolution of Global Values and International Law (Intersentia 2011).
24
A Bianchi, ‘Human Rights and the Magic of Jus Cogens’ (2008) 19 European Journal of International Law 491,
495 [emphasis added].
25
Legal Consequences of the Separation of the Chagos Archipelago from Mauritius in 1965, Advisory Opinion
[2019] 25 February 2019 General List No.169, Separate Opinion of Judge Robinson, 13 [55].
26
B Fassbender, The United Nations Charter as the Constitution of the International Community (Martinus Nijhoff
Publishers 2009) 78.
27
See Charter of the United Nations (adopted 26 June 1945, entered into force 24 October 1945) 892 UNTS 119,
Preamble.
28
See M Mutua, ‘The Ideology of Human Rights’ (1996) 36 Virginia Journal of International Law 589; M Mutua,
‘Savages, Victims, and Saviors: The Metaphor of Human Rights’ (2001) 42(1) Harvard International Law Journal
201.
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See A Roberts, Is International Law International? (Oxford University Press 2017).
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See L Eslava and S Pahuja, ‘Between Resistance and Reform: TWAIL and the Universality of International Law
(2011) 3(1) Trade, Law and Development 103; BS Chimni, ‘A Just World Under Law: A View from the South’
(2007) 22(2) American University International Law Review 199.
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law,31 and in respect to those claims defending the existence a normative hierarchy.32 There
is even suspicion surrounding the sincerity of human rights promoters, and whether they truly
understand the implications of promoting the normative content they claim to defend. 33
Such concerns broke into the mainstream in June 1993, when the UN convened a
World Conference for the purpose of, amongst other things, reviewing the state of the field
of human rights at the time. 34 By then, membership to the UN had more than tripled, Europe
had seen both the rise and fall of the Berlin Wall, and the world had avoided the potential
nuclear catastrophes of a tumultuous Cold War.35 For some, the conference thus came at an
opportune time and provided a much-needed platform to discuss the status of international
human rights within a modern and more globally representative forum. 36 Yet, others saw the
conference as an opportunity to be frank about the preacher-like nonchalance which, in their
view, certain actors continued to demonstrate when proclaiming the universal nature of both
human rights and democracy. 37 In fact, this last sentiment became immortalised in what is
commonly referred to as the ‘Bangkok Declaration’; a product of the regional meeting for
Asia during the preparatory process of the conference. 38 Its preamble, stressed “…the
universality, objectivity and non-selectivity of all human rights and the need to avoid the
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application of double standards in the implementation of human rights and its
politicization[.]”39 However, it also stressed “…that the promotion of human rights should
be encouraged by cooperation and consensus, and not through confrontation and the
imposition of incompatible values.”40
With this reference to incompatible values, the Bangkok declaration brought to the
conference one of the central concerns of the ‘Asian values’ debate,41 often characterized as
revolving around the preservation of Asian culture and national identity in the face of
Westernisation, and the freedom to pursue an alternative politics to liberal democracy and a
particular interpretation of human rights.42 But by doing so, it also signalled how seriously
States take the relationship between public international law, the narrative of universal human
rights and the potential imposition of particularist values concealed under the guise of
universality.43
That these issues should to be taken seriously is supported by evidence that,
practically speaking, the belief that certain norms uphold or protect higher ethical codes can
have a direct effect on the application of said norms and their place in relation to other norms
of international law. Consider, for instance, jus cogens and erga omnes norms. Jus cogens
norms, or the peremptory norms of international law, are defined in the 1969 Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) as those norms that are “…accepted and
recognized by the international community of States as a whole as a norm from which no
derogation is permitted and which can be modified only by a subsequent norm of general
international law having the same character.” 44 As spelled out in Article 53 VCLT, these
norms void any treaty which, when concluded, conflicts with their normative content. 45 What
more, according to the laws on State responsibility, acts which breach jus cogens obligations
are to be evaluated differently to breaches of regular norms of international law. For instance,
when addressing circumstances precluding wrongfulness in Chapter V of the International
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Law Commission’s (ILC) Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful
Acts (ARSIWA), the ILC stated that nothing in that chapter “…precludes the wrongfulness
of any act of a State which is not in conformity with an obligation arising under a peremptory
norm of general international law.” 46
Erga omnes norms, on the other hand, were defined by the ICJ in the Barcelona
Traction Case47 as “…the obligations of a State towards the international community as a
whole.”48 These norms, the Court added, are “… [b]y their very nature…the concern of all
States. In view of the importance of the rights involved, all States can be held to have a legal
interest in their protection; they are obligations erga omnes.”49 This has been recently
confirmed in the Chagos Archipelago ICJ Advisory Opinion, where the Court stated once
more that erga omnes norms are those norms that “…all States have a legal interest in
protecting [.]”50
However, erga omnes norms operate differently to jus cogens norms. Specifically,
instead of voiding conflicting treaties, they communicate the idea that because there are
certain norms that are in the interest of everyone, any State may claim a sort of ‘universal
standing’ in order to raise claims against those States who have breached them.51 And
although not referring to erga omnes norms explicitly,52 this is clearly identifiable in Article
48(1) ARSIWA, where it is stated that “[a]ny State other than an injured State is entitled to
invoke the responsibility of another State in accordance with paragraph 2 if: … (b) the
obligation breached is owed to the international community as a whole.”53 Moreover, whilst
lawful countermeasures are primarily reserved as those actions that can be resorted to by
States who have been injured by breaches of international law,54 Article 54 states that this
“…does not prejudice the right of any State, entitled under article 48, paragraph 1, to invoke
the responsibility of another State, to take lawful measures against that State to ensure
cessation of the breach and reparation in the interest of the injured State or of the beneficiaries
of the obligation breached.”55
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Thus, both jus cogens56 and erga omnes57 norms are considered in some way
different to regular norms of international law and, in a sense, in need of some form of special
consideration. But what is crucial is that they are accompanied by recurrent claims that both
norm categories, encompassing similar and at times identical norms,58 reflect higher ethical
normative obligations, and that it is because of this that they hold (or ought to hold) an
elevated status in international law.59 Even the ICJ, in in its Reservations to the Genocide
Convention Advisory Opinion60, when discussing the origins of the Genocide Convention
(and so the prohibition of genocide as a jus cogens norm), spoke of its aim to “…condemn
and punish genocide as ‘a crime under international law’ involving a denial of the right of
existence of entire human groups, a denial which shocks the conscience of mankind and
results in great loss to humanity, and which is contrary to moral law…”61. The content of
erga omnes norms has even been linked to the concept of universal validity and moral truth,62
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as well as being noted for “… its aspiration towards the supremacy of ethical values and
oneness of international community[.]”63
There seems, therefore, to be a direct correlation between the belief that a particular
norm embodies higher ethical norms, or indeed universal values, and the belief that such
norms therefore deserve special consideration in international law. But at the same time the
doctrine of international law cannot overcome a seemingly irresolvable debate, between those
who argue either for or against two central claims at the heart of our understanding of norms
such as jus cogens and erga omnes norms, or even human rights: (1) That there exist higher
ethical codes (values) that command universal acceptance; and (2) that international law
recognises and promotes compliance with these higher ethical codes (values).
To resolve this debate, however, we are unlikely to find answers by simply
analysing treaties or case law. Rather, it is argued here that to engage with these claims, one
has to go beyond what a strictly legal approach can offer and engage with philosophy.64 If
any clarification is sought as to whether or not certain norms of international law are to be
considered universal, or as reflecting universal values, we first need clarify what is required
for something to be considered universal. So too will we need to clarify how, if at all, core
concepts in this debate, like values and norms, differ. As will be expanded upon in Chapter
1, a look at international legal literature shows that there exists a level of conceptual
inconsistency amongst international lawyers when engaging with said concepts. Specifically,
claims as to the universality of certain norms or the existence of universal values are both
advanced and rejected, without much attention being paid as to what has been explored in
philosophy in respect to the concept of the universal, or to sociology and its contribution to
the clarification of the concept of values. Furthermore, in those rare instances where such
considerations are taken in account, what is missing is a targeted interdisciplinary
engagement that tackles head on the key philosophical questions that anchor this debate in a
manner accessible for international lawyers who may not have a strong background in
philosophy.
Aims of the Thesis
It has been argued that “[t]he primary task to which philosophy can make a distinctive
contribution over and above other disciplines, is elucidating existing concepts…” 65.
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Considering this, the present thesis looks to philosophy in order to bring clarity to the
conceptual confusion evident in the doctrinal debate as to the universality of international
law. By doing so, the thesis aims to contribute to filling the above-mentioned gap in the
existing literature and provide an answer as to whether or not a defence can be made as to
the universality of certain norms of international law. The primary research question of the
present thesis is therefore:
In what sense, if any, can a defence be made as to the universality of certain
norms of international law?
It is important to stress from the outset what this thesis is not aiming to do. Firstly, this thesis
is not a defence of public international law as universal in toto. Neither is the author seeking
to defend an already established position as to the universality of international law. Therefore,
it does not begin with a commitment to a belief as to whether or not international law ought
to be considered universal, and progressively build a defence in order to prove such claim.
Instead, this thesis attempts to, at the very least, begin from a neutral foundation where both
claims for and against the universality of certain norms of international law are approached
without bias. Furthermore, one will have already noticed that the primary research question
includes a delimitation by referring to ‘certain norms of international law’, without indicating
which norms in particular. Of course, to engage with all norms of international law would be
far too exhaustive a task for one monograph. This thesis’ primary focus will be on
international human rights law, and more specifically the norms proclaimed in the UDHR.
However, whilst focusing primarily on international human rights norms, the thesis aims to
contribute an answer as to whether a defence can truly be made as to the universality of any
norm of international law. The reference to ‘certain norms’ of international law in the primary
research question has been included, therefore, to highlight that the conclusion of this thesis
need not be limited to international human rights norms alone.
That being said, one of the principal tasks of this thesis on the way to answering the
primary research question is to make clear the difference between the concepts of the
universal, the common and the uniform, and in so doing, highlight the importance of
differentiating between the three when questioning the universality of norm or values. In
particular, the thesis will show that arguments both for and against the universality of
international law are liable to confound the three concepts with each other, especially the
universal and the common. That this is so is, as we will see, problematic for several reasons.
In particular, it is this confusion between the terms that not only leads to defences of false

related to the body?’ and ‘Are there universally binding moral principles?’. Such puzzles are of a peculiar kind.
They continue to defy the otherwise highly successful methods of empirical science…one cannot by pain of a
naturalistic fallacy deduce the (non-)existence of normative principles from the (non-)existence of a moral consensus
among human beings…”.
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universalisms, but also to flaws in suggested resolutions to historically rooted imbalances in
the international legal system that are argued to exist due to said false universalisms.
A further objective is to provide a targeted enquiry into the concept of values and
their relationship with law. As has already been touched upon, there are voices from within
the doctrine that argue that certain norms ought to be considered in terms of values. This
thesis will engage with work from both philosophy and sociology to elucidate the concept of
values in the ethical sense and address two controversial issues that are raised in respect to
the relationship between law and values: Whether or not it is a mistake to read law in terms
of values, and whether or not it is possible to come to an agreement in the face of value
conflicts. The thesis will then seek to apply what has been learned from the engagement with
philosophy and sociology in order to probe what, if any, defence can be made as to the
universality of certain values as well as whether or not it is truly a mistake to read norms in
terms of values.
Both of the above aims are further targeted to the sub-question as to whether or not
international lawyers should cease referring to universal norms or to norms as the expression
of universal values when discussing the application and normative status of norms; a subquestion that underscores the entire thesis and is largely inspired by the critique of the
international legal order’s imperialist history and present. In particular, the thesis aims to
offer a targeted reply to variants of the Third World Approaches to International Law
(TWAIL) and Critical Legal Studies approach to public international law, arguably two of
the most damning critical approaches to whether international lawyers ought to pursue
universality or not. It will do so by taking their concerns regarding the adoption of the
language of the universal and universal values seriously, whilst nevertheless offering the
strongest possible defence for maintaining that public international law need not renounce its
pursuit of universality.
Lastly, this thesis aims to provide an accessible resource that international lawyers
may refer to when seeking clarity on the philosophical endeavours that the international legal
discipline has to engage with when addressing the universality of international law. In
particular, it aims to contribute to the conversation as to the universality of international
human rights law by approaching the drafting of the UDHR from a novel perspective,
hopefully creating a springboard for further research into the application of the conclusions
reached in this thesis to the wider corpus of international human rights law and public
international law in general.
Methodology
In order to provide an answer to the primary research question, the thesis employs an
interdisciplinary approach, by applying what will be learned from conceptual analyses of the
core concepts underlying the doctrinal debate as to the universality of international law, to
insights drawn from both the theory and practice of international law. In this respect, the
thesis will analyse both classical and contemporary philosophical material, which tackle the
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key concepts at the heart of this thesis, and apply what is uncovered to information drawn
from doctrinal legal research of both primary and secondary sources of international law.
In order to ensure the accessibility of both the text and comprehensiveness of the
research, certain choices had to be made as to what material could and could not be engaged
with in the conceptual analysis section of the chapters. The strategy chosen for this was to
look to theorists whose work would directly assist in sequentially elucidating the central
concepts pertinent to the doctrinal debate this thesis is focused on. The reader will therefore
notice that a red line is present throughout the thesis, with each chapter building upon the
conclusions drawn and questions raised from the chapter before it, rather than a chronological
ordering of all possible insights from philosophy that touch upon our core concepts.
As for how what is learned from philosophy will be applied to international law,
this thesis will engage with secondary sources of general international law such as
monographs, articles and working papers that contribute to the doctrinal debate at hand
throughout. Yet, particular attention will be paid to international human rights law and its
grounding document, the UDHR, which has been chosen as this thesis’ reference point for
applying what is learned from the conceptual analyses to an analysis of international legal
norms. The UDHR has been chosen since it is the clearest case of a document of international
law that makes the claim to contain universal norms. By concentrating on the UDHR, we are
equipped with a practical test site for seeking whether any defence can be made to the
universality of certain norms of international law. That it was not intended to be a binding
international legal document at its inception does not present a hindrance to the thesis’ aims.
The analysis of the UDHR will apply a genetic approach, by analysing the drafting
of the Declaration and uncovering the contingencies that led to its final adoption.66 To do
this, secondary historiographic sources as to the drafting of the UDHR are consulted.
However, the majority of information referred to are drawn from consulting the travaux
préparatoires (preparatory works) of the UDHR, spanning the entire drafting period; from
its institutional beginnings in the Economic and Social Council in 1946 to its adoption by the
United Nations General Assembly in 1948. The claims made by State representatives during
these meetings have been interpreted according to their ordinary meaning.67 Verbatim records
were referred to where available, however, many quotations from these meeting hail from
summary records of the meetings. The practical reason for this is primarily due to the lack of
availability of verbatim records for certain meetings, at times due to the budget of the
Committee holding them.68
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Roadmap to the Thesis
The thesis begins by engaging with four doctrinal positions as to the universality of
international law, concentrating specifically on the work of Antonio Cassese, Bruno Simma,
Antony Anghie and Martti Koskenniemi. Of course, these four positions are not an
exhaustive representation of the field. However, each was chosen as broadly representative
of the various positions that can be taken in respect to the doctrinal debate in question; from
those eager to convince the international lawyer that they ought to promote international
law’s embodiment of universal values, to those who would suggest we discard such naïve
talk. This targeted doctrinal overview has been employed in order to expose several key
philosophical concepts at play, the better understanding of which, it will be argued, is central
for those wishing to move forward from what seems like an irresolvable debate. But it also
further reveals the practical stakes that are at play in relation to what may seem like a purely
theoretical issue. From the analysis of these four positions, Chapter 1 concludes that there
are two concepts that are not only crucial to the overall debate on the universality of
international law, but seem to be employed in an inconsistent manner throughout the existing
literature: The concept of the universal and the concept of values.
Chapter 2 thus embarks on a conceptual analysis of the first of these concepts, the
universal. It asks, what is the universal? And how, if at all, does this differ from concepts
such as the common? In order to answer these questions, it begins by engaging with the
philosophical work of François Jullien, as well as works from political theorists such as
Ernesto Laclau, to bring to the fore both the logical and practical implications of the strict
sense of universality defended in philosophy. There, it is uncovered that philosophers endorse
one strict sense of the universal as the practical a priori and we explore Immanuel Kant’s
categorical imperative, which remains the most influential attempt to apply the universal in
the practical sense. The chapter thus recounts the basic tenets of Kant’s derivation of the
categorical imperative from reason, and asks where in international law we may identify the
most faithful attempt to embody the universal in this sense. The claim is defended that the
answer to this is the international human rights regime, especially its fundamental document,
the UDHR. The chapter then finishes by engaging in the first of three re-readings of the
UDHR, concluding by showing why the UDHR cannot be defended as universal in the strict
a prori sense of the term; at least not if we stick to defending the universal within the strict
monological parameters of Kant’s defence of the categorical imperative.
Chapter 3 seeks to take on the challenges identified with following a strictly Kantian
approach to universality in the previous chapter. Specifically, it questions whether it is
possible to discern objectively valid norms, whilst letting go of a monological defence of the
categorical imperative. In this respect, Jürgen Habermas’ dialogical reformulation of the
categorical imperative is identified as providing one avenue for a defence of the moral
objectivity of norms, which seeks to remedy the concerns associated with claims that suggest
practical imperatives can be reached by an individual’s singular employment of reason. The
chapter thus explores both Habermas’ discourse ethics and his discourse theory of law, before
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unpacking how he sees his theory translating to the realm of public international law.
Subsequently, we return to the UDHR as our primary document of investigation, and ask
whether it may be defended in Habermasian terms, as an instance of practical discourse that
produced norms that may satisfy his test of universalisability. The chapter finishes by raising
several challenges to the Habermasian approach, and by asking whether a discourse
theoretical approach to international law relieves us from the concerns raised by the critics
of the universality of international law as unpacked in Chapter 1, whilst nevertheless
defending the insights gained from his universal pragmatics.
Having addressed whether or not a defence can be raised as to the universalisability
of norms, Chapter 4 returns to question the second concept identified as being employed
inconsistently in the doctrinal debate: values. In particular, Chapter 4 engages with both
philosophy and sociology to question what the concept of values entails, and how, if at all,
they differ from norms. To do this, the chapter begins by exploring how values are engaged
with within sociology, before exploring in detail the theory of sociologist Hans Joas, and his
argument that values ought to be understood as articulations of experience to which we feel
extremely committed. What becomes clear is that, contrary to several assertions raised in the
previous chapters, an approach to conflicting values can be defended which does not end in
one value needing to supersede the other. In particular, we explore Joas’ reformulation of the
theory of value generalisation in order to raise an argument that a synthesis can be found
which can provide a middle ground for cultures with competing or even conflicting value
commitments. Having unpacked this theory, we then seek to address Habermas’ claim that
despite the merits of value generalisation, legal norms ought not to be engaged with in terms
of values, since reading legal norms in terms of values will lead to arbitrariness in legal
decision-making. However, the chapter challenges this by engaging with Robert Alexy’s
theory on the difference between rules and principles as two different types of legal norms.
In particular, Alexy’s theory is presented as one way to evidence how values can be engaged
with in law without legal ordering succumbing to arbitrary decision-making. This in tow, the
chapter returns one final time to the drafting of the UDHR to ask whether we may consider
it as a synthesis of value commitments and hence defend it as a declaration of universal
values. Whist this is answered in the negative, Chapter 4 finishes by concluding that by
combining what is uncovered through a review of both Habermas’ and Joas’ theories, a
defence emerges for viewing the first of the Declaration’s Articles (Article1 UDHR) as a
regulative ideal of not only international human rights, but international law in general.
Equipped with a better understanding of the core concepts confounded or
misinterpreted within the doctrinal debate as to the universality of international law, Chapter
5 concludes by returning to this debate, as explored in Chapter 1, and sequentially responding
to each interlocutor’s claim. The thesis concludes by arguing that whilst it cannot be defended
that public international law contains universal norms or values in the plural, it does contain
the practical normative content of the universal in Article 1 of the UDHR, and that this
operates as a regulative ideal, not only for international human rights, but for international
law in general.
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1
Ethics, Law and Empire: A Doctrinal Debate
As explored in the introduction, two claims seem to be at the heart of the recurring doctrinal
debate on the universality of international law: (1) That there exist higher ethical codes that
command universal acceptance; and (2) that international law ought to recognise and promote
compliance with these higher ethical codes. This chapter seeks to map out the central themes
of this debate in more detail. In particular, it seeks to unearth the recurring concepts and
norms that sprout from both those who defend the universality of international law in general,
or of certain norms of international law in particular, and those who reject it. It is
acknowledged, however, that an exhaustive mapping out of the doctrinal debate at hand and
the literature pertaining to it would be too ambitious a task for one chapter. Therefore, in
order to unravel the debate whilst not muddying the waters, this chapter will restrict its
exploration of the literature by concentrating on four of its modern contributors, all of which
have had considerable influence on the discipline and how many understand the development
of international law1: Antonio Cassese, Bruno Simma, Antony Anghie and Martti
Koskenniemi. Of course, the choice to concentrate on these four scholars means that not all
perspectives on the question at hand will be covered adequately. 2 It is hoped, however, that
the reader will agree that the choice of authors offers adequate scope to incorporate a wide
range of diverging positions along what can be depicted as a gradating scale that separates
universalist international lawyers from the resolute critics of claims that defend the
universality of international law. That being said, it is important to keep in mind that what is
not being claimed is that the doctrinal debate in question can be mapped as a clean back and
forth between the authors chosen, nor any of the positions introduced in the introduction.
Rather, as will be shown, there is scope for both divergence and convergence between these
positions.
1. Realist Utopianism and Universal Values
We begin our journey into the modern doctrinal debate by exploring the work of Antonio
Cassese3, a renowned and persistent realist utopian who employed a critical positivist

1

Note this methodological decision was also adopted by Ciarán Burke in his mapping out of a doctrinal debate on
humanitarian intervention. This chapter will also reference humanitarian intervention as an example, and the work
of Cassese and Simma in particular, but with a different focus. For a more detailed focus humanitarian intervention,
see C Burke, An Equitable Framework for Humanitarian Intervention (Hart Publishing 2013) Chapter 1.
2
Most notably, there is an absence of either a female contributor or feminist approach to international law.
3
Cassese held positions as Professor of international law at several universities, as well as serving as judge and
president of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, and the Special Tribunal for Lebanon.
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approach to international law, both as an academic and as a practitioner.4 Cassese pursued
what could be considered a holistic approach to international law. Well aware of the
importance placed on the distinction between lex lata (law as it exists) and lex ferenda (law
as it could be), and well attuned to his own internal struggle as to which he ought to engage
with, Cassese nevertheless claimed that a lawyer must “…not shy away from suggesting how
the institution, the issues or the rules might be improved better to take account of social
needs.”5 This may rouse those within the discipline that take particular pride in defending the
role of the lawyer as the servant of the law as it exists, undeterred by the temptation to speak
on behalf of the legislature. Yet, it has been argued that too stringent a dividing line between
lex lata and lex ferenda, may hamper what a more comprehensive approach to an
understanding of law can provide. For instance, Georges Abi-Saab has argued that “[i]f we
consider law as not only the final edifice but also the building blocks that make it, then we
have to take them into consideration too, whatever we call them; soft law, hard law, lex lata,
lex ferenda.”6 And, indeed, this may be a suitable approach when concerned with the
international legal order, where we often seek to understand the law through methods of
induction, by analysing the behaviour of States.7 According to Cassese, investigations into
legal rules and institutions ought to be contextualised “…both socio-politically and
ideologically, in order fully to understand the dynamics which spurred their adoption or
establishment.”8
But Cassese does not stop there. Rather, he claims that when reconstructing a rule
of international law or determining the powers of an international institution, it may be
necessary to refer to “…the universal values of the international community…”9, in order to
reach the teleological interpretation of the rule or institution within their framework.10
Furthermore:
“Once the scope, content and purport of the legal rule or institution are determined,
along with all the related legal ramifications, the critical positivist should feel free
critically to appraise the rule or institution not in light of his or her own values or
political or ideological leanings, but in light of the aforementioned general values

For a comprehensive list of his achievements and positions see Antonio Cassese – Curriculum vitae <www.aeinfo.org/ae/Member/Cassese_Antonio/CV> accessed 4 December 2019.
4
A Peters, ‘Realizing Utopia as a Scholarly Endeavour’ (2013) 24 European Journal of International Law 533, 533535.
5
A Cassese, The Human Dimension of International Law: Selected Papers (Oxford University Press 2008)
lxv.
6
A Cassese & JHH Weiler (eds), Change and Stability in International Law-Making (De Gruyter 1988) 77.
7
For a similar approach see the remarks by A Yankov in A Cassese & JHH Weiler (eds), Change and Stability in
International Law-Making (De Gruyter 1988) 84.
8
A Cassese, Five Masters of International Law (Hart Publishing Ltd., Oxford 2011) 258.
9
ibid. 260 [emphasis added].
10
ibid. 259-260.
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upheld in the international community. He or she should thus determine to what extent
the rule or institution complies with those values, or in what respects it fails to do so.”11

Cassese’s approach therefore directs the jurist to critically analyse the law and suggest
alternatives should the law not adequately comply with universal/general values,12 implying
that we may already identify such values from within the doctrine.13 He even provides five
examples of such: the pursuit of peace, human rights, the self-determination of peoples, the
rule of law and democracy.14 But what does it mean for these five examples to be considered
universal/general values of the international community?
An answer is provided when Cassese addresses the relationship between the
concepts of legality and legitimacy in specific relation to the role of an international court or
political body. According to Cassese, legality “…means the conformity or nonconformity of
a body politic, or a national or international mechanism, with the legal rules that regulate its
establishment.”15 Legitimacy, on the other hand, concerns the consent or approval of the
institution by the majority of its constituency, or the population it serves, which he labels
‘consent legitimacy’.16 ‘Universal values legitimacy’, however, denotes something else
entirely, in that it concerns the consistency of the institution, or political body, with the values
“…common to the whole community within which the institution lives and operates.”17 As to
what these are at the international level, Cassese argues them to be the peremptory norms of
general international law18, exemplifying those assertions made by some, and mentioned in
the introduction to this thesis, that jus cogens norms are at the summit of the international
legal order due to their embodiment of the fundamental values of the international
community. In fact, Cassese openly argues that there is a two-tier system of values at the
international level: Jus cogens norms, representing universal values, being at the highest tier,
whilst ‘other’ values, taking into account national interests, belong to the lower level.19
Which norms are determined to be peremptory norms of international law is,
therefore, an important issue, and Cassese is clear about who ought to have the power to
make such authoritative determinations. The first consideration to be taken in this respect, at
least according to Cassese, is that the power to determine what constitutes a jus cogens norm

11

ibid. 259.
ibid.
13
See also A Cassese, ‘When May Senior State Officials Be Tried for International Crimes? Some Comments on
the Congo v. Belgium Case’ (2002) 13 European Journal of International Law 853, 859.
14
Cassese (n 8) 259.
15
A Cassese, ‘The Legitimacy of International Criminal Tribunals and the Current Prospects of International
Criminal Justice’ (2012) 25 Leiden Journal of International Law 491, 492.
16
Legitimacy may also concern the belief that the institution is grounded on the values of the population it serves
(purposive legitimacy) - ibid. 492.
17
ibid.
18
ibid.
19
A Cassese, ‘A Plea for a Global Community Grounded in a Core of Human Rights’ in A Cassese (ed), Realizing
Utopia: The Future of International Law (Oxford University Press 2012) 139-140.
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should not lie with a political body, but should instead be entrusted to a body with judicial
power. Then, considering that a peremptory norm logically presupposes a customary norm,
the task for the chosen body would be to determine whether a customary norm of
international law has also been elevated to the status of jus cogens.20 In terms of how this
body may make such a determination, we are reminded of the 1969 Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties (VCLT) and its definition of a jus cogens norms as a norm “…accepted
and recognized by the international community of States as a whole as a norm from which
no derogation is permitted and which can be modified only be a subsequent norm of general
international law having the same character.”21
However, as one may expect, this only raises further questions. What do we mean
by the international community of States as a whole? And how are we to determine whether
such norms have been either accepted or recognised?22 Cassese argues the following:
“It can be inferred from authoritative statements of some of the protagonists of the
Vienna Conference that what is required is the acceptance by the majority of states
provided that such majority includes states which are representative of the various
political and geographic areas of the world. We can conclude that, unlike the customary
process, the two elements of usus and opinio juris are not required. It may suffice for
the majority of members of the world community in some way to evince their
‘acceptance’ of a customary rule as having the rank of a peremptory norm.”23

The standards here are hardly determinative. The international community needs to evince
their acceptance in some way, but we are not provided with guidance on how this is to be
done. Nor are we clear as to what a majority would look like. But perhaps this is due to
Cassese’s recognition that in practice, few international legal subjects offer any evidence of
such acceptance, whether by explicit declarations, acts of conduct or recommendations
emanating from international organisations. Hence, in identifying whether a norm should be
considered to have attained jus cogens status, we are reminded that one should inter alia rely
on judicial decisions, whether carried out by international or national courts.24 We are also
advised that “…one should determine whether the international society (acting through such
collective bodies as the UN General Assembly) regards the value protected by a general rule
or principle as fully congruous with the universal goals or values upheld by that
community…”25, and that when comparing the norm at hand with existing peremptory norms,
one should establish whether such a norm is as crucial for the international community as
20
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established jus cogens norms.26 Yet, once again, little is advanced as to how one would go
about doing so.
Evidencing a link between his work and a deep-rooted Kantian outlook,27 Cassese
proclaims that even though “…these values…essentially exist at the normative level, at the
level of what ought to be done; they seldom actuate state undertakings.”28 In fact, it becomes
evident that a central concern for Cassese was reaching a stage where States do not ignore
said values. Whether that be, for example, by including practices contrary to international
human rights norms as punishments for crimes in their criminal codes, or by directly or
indirectly condoning practices such as torture, despite its prohibition under international
law.29 The claim therefore seems to be that whilst certain values may be universal in principle,
they are not yet universal in practice.30
Take international human rights for example. Cassese argues that when it comes to
human rights, “… universality is, at least for the present, a myth. Not only are human rights
observed differently – certainly to a different degree – in different countries; but they are also
conceived of differently.”31 Note, however, that this claim does not concede the relativity of
the content of international human rights. Rather, Cassese’s analysis of universality here
suggests its attainability; international human rights, as universal moral norms, may not be
universal in their application today, but may be in the future. In other words, the universality
of the rights discussed is being questioned due to a lack of uniformity in their application,
not due to their normative content.32 And whilst there may be many reasons why what are
claimed to be universal values are not universally applied, two principal reasons are identified
by Cassese, that need to be taken into account: “…[T]he persistent impact of sovereignty,
and the ineradicable role of self-interest resulting in the lack of a real community sentiment
in the world society.”33 Still, whilst acknowledging that the international legal order could
not yet speak of ‘solidarity proper’34, Cassese nevertheless points to “…the gradual
emergence, in recent times, of communal concerns, namely the intent or will to pursue the
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A Cassese, Human Rights in a Changing World (Temple University Press 1990) 51.
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implementation of universal values transcending the individual interest of each international
actor… (peace, self-determination, human rights, the rule of law)[.]”35
Let us, for the time being, provide this narrative of the emergence of communal
concerns with the benefit of the doubt. Cassese is still aware that one would nevertheless
need to question how the international community would react to a possible situation when
one universal value conflicts with another. For, even if we were to agree, for example, that
both peace and human rights are universal values, one may rightly point to instances when
States have come to question whether they ought to breach the absolute prohibition on the
use of force (contra peace) in the name of human rights. In fact, in such an instance (a conflict
between the values of peace v. human rights) one may easily be able to identify which legal
norm should prevail and nevertheless feel unsatisfied by the need to betray one value over
another. Of course, recalling the tenets of the critical positivist approach, one may advance
that whilst States ought not to breach international law, the legal institution and the norms
contributing to this conflict of values may need to be revisited by the doctrine in order to
ensure that both can be applied in harmony. But whether such a harmony of values can be
reached is controversial in itself.
Cassese faced this problem head on in his analysis of the legality of the intervention
by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) into Kosovo of 1999. There, he
acknowledged that the use of force by the NATO alliance, absent an express authorisation
by the Security Council under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations (UNC), and
without a justification of self-defence under Article 51 of the Charter, was a serious breach
of international law.36 Still, whilst nevertheless proclaiming peace, human rights and selfdetermination as the three values upon which inter-State relations are based, Cassese argued
that when “…conflict or tension arises between two or more of these values, peace must
always constitute the ultimate and prevailing factor.”37 But does this therefore mean that the
international community ought to lie idle whilst gross and violent atrocities against humanity
are being committed, on the basis that the international legal prohibition on the use of force
seeks to promote peace? As Cassese puts it, “[s]hould one remain silent…[o]r rather, should
respect for the Rule of Law be sacrificed on the altar of human compassion?”38
Again, for Cassese, it would be a mistake to classify NATO’s actions in Kosovo in
1999 as anything but contrary to international law. However, he nevertheless argued that
from an ethical viewpoint, their actions were justified.39 How so? Well, alongside the
acknowledgement that respect for human rights had already been appreciated as a concern
for the whole international community and could therefore be considered as a concept
elevated to the status of erga omnes, Cassese noted that at least some governments are of the
35
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opinion that, “…under certain exceptional circumstances, where atrocities reach such a large
scale as to shock the conscience of all human beings and indeed jeopardize international
stability, forcible protection of human rights may need to outweigh the necessity to avoid
friction and armed conflict.”40
This turn, from appreciating the illegality of NATO’s actions to nevertheless
recognising claims that may call for the pursuit of ‘positive peace’, may lead us to the old
natural law versus positivism debate.41 However, rather than reading the above comments as
evidence of Cassese having perhaps changed his mind over which value should always
prevail under international law (peace or human rights), it may be argued (recalling Cassese’s
own admission to his internal struggle between lex lata and lex ferenda) that this development
in Cassese’s thinking reflects his own struggle to recognise the interplay between legal norms
and values in international law. That is, since there is not, at any point, a retraction of the
conclusion that the action by NATO was illegal, what Cassese seems to be grappling with is
the understanding that whilst it is evident that the international legal framework is based upon
the acknowledgment that peace should prevail over human rights, should these two values
conflict, this is a position that, morally, is context-dependent, and so may have an effect on
how we view the legitimacy of certain breaches of international norms that seek to protect
one value or another, depending on the situation at hand. A contingent moral decision would
need to be made, and this, as is shown in the following passage by Cassese, may be necessary
if we are to assume that the legal framework is based on values:
“What, then, if those universal values turn out to be in conflict with each other (for
instance, if in a particular situation, respect for human rights or the right to selfdetermination is at odds with the maintenance of peace and international order)? At that
stage, in the choice between values, the interpreter will necessarily have to rely upon
his or her personal ideological or political leanings. What matters, however, is that he
or she should make it explicit and clear that the choice between two conflicting values
is grounded in a personal slant or bias, and not in any ‘objective’ legal precedence of
one value over the other.”42

To summarise Cassese’s position in full, certain norms of international law may lay claim to
universality since they embody universal values. Peace, human rights and self-determination
have been identified as three such values, and have been argued as confirmable through the
identification of claims that these norms hold jus cogens status. However, should these values
conflict, it is left to the interpreter in question to make a contingent choice as to which value
should prevail in practice. That is, whilst there is a hierarchy in respect to those norms that
embody universal values and the regular norms of international law, there is no identifiable
hierarchy between universal values.
40
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However, for Cassese, the acknowledgment of these values is no confirmation that
we have arrived at utopia:
“In short, the traditional ‘soul’ of the world community has continued to march on
unperturbed. Only its surface has been lightly scratched by those new values and legal
standards. The world community continues to be dominated by sovereign states, each
of which is primarily bent on the pursuit of its own short- or medium-term interests.”43

Yet, this does not mean that we ought to resign to a pessimistic form of realism.44 Rather,
whilst the international lawyer must remain objective and not mistake utopian rhetoric for
the law in existence,45 critical positivism would demand that she nevertheless seek to improve
the international legal order so to promote the further application of universal values;46 values
that “…must be obeyed by all nations, states and individuals of the planet.”47 The growing
international foothold being gained by human rights doctrines, as well as the effect of
contemporary globalisation on world society, may help in this development.48 But so, too,
we are told, must we strengthen the role of international organisations that are concerned
with humanitarian issues, such as the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights49, as well as support international civil
society by demanding that States abide by the universal values enshrined as jus cogens
norms.50
2. From Universal Values to Community Interests
We have so far encountered several different meanings that can be attributed to a claim that
a norm or value is universal. We have encountered the idea of moral universality, in the sense
that there exist valid norms and values that ought to be obeyed even if they are not followed
in practice. We have further considered the possibility of a constructible universality, where
universal norms and values are deduced from the actions of States. So too have we considered
43
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universality in the sense of uniformity, where universality can be achieved in practice through
the promotion and uniform application of certain norms.
This would not come as a surprise to our second interlocutor, Bruno Simma51, who
understands there to be at least three different notions of universality in respect to the practice
of international law. The first concerns the conception of international law as being valid for
and binding upon all States as a complete body of law; an all-inclusive international legal
order within which bilateral, multilateral and regional regimes can all exist as part of the
whole.52 The second concerns the international legal order as not only a unified order, but
also a coherent legal order.53 And lastly, the third concerns the international legal order as a
value-oriented, universalistic order for the whole of humankind. One that, if not yet founded,
ought to be.54 Specifically:
“The concept implies the expansion of international law beyond the inter-state sphere,
particularly by endowing individuals with international personality, establishing a
hierarchy of norms, a value-oriented approach, a certain ‘verticalization’ of
international law, de-emphasizing consent in law-making, introducing international
criminal law, by the existence of institutions and procedures for the enforcement of
collective interests at the international level – ultimately, the emergence of an
international community, perceived as a legal community.”55

We had already encountered this last notion, along with its references to a hierarchy of norms
and progressively inclusive international legal community, in the work of Cassese.56 And
Simma, too, is of the belief that contemporary developments in international relations and
international law allow us to defend the view that we are currently witnessing the emergence
of a legal community in this progressive sense.57 Yet, Simma’s approach differs from
Cassese’s in several respects.
Simma’s starting point is the acknowledgment that, traditionally, international law
has been bilateralist, with international legal obligations arising only in relations between
States, as the primary actors of international law. It was, for a long time, left up to States to
protect their own rights and to bring forward claims, since only they held the privilege of
51
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international legal personality.58 Yet, although reciprocity is, of course, nothing to be looked
down upon in itself, this traditional depiction of the international legal order may hinder a
greater, value-oriented, solidarity.59 The ‘antithesis’ of such an international legal order
therefore, Simma claims, can be the concept of community interests, which he tentatively
defines as “…a consensus according to which respect for certain fundamental values is not
to be left to the free disposition of States individually or inter se but is recognized and
sanctioned by international law as a matter of concern to all States.”60 Thankfully, he
exclaims, such community interests are now spreading throughout international law, creating
a more socially conscious international legal order; one that recognises the common interests
of humankind, rather than focusing only the interests of States.61
A foremost example, he argues, is the protection of the environment. For, it is clear
that, for a long time, a bilateralist mind-set was prominent in respect to environmental
concerns at the international level. Take the Trail Smelter arbitral award of 1938, for
example, where the tribunal proclaimed that “…under the principles of international law, as
well as of the law of the United States, no State has the right to use or permit the use of its
territory in such a manner as to cause injury by fumes in or to the territory of another or the
properties or persons therein, when the case is of serious consequence and the injury is
established by clear and convincing evidence.”62 Or, as Simma highlights, Principle 21 of the
1972 Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment, whereby States are said to have
the right to exploit their own resources as long as no environmental harm is caused beyond
their borders.63 Modern discoveries in the natural sciences have unveiled the
inappropriateness of such bilateralist thinking when it comes to the environment. The
recognition of the depletion of the ozone layer as a singular whole, which affects the world
in its entirety and humankind in general, for example, has had an evident effect on the
international order. Take, for instance, the move away from bilaterlist thinking that is
recognisable should we compare the bilateralist attitude identifiable in the Stockholm
Declaration to the communal mind-set that can be seen amongst the novel principles
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presented in, inter alia, the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development64 and, more
recently, the 2015 Paris Agreement.65
Another example of this switch to a communal mind-set can be evidenced by the
rise in the international concern for human rights. Simma argues that “…there probably exists
no other ‘community interest’ so far detached from individual State interests as that of
enforcing human rights worldwide.”66 For, whilst one may see how environmental protection
may also serve the interest of States, the purpose of human rights is to protect the interests of
the individual human being in general, irrespective of their nationality.67 Now, bearing in
mind that the treatment of a States’ citizens was considered to be the sole concern of the
governing State, the contemporary international legal order, through “… discussions of
human rights matters in international bodies and conferences, public censure and
condemnation, international ‘mobilization of shame’, … judgments of human rights courts
and sanctions against persistent violators…”68, shows that States can no longer expect to be
left to their own devices when it comes to the treatment of their citizens.69
Both of these examples raised by Simma, therefore, can arguably be viewed as
concerning common interests due to their going beyond the interests of States as selfinterested institutions. Hence, the positivisation of more community minded environmental
norms and international human rights norms in international law may represent a turning
point away from traditional bilateralist international legal ordering. Or, as Simma claims, we
may be “…gradually giving way to a more communitarian, more highly institutionalized
international law, in which states ‘channel’ the pursuit of most of their individual interests
through multilateral institutions.”70
It is notable, however, that the last example of a community interest (international
concern for human rights) was adamantly identified by Cassese as a value. Simma, however,
seems hesitant to proclaim that human rights represent a value of the international
community. Instead, Simma wishes to highlight the difference one should make between
interests and values, when stating that “[i]f there is an international community, it needs to
have certain interests common to all its members and a certain set of common values,
principles and procedures.”71 Yet, since the term ‘fundamental values’ lies within his
definition of what common interests are concerned with, there is scope for Simma’s pursuit
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of an international legal order based on community interests to co-exist with Cassese’s
theory, according to which certain norms of international law represent universal values.
In accordance with Cassese, Simma acknowledges that an internalised sense of
commonality, in the sense of a global community of States, is difficult to discern.72 But
Simma further acknowledges that an inside-outside relationship is inherent in the concept of
community:
“… [A] ‘community’ does not only possess an inside aspect but also presupposes an
outside, an environment against which it defines and delineates its identity. In the case
of an all-embracing community like the International one, it is unclear who or what
constitutes this ‘outside’: Does it only consist of those with whom nobody wants to
deal, namely, terrorist ‘rogue states’? But even these outcasts are not fully excluded
from international relations and Institutions. Does the ‘international community’
personify a particular civilization and value system, namely, a ‘Western’ way of life,
and therefore exclude groups opposing those values — religious fundamentalists or
advocates of ‘Asian values’, to name a few? But if this is the case, how can the
international community engage people and peoples from different cultural
backgrounds?”73

This recognition provides a new dimension to the conversation, arguably revealing why, like
Simma, we ought to be careful not to confuse what is common between us with what is
universal. For, in posing these questions, Simma forces us to recognise that those who seek
to defend international law’s universality in the universalistic sense must contemplate
whether it can be taken for granted that every subject of international law will agree that this
is the case. Hence, one may recognise the possibility of the development of ‘common’ values
that extend beyond one culture, whether that be the maintenance of peace, concern for the
health of the environment or human rights, but nevertheless wish to refrain from speaking of
‘universal values’. And perhaps it is via the identification of common interests that we may
then fashion a starting point for the development of a more concentrated effort towards the
recognition of a minimum consensus on values.74
Bearing this in mind, whether one wishes to speak of either the common interests or
common values of the international community, one ought not underestimate the practical
significance that claims as to the existence of either hold in respect to how nations behave
and evaluate the legitimacy of certain actions; a line of thought represented in Simma’s
analysis of the NATO intervention into Kosovo in 1999.
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Like Cassese, Simma does not hesitate to determine that the intervention into
Kosovo by NATO was illegal. Yet, highlighting the effort made by NATO to act in
conformity with both the purposes of the UN Charter and the discourse emanating from the
UN Security Council, Simma notes that when analysing the reasoning of NATO in its threat
of use of force against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), one not only sees how
these arguments were based on the concept of humanitarian intervention, but that they were
also based on the UN Charter, and drew from the Security Council resolutions responding to
the situation in Kosovo75 and the FRY’s non-compliance with the obligations deriving
thereof.76 Taking this into consideration, NATO’s threat of force could, cautiously be viewed
as legitimate.77
However, Simma recognises that such reasoning could create a dangerous
precedent. With the international legal order being a horizontal system, claims as to the
legitimacy of actions such as these, are open to being recycled by other States when similar
circumstances arise. Thus, Simma admits that it is quite possible that, in the future, other
alliances, or States for that matter, might threaten to use, or use, force in the name of specific
values or interests, whether common or universal, and base their defence of the legitimacy of
such use on this precedent.78 So, too, should we be wary of the danger presented by either
the threat or use of force in the future “…against a state which is not a member of a certain
international organization, and which might therefore not share this organization’s ‘common
interests and values’…”79.
Simma’s message, therefore, comes in the form of a warning. In thinking of the
international legal system as an order of either universal or common values or interests, we
not only risk assuming widespread uniformity, but also provide a possible opening for
international actors to breach international obligations in the name of said values or interests.
He thus represents a more pragmatic voice for those who wish to defend the universality of
international law, suggesting caution when equating norms to values. Whether the concept
of interests can save us in a defence of the universality of certain norms of international law,
however, is also questioned. What seems to be of central concern is who is included and
excluded from what are argued to be either universal or common norms or values? That, and
that we ought to be careful when seeking all-inclusiveness in our pursuit for a more
community oriented international legal order. Hence, Simma is clear when he argues that
should consensus on matters of value and interest be achievable, the challenge would be to
develop institutions able to resolve conflicts that arise from diverging examples of such,80
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“… rather than in postulating a common philosophy which would miraculously neutralize
the divergence of individual interests and values.”81
3. International Law and Empire
Despite Simma’s recognition of why the heterogeneity of our divided world is also a central
issue in respect to claims as to the universality of international law, like Cassese, Simma
promotes a narrative of progression towards an ever-inclusive, community minded
international legal order. Yet, with contemporary scholarship having become increasingly
aware of what can be labelled the critique of imperialism in international law, talk of
universal values and common interests, for some, will ring like re-incarnations of imperialist
terminology.
Such awareness is due to the works of the likes of our third interlocutor, Antony
82
Anghie , whose research represents one variant of the Third World Approaches to
International Law school (TWAIL).83 Focusing on the relationship between international law
and imperialism, Anghie provides strong support for those who would reject the claim that
we may equate any international legal norm with universal values. And yet, Anghie seems to
be in no doubt that international law is universal, as “… a body of law that applies to all states
regardless of their specific cultures, belief systems, and political organizations…[and] a
common set of doctrines that all states use to regulate relations with each other.”84 This seems
to reveal how Anghie considers the universality of international law as defensible in terms of
its applicability, as long as all States use it in their international interactions. But no mention
is made here to its universality being linked to some higher ethical principles. Rather,
Anghie’s work challenges us to rethink the nature of international law, as well as the
attainment of order amongst a plurality of sovereign States as its central problem.85
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Contrary to falling in line with a progressive narrative the likes of which Cassese
and Simma sought to advance, Anghie reminds us to take seriously the fact that international
law is first and foremost the law between sovereign nations; a law with a long and tumultuous
history. And key to this story, we are told, is the modern conceptualisation of the sovereign
State, the emergence of which is most commonly attributed to the Peace of Westphalia in
1648, and the traditional understanding that within a States’ borders, a sovereign nation may
govern as it sees fit.86 But what is also key for Anghie is how the work of international
lawyers who preceded the seventeenth century can reveal a long-lasting link between
‘imperialism, sovereignty and the making of international law’.
A central figure for Anghie in this respect is Francisco de Vitoria. Whilst Hugo
Grotius is commonly credited as the father of international law, Anghie argues that in
Vitoria’s work, particularly his ‘De Indis et de Ivre Belli Relectiones’, we are provided with
an illuminating insight into the origins of the international legal order.87 In De Indis, Vitoria
set out, amongst other things, to tackle the issue of how the Spanish came to rule over the
‘Indians of the New World’88 and sought answers to a host of questions. For instance, what
law, if any, governed the interaction between two evidently different societies, such as the
Spanish and these ‘newly discovered peoples’? “Who is sovereign? What are the powers of
a sovereign? Are the Indians sovereign? What are the rights and duties of the Indians and the
Spaniards?”89 Vitoria had unconventionally decided that the Pope of the time had no
authority over this newly discovered society, concluding instead that they were instead bound
by a secular natural law that, by definition, was universally applicable to every human being,
regardless of their origins.90 Yet, despite how commendable this may initially seem, Anghie
notes that it is precisely Vitoria’s introduction of the notion of reason, and assertion that the
native Americans possessed reason as humans and were therefore bound by natural law, that
allowed Vitoria to introduce the notion of jus gentium as the law that governed ‘SpanishIndian’ relations and lent legitimacy to the Spanish entering native American land.91 “…[A]n
idealised version of the particular cultural practices of the Spanish assume[d] the guise of
universality as a result of appearing to derive from the sphere of natural law.”92 And having
set an ideal, Vitoria could therefore take it upon himself to discern whether or not this other
society had reached it, and if not, what the consequences were to be.93
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All of this could be used to the advantage of the Spanish, and an example of such
can be found in Vitoria’s argument that the Spanish had the natural right to not only enter the
new world, but temporarily stay in these new-found lands in order to partake in trade,
provided that such acts were pursued without recourse to violence.94 As Anghie writes:
“The natural law which solves the problem of jurisdiction is based on something akin
to a secular state of nature existing at ‘the beginning of the world’. … [J]us gentium,
naturalizes and legitimates a system of commerce and Spanish penetration. Spanish
forms of economic and political life are all-encompassing because ostensibly supported
by doctrines prescribed by Vitoria’s system of universal law. The gap between the two
cultures now ceases to exist in that a common framework by which both Spanish and
Indian behaviour may be assessed is established. Equally importantly, an idealised
version of the particular cultural practices of the Spanish assume the guise of
universality as a result of appearing to derive from the sphere of natural law.”95

Hence, what De Indis evidences is how one particular culture could advance its own
principles as universal and, in so doing, justify actions taken either against or irrespective of
the other, who, it insisted, was equally bound by them.
At this moment in the history of international law, it was European concepts such
as “…legal personality, political institutions, [and] ideas of justice…”96 that were elevated to
a universal status. The imperial expansion of the nineteenth century and the rise of positivism
saw positivists rely on this same framework, but with natural law no longer holding sway,
they “…devised a series of formal doctrines that used explicitly racial and cultural criteria to
decree certain states civilised, and therefore sovereign, and other states uncivilised and nonsovereign.”97 Decisions as to who could attain sovereignty were based on cultural difference,
empowering certain cultural societies whilst simultaneously being used to
disempower/curtail others.98 Once more, those in charge of setting the ideal could begin with
the task of civilising cultures they found to be wanting; moulding them in order to conform
to their ‘universal principles’.99 The civilising mission portrayed the image of the nonEuropean other as backward, savage, and in urgent need of being elevated to the European
standards of civilisation; a powerful image that, Anghie argues, underscores the origins of
international law.100
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The classification of the other has always been accompanied by the image of violent
culture, which may only be tamed by a greater violence.101 The latter violence, however,
would be “…legitimate because it is inflicted in self-defence, or because it is humanitarian
in character and indeed seeks to save the non-European peoples from themselves.”102 It is
ironic, therefore, that early instances of claims defending the universality of international law
introduced a ‘we the human people’ that simultaneously allowed for the exclusion of some
on the basis that they were not yet ‘civilised’, and so not wholly ‘human’. Peoples were
afforded the false courtesy of being considered equal under the umbrella of reason, and then
stripped of any claim to equality if not accepted as a sovereign nation, “…thus reduced to
objects of conquest and exploitation.”103
“This law legitimised conquest as legal, and decreed that lands inhabited by people
regarded as inferior and backward were terra nullius. In other cases imperial powers
claimed that native chiefs had entered into treaties which gave those powers sovereignty
over non-European territories and peoples. The ability of natives to enter into such
treaties was paradoxical, given that they were characterised as entirely lacking in legal
status. What is clear from an examination of the treaties, however, is that international
lawyers granted the natives such status, quasi-sovereignty, for the purposes of enabling
them to transfer rights, property and sovereignty. The right of the native to dispose of
himself or his resources was in effect upheld by these treaties, just as in Vitoria native
personality is established so that it may be bound by international law.”104

Anghie argues that come the post-colonial period, the dichotomy between civilised and
uncivilised switches to that between advanced and backward.105 Pointing to how the colonial
territories of Germany and the Ottoman Empire were not appropriated by victors, but rather
placed under the Mandate System of the League of Nations,106 Anghie highlights how, rather
than promote genuine sovereignty for backwards territories, the League of Nations Mandate
System effectively reproduced the economic subordination experienced by the third world
through colonialism, whilst providing the illusion of political sovereignty.107 Vitoria’s system
was not overthrown by the League of Nations. It was restructured. It would not be until the
arrival of the UN, along with the rise of the doctrine of self-determination that, according to
Anghie, we can significantly point to a changed international landscape where the ‘third
world’ sought to rebalance the inequality created by colonialism.108
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However, the arrival of the UN ought not to distract from the claim that the civilising
mission has endured over time and that we may still spot the signs in movements such as the
advancement of human rights, development or democratisation.109 One example of where
Anghie argues we may witness both the perpetuation of the inequality of international law
and the reproduction of the civilising mission, may be found by studying the United States
of America’s 2002 National Security Strategy (NSS), adopted in response to the terrorist
attacks in the US of the 11th of September 2001. The NSS lay down the Bush
administration’s belief that it may act in pre-emptive self-defence, and argued for the
evolution of international law in order to facilitate timely responses to the world’s new
threats.110 Anghie criticises the administration’s arguments, arguing that they show
absolutely no intention of having such a right universalised. In other words, they did not
intend to allow international law to accept pre-emptive self-defence as an applicable doctrine
for all States, especially those who could argue for the use of such right against the US. Whilst
the Bush administration rightly identified the danger of the realisation of such a right, such
as the danger of said right being susceptible to abuse by those who seek to carry out acts of
aggression, no distinctive position was provided to clarify who would be able to classify
whether the right is being exercised legitimately or not.111 What more, within this same
document lay the call for a war of ideas,112 which, as is clarified in the document, would be
fought inter alia by “…supporting moderate and modern government, especially in the
Muslim world, to ensure that the conditions and ideologies that promote terrorism do not find
fertile ground in any nation[.]”113 But we are left wondering, who ought to have the authority
to decide upon what classifies as moderate and modern forms of government, let alone what
the conditions or ideologies that promote terrorism are?
A broader perspective on the US’s war on terror only further reminds us that this
war was waged by denying suspected individuals the protection offered by international law,
specifically by the Geneva Conventions,114 and that it has been criticised for shielding
alternative intentions, such as the transformation of the Middle East “…into a democratic
region.”115 The war on terror, which amongst other things saw suspected terrorists labelled
as the other, and therefore effectively placed outside of the legal protection offered to us by
the Geneva Conventions,116 provides a worrying precursor for what some may argue is a “…
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return to an imperial system of order, one in which the imperial power assumes for itself the
right to invade other states and transform them for its own purposes.”117 The US’s claim that
its sole ambition was to lead Iraq towards self-government, can be read as an ambition to
democratise Iraq, in its own image; an independence modelled on that of the US.118 How
close this all seems to the goal of enlightenment Vitoria’s writing expressed for the
‘barbarians’ of the ‘new world’.
Unlike our previous authors, Anghie has not concentrated his doctrinal perspective
on the Kosovo intervention of 1999, nor more broadly to humanitarian intervention, as
closely as his dealing with the US’s ‘war on terror’. Nevertheless, in specifically dealing with
the US’s actions in Iraq, and their attempt to adapt international law’s perspective on
aggression and the doctrine of self-defence, as well as achieve the democratisation of Iraq,
Anghie does recognise the power attached to associated arguments based on human rights
considerations and democracy, and the illegal-legitimate distinction so prominent in the
studies we have already discussed.119
According to Anghie, one must pay attention to how human rights arguments can
be raised both as reasons to invade and transform States,120 with international human rights
arguably standing in the contemporary world as those norms “…that must be achieved in
order to bring about a ‘civil state’ thus, supposedly, bringing about international stability.”121
NATO’s Kosovo intervention, through this lens, is but another example of the weight certain
States can have on the development of international law. Hence, Anghie argues that the
‘illegal but legitimate’ tag that is so often attached to the NATO intervention of 1999, is
highly influenced by the fact that it was a coalition of democratic States that intervened.122
States seem to be free to invade in the name of human rights and go to war, violating
international law, in the defence and promotion of democracy, with that same ideal of
democracy then providing the blueprint for the reconstruction of the conquered State123:
“These ideas represent a complete inversion of traditional international law: in classic
international law of the nineteenth century, states could – at least nominally – do as they
pleased within their own borders as long as they complied with their international
obligations. Now, there is a reverse tendency, even among critics of the war.
Democratic states can depart from the law and still be seen as acting legitimately, in the
interests of cosmopolitan ideals, because they are democratic. Democratic states have
these special privileges: they are not bound by international law, rather they make it.
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For scholars of international law, this is a familiar argument: only civilized states have
proper membership of the family of nations.”124

Combined, all of the above provides for a strong critique against the assertion that
international law in any way represents universal values. Anghie’s argument, rather, is that
international law was built upon, and continues to reflect, the values of a particular. To begin
with, it was Europe and its ideal of what it means to be civilised. Since then, the civilising
mission has been variously rehashed, up to and including our present, where we have arrived
at a time when it may be argued that international law’s development is now heavily
influenced by Western democracies, with concepts such as the attainment of democracy and
the upholding of human rights acting as the new parameters for the other to abide by in order
to be recognised as sovereign and allowed within the scope of international law. There are
no higher ethical principles other than those exclaimed by the powerful and no universal
norms or values other than those imposed by those same actors.
The worry is that whilst colonialism has not been forgotten by international legal
scholarship, it has nevertheless been pushed to the periphery of theoretical enquiries of the
discipline, as if only an unfortunate moment in history that has already been resolved.125 This
is most evident in the perpetual presentation of the foundational problem of the discipline as
that which concerns ‘how’ order is to be attained amongst sovereign States; a question that
presumes a state of sovereign equality that largely obscures the inherent inequality of the
international legal order, and in so doing obstructs an honest starting position where we may
begin asking the right questions,126 such as “…how was it decided that…[certain]…states
lacked sovereignty? And what are the terms on which they might acquire sovereignty?”127
Once we start engaging with these questions we may, or so Anghie claims, begin to
unravel the colonial origins of international law, along with its continuous subordination of
the other, and see that there are no higher ethical principles that guide its development; no
universal values that are protected within its system. Rather, it may well be the case that
international law not only reflects the values of a particular, but that having originated to
further the interest of a particular through the subordination of the other, also perpetuates
inequality through the concept of universality, or better yet, universalisation.
However, none of this, for Anghie, takes away from the idea that public international
law can become more universal, if by universal we mean that those who were excluded can
become included in a ‘universal community’128. Rather, in a similar way to Simma, Anghie’s
goal of incremental inclusion sees the correction of the imperialist basis of the international
legal order, which he recounts as being in some way dependent on taking into account the
interests, but not necessarily the cultural traditions, of those peoples who were originally
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excluded from the making of international law.129 He points to the possibility of universal
standards being created which the ‘third world’ can have a role in developing, for example,
as one possible solution to the problem at hand.130
And yet such a solution seems out of reach if sought in terms of universalism. For
according to Anghie “[t]he creation of international law in its necessarily endless drive
towards universality is based on the compelling invocation of this ‘other’. The drive is
necessarily endless…because even while seeking to create a universal system it generates the
difference that makes this task impossible and, further, because these imperial projects
inevitably provoke rebellion and opposition.”131 Universality here is thus depicted as an end
state that can never be reached; an unattainable chimera the pursuit of which only creates that
which confirms its absence. So, too, is it depicted as inseparable from imperialist trajectories
which international law may be made aware of, but perhaps, being grounded in the
sovereignty doctrine, cannot divert from. Per Anghie:
“International law is in a permanent state of emergency; it could not be otherwise, over
the centuries, given that international law has endlessly reached out towards
universality, expanding, confronting, including and suppressing the different societies
and peoples it encountered. At the peripheries, then, sovereignty was continuously
demarcating and policing these boundaries, applying and reinventing the emergency
powers which incorporated, excluded and normalized the uncivilized, hence enabling
conventional sovereignty to appear to operate unperturbed, stable and following its own
course. International law can maintain its coherence and play its classic role of
regulating state behaviour only by carefully defining the cultural sphere, the civilized
world, in which it operates. Thus the colony, the primitive, is always and everywhere
within sovereignty doctrine, if only because it must be excluded and managed.”132

Anghie’s critique, therefore, does not argue against seeking universality, nor does it contend
that the ideals that could be criticised for their imperialistic employment (e.g. democracy or
human rights) are inherently imperialistic.133 Recall that Anghie calls for an ever-moreinclusive order, one that is grounded on a jurisprudence that draws from all of the cultures in
the world in order to remedy the imperialist history and meaning of the institution.134 At the
same time, whether certain norms of international law can lay claim to universality also
seems empirically determinable within the doctrine. Were all of those addressed by the norm
in question included in creating the norm? If so, then perhaps we may answer in the
affirmative. Yet, the hope that we may have felt after engaging with the work of Cassese and
129
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Simma, takes on a different tint when universality, per Anghie, may be thought of as both the
necessary and impossible telos of international law.
4. Dangerous Kitsch?
So far, three tints of hope as to the universality of international law can be garnered. The
hope that international law finally recognises and moves to regularly promote universal
values, per Cassese. That a common consensus on community interests can be found among
the diverging interests of sovereign nations, leading us to a more united world order, per
Simma. And lastly, the hope that through the inclusion of the voices and interests of all those
who are affected by the norms of the international order, especially in the making and
development of contemporary international norms, we may reach a more universal
international legal order, per Anghie. Yet, our last interlocutor, Martti Koskenniemi,
introduces an alternative hope: The hope that international lawyers become aware of the
dangerous kitsch advanced in the name of universality.135
Hearing an accusation of something being ‘kitsch’ or ‘kitschy’ is rarely paired with
the word ‘dangerous’. Rather, ‘kitsch’ is likely to bring to mind the image of something that
is in poor-taste. In the UK, for instance, this may evoke an image of a suburban front garden
over-filled with colourful garden gnomes, or a cabinet in someone’s home containing too
many porcelain angel figurines.136 But this is not the meaning of kitsch that Koskenniemi is
referring to when he pinpoints jus cogens and erga omnes norms as the kind of kitsch with
which international law is burdened.137 Rather, building on an insight from Milan Kundera,
Koskenniemi seeks to unpack the traits of a certain political kitsch present in international
law: Sentimental lies “…invoked to defend the easy truth, the nostalgic feel for an abstract
mankind, and to curtain off death.”138 This is the sense of kitsch that he attributes to jus
cogens and erga omnes norms. In his words, these are “…two notions expressed in a dead
European language that have no clear reference in this world but which invoke a longing for
such reference and create a community out of such longing. Instead of a meaning, they invoke
a nostalgia for having such a meaning, or for a tradition which, we believe, still possessed
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such meaning.”139 Hence, rather than simply accepting their existence as the legal
embodiment of universal moral truths, or higher ethical codes, we ought to recognise how
the existence of such kitsch not only leads to the adoption of said norms and normative
categories as ‘instruments in hegemonic struggle’140, but also blinds us to other issues
deserving of equal concern (e.g. global poverty).141 Match this with what Koskenniemi
identifies as the ‘enchanting power’ of law – “…[the power to make] us believe things to be
right or wrong, true or false[…]”142 – and one comes to appreciate the possible danger
presented by such normative categories.
The above claim is rooted in Koskenniemi’s denial of the objectivity of international
law. He is not a defender of the universality of international in any of the senses we have
uncovered so far, and his work is relatively consistent in advancing arguments against the
idea that certain norms of international law reflect universal values or higher ethical codes.
His argument against such claims begins, like Anghie’s, by turning to history and reviewing
the already mentioned positivisation of international law. In particular, Koskenniemi
highlights the influence that the enlightenment period had upon international jurists following
the eighteenth century, and their assumption that the principle of the ‘rule of law’ could be
extended to the international arena, where free and equal sovereign States were able to pursue
their own interests without a global sovereign.143 He argues that since its liberation from
natural law theories (as explored earlier) and after the enlightenment revelation of the
subjectivity of values, the international legal order has been linked to this ideal of the ‘rule
of law’ as the answer to how the international legal order can become more than a political
free-for-all (whilst not denying the necessary involvement of politics altogether).144 Posited
law was thus seen as the objective institution to replace the presumed objectivity of natural
law, serving as a constant ideal even among contemporary international lawyers.145
Yet, according to Koskenniemi, international law cannot wholly escape politics,
since modern international law is grounded upon two assumptions. The first is the scientific
assumption that the content of international law must be understood in an objective way; that
“[w]e must know international norms in some way that is independent from any particular
political, religious, ethnic, or other such background.”146 This lends us a scientific conception
of the law, which concentrates on communities and social facts; a social conception of the
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law that values concreteness.147 The second is a political assumption of international law,
which reminds us that we cannot derive that which ought to be from what is, and that we
should therefore ensure a certain distance between social facts and law, thus promoting law’s
normativity.148 However, these two strands, normativity and concreteness, are fundamentally
in contestation:
“To prevent international law from losing its independence vis-à-vis international
politics the legal mind fights a battle on two fronts. On the one hand, it attempts to
ensure the normativity of the law by creating distance between it and State behaviour,
will and interest. On the other hand, it attempts to ensure the law’s concreteness by
distancing it from a natural morality.”149

In other words, to ensure international law’s commitment to the rule of law, and its objectivity
under a social conception of the law, we must base the law on the identifiable behaviour, will
or interest of States (concreteness), whilst simultaneously ensuring that law is not merely
reducible to their will, by retaining its capacity to be applied equally amongst States, and
where necessary, against State preferences (normativity).150
However, this is where the international jurist, in an attempt to evidence the validity
of international law, finds herself in a dilemma. In order not to provide ammunition for critics
who hold international law to be nothing more than politics, she must show how the law
maintains a considerable distance between itself and existing State power. She will be aware,
however, that the more her arguments attempt to evidence how law is not an apology for
existing power, the more utopian and divorced from practice they will appear, making them
open to the criticism of them being but subjective preferences.151 International lawyers are
thus continuously faced with the mutual exclusivity of two argumentative structures that may
stem from one of two roots. One, concerned with concepts of justice, common interest and
other notions that may be claimed to subject the will of sovereign nations to a higher order
(normativity/descending argumentation), and the other, directly concerned with the will and
interests of States (concreteness/ascending argumentation).152
Seeking to maintain a balance between normativity and concreteness, international
law remains wary not to formalise rules with a preference towards either. This is why in an
international legal dispute, each party may bring forward their claims and base them on either
line of argumentation. Since the law itself is seeking that same balance, each argument will
contemporaneously seem valid, and at the same time remain a target for arguments emanating
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from its opposing position.153 A balance may therefore seem to be the best middle ground
between following a line of argumentation that pursues law’s ascending character from the
will and practice of States, and a line of argumentation that insists on the normativity of the
law (descending upon State preference). But the achievement of such a balance, too, it is
argued, proves futile if seeking to evidence international law’s objectivity, since the
“…arguments are meaningful only in mutual exclusion…[and] each attempted reconciliation
can be ultimately made to reveal itself as simply self-contradicting or in fact preferring the
ascending or descending argument and unacceptable as such.”154
The dichotomy between normativity and concreteness can be pitched alongside
others. For instance, it could be argued that this dichotomy underlies that between a formalist
pursuit of law, which stresses the validity and bindingness of the law regardless of how
distant such may be to social fact, and a non-formalist (realist) approach, which refutes the
idea of law being valid or binding when not connected to social facts.155 Both formalism and
realism ultimately agree that law stems from society and that it is teleological.156 Yet, what
they disagree on is where we may receive knowledge of the social facts that reveal what route
must be taken; formalism and its faith in rules was not able to counter the realist critique, but
now, whatever category the realists may choose in order to present the normative situation
of the present,157 “‘[s]ocial reality’, ‘values’ and ‘interests’… seem just as opaque, just as
open to interpretative controversy and vulnerable to manipulation as rules once were.”158
So, too, may we transfer this argumentation to the dichotomy between
communitarianism and individualism, a dichotomy that underlies claims to the universality
of international law and that draws us back to Simma’s arguments on community interests.
There we may also see how arguments that seek to base international law on either of the two
concepts (communitarianism or individualism) will suffer the same fate. Justifications
presented that support a communitarian path will face criticisms from those who will remind
us that not everyone may necessarily aspire to that particular communitarian ideal, and so
point to the dangers of totalitarianism. Whilst egotistical arguments that concentrate too much
on individualism will face criticism from those who accuse such justifications as evidence of
anarchy or tyranny.159 Based on this, it would not have been surprising to Koskenniemi that
one of the primary arguments raised against the NATO Kosovo intervention addressed by
our three previous authors was of it being simultaneously illegal and legitimate.
By uncovering the politics of international law, Koskenniemi’s work warns us that
we are unlikely to find any substantive rules or principles of international law that are
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separable from the notion of power.160 And whilst there has been a growing trend of idealising
a transition from a horizontal international legal order of coexistence to a vertical order that
seeks the realisation and protection of universal values,161 Koskenniemi contests the idea that
there are values that do not originally emanate from some particular.162 The same applies to
international norms, for “[h]owever universal the terms in which international law is invoked,
it never appears as an autonomous and stable set of demands over a political reality.” 163
Rather, Koskenniemi argues, international actors are in constant ‘hegemonic contestation’, a
contestation whereby rules and principles are invoked and defended as representing certain
meanings favourable to those who invoke them.164 In his own words:
“In law, political struggle is waged on what legal words such as ‘aggression’, ‘selfdetermination’, ‘self-defence’, ‘terrorist’ or jus cogens mean, whose policy will they
include, whose will they oppose. To think of this struggle as hegemonic is to understand
that the objective of the contestants is to make their partial view of that meaning appear
as the total view, their preference seem like the universal preference.”165

Pierre-Joseph Proudhon’s statement, popularized by Carl Schmitt, that “[w]hoever says
humanity wants to cheat…”166, reminds us that universalist claims may hide imperialistic
ambitions.167 Yet, Koskenniemi notes that this famous quote nevertheless builds upon the
distinction of honesty and cheating, not only suggesting that whoever claims the universal is
merely representing their own preference, but that they may be claiming the wrong
universal.168 One way of digesting this information is to ask whether we can spot the
cheater.169 However, this may well be too strict a reading of the word ‘cheating’. The cheating
could equally be understood as an affront to there being no right answer. But Koskenniemi’s
interpretation seems consistent with his belief that there can be both ‘false and genuine
universalism’.170
Koskenniemi’s view on international law, nevertheless, remains the same.
International law seems to be condemned to a continuous political struggle over whose
preferences should be taken into account (and equally as important, whose preferences are to
be excluded) when a transition is made from policy to law; when legal terminology, such as
160
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jus cogens, is given meaning and content.171 The struggle is hegemonic, in the sense that each
participant is vying for their preference to represent a universal preference, and in so doing
seeking to cement their preference as such.172 Any claim as to the universality of international
law ought, therefore, to be viewed with suspicion. Pleadings for a universal international law,
through notions such as jus cogens and erga omnes, operate as blinding kitsch; kitsch,
because they only invoke the meaning for which they stand (fabricating a global community
out of the internal longing for the existence of such) and blinding, due to the consequence of
blinding us to other equally deserving issues when invoked.173 A formal universal
international legal order would represent the global implementation of a particular preference
and tradition, as the product of a conscious universalisation of a particular tradition.174
However, contemporary international law’s indeterminacy nullifies the possibility of any
claim to its universality, even if the consequential turn to politics leaves open the door for
justice. If we accept that law is not pre-political, not universal in the sense of an a-temporal,
a-contextual, transcendental order, then we leave open all possibilities to reaching for justice
through contestation.175
Koskenniemi’s work thus raises a different form of scepticism than that which we
encountered in the work of Anghie. Like Anghie, we are asked to be sceptical of modern
claims as to the identification of the universal, due to how they can conceal neo-imperialistic
moves: “Universality still seems an essential part of progressive thought – but it also implies
an imperial logic of identity: I will accept you, but only on the condition that I may think of
you as I think of myself. But recognition of particularity may be an act of condescension, and
at worst a prelude for rejection.”176 But instead of promoting the search for universality
through progressive inclusion, Koskenniemi ask us to accept the indeterminacy of
international law:
“The best argument for international law is like that. It speaks neither of empirical, nor
analytical truths. It signals commitments to work in a setting of competing vocabularies
with full knowledge of their indeterminacy and a sense of accountability for the choices
one makes. It also sets up a standard of universality and peace – a standard felt always
as a lack in present institutions but still irreducible to a project of institutional
reform.”177
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It is this setting of a ‘standard of universality’, which Koskenniemi points to as a virtuous
characteristic of constitutional approaches to international law; universality as a ‘regulative
ideal’.178 In other words, even though the institutionalisation of norms at the international
level must be appreciated as a result of politics, not the positivisation of something universal,
it is by retaining universality as a ‘regulative ideal’ that we are able to point to instances of
false universalisms.179 Hence, according to Koskenniemi, the idea of the existence of
universal norms may be nonsense, but the universal as a regulative concept may be practically
useful.
5. Conclusion
Through the exploration of these four perspectives, one can see why the question as to
whether or not certain norms can lay claim to universality remains contentious. So, too, has
it become clear that this is not a straightforward legal problem. Rather, this doctrinal debate
straddles the line between law and philosophy. In particular, the debate engages questions as
to the identity of the international legal order, its composition, its contents and its objective,
and all of this in connection with the possibility of identifying an objective right/wrong or
good/bad. What is more, it seems that a highly contributing fact for the persistence of this
debate lies at the conceptual level,180 and having set out to uncover the central themes and
concepts recurring within it, several have stood out in particular: universality, commonality,
values, interests and norms.
However, throughout, it became clear that several different senses of these notions
have been engaged with, sometimes interchangeably within one argument. In particular,
whilst at least three perspectives provided an argument for or against the claim of the
universality of certain norms of international law, not all can be said to have been engaging
consistently with the same sense of the concept of the universal. For instance, Cassese, when
employing the concept of universality in his identification of universal values, seemed to be
referring to norms that ought to be considered valid everywhere and at all times, even if they
are not accepted or codified in legal norms. Yet, this became confusing the moment he chose
to interchange the term universal with general.181 So, too, was this put under question when
Cassese discussed ‘universal values legitimacy’ in terms of those values ‘common’ to the
‘international community’ as a whole, with both generality and commonality possibly
suggesting something more limited than the term universal may initially denote. In fact,
although Cassese often engages with the term universal, it is difficult to see whether his vision
for the progression of the international legal order really differs from Simma’s call for the
178
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more pragmatic identification of the common interests of the international community. This
seems especially so following his claim that a norm’s status as jus cogens perhaps ought to
follow the norm’s status as customary international law, a source of law that has variously
been placed under question for how its terms for identification (State practice and opinio
juris) seem to be a low threshold compared to its terms of application (binding upon all States
of the international community).
Conversely, we saw Anghie having no problem claiming that international law is
universal both in its applicability and in use. Yet, his employment of the term referred to
widespread applicability, perhaps comparable to some form of uniformity. That is, for
Anghie, regardless of the lack of participation of those who were excluded from the making
of international law, and hence whose values and interests were neglected in its creation
during the early years of the discipline and even now in the contemporary era, the universality
of international law is, arguably, undeniable. Despite their wishes, every State now falls
under the realm of international law. Such universality can therefore be empirically identified
as widespread applicability, even without widespread acceptability. And yet at the same time,
Anghie pushes for the arrival of what he labels a ‘universal community’ that would take into
account the interests of all of those who are subject to the international legal order. This sense
of the universal thus challenges the previous conceptualisation of universality as allinclusivity. The first, a stringent universality that is empirically identifiable regardless of
whose interests are included. The second, an achievable universal community that is
reachable only by including the interests of those who will be affected by the institution.
Lastly, Koskenniemi seems to be referring to universality in the sense of an a priori
truth. One, mind you, which he sees as a smokescreen for particular interests. Along with the
dream of a universal community, it is this sense of universality that Koskenniemi claims both
jus cogens and erga omnes norms serve under, as sentimental kitsch. The universal is, in this
respect, revealed as a false claim and exploitable rhetorical tool. A claim that also finds
support in Anghie’s work. Koskenniemi’s work on the politics of international law presents
us with a universality that can never be reached, no matter how much agreement there is
between the subjects concerned, and no matter how that agreement is reached. But so, too,
did we see that it may have a regulative function, by acting as a detector for those claims that
seek to convince us of the identifiability of the universal.
There thus seems to be a lack of conceptual consistency, if not conceptual clarity,
amongst international lawyers regarding the concept of the universal, an issue Eva Brems has
noted before in her title, Human Rights: Universality and Diversity. Brems identified sixteen
different, yet not all completely incompatible, ways in which international lawyers have
engaged with the universality of human rights.182 However, although equally interested in the
imperialist critique of international norms and narratives which claim universality, Brems
chose to proceed with her enquiry by building a hybrid conception of the universal which
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best suited the underlying issues she wished to engage with in the discourse.183 For her
purposes, Brems proposed “…to define the universality of human rights essentially as the
general and worldwide applicability or all-inclusiveness of human rights, and to discuss the
other conceptions of universality analysed…as either potential necessary conditions for
universality or potential necessary consequences or concomitants of universality.”184
However, since Brems’ conceptualisation is based within the parameters of the debate she
sought to engage with, it raises some clear problems. One is that by choosing from within the
conceptions used in the debate, one still leaves the doctrinal debate in a state of conceptual
confusion. But another is that to simply pick or build a notion of universality from those we
have already identified from within the discipline would assume their equal claim to
correctness.
Of course, one may argue that this is simply a semantic problem for international
legal theorists. Why does it matter whether or not we gain conceptual clarity regarding the
concept of the universal? But that this is more than a semantic issue is evidenced by the
practical examples which our interlocutors engaged with. Arguments for and against the
universality of public international law, or indeed a certain set of norms within it, are
arguments that concern the identity of the discipline; each is concerned with what public
international law is and how it ought to be applied as a normative system, as well as being
directly invested in the structural dimension (norms, interests or values) and dynamic
dimension (how said content ought to be applied in practice) of said universality. But so, too,
are said arguments concerned with the very structure of world order itself. As Koskenniemi
notes, “… Dante’s ‘reductio ad unum’ still captures the legal imagination. The global is still
seen as somehow grander, truer, and better than the (merely) local and the objective of
ambitious men and women criss-crossing the world at their conferences is still to weave a
single web of law that would finally encompass a universal system of peace and welfare.”185
Furthermore, as we have seen through both the perspectives of Anghie and Koskenniemi,
this telos of the universal ought not to be underestimated for its potential to be imposed rather
than found. Hence, we must nuance our primary question, and ask: In what sense, if any, can
a defence be made as to the universality of certain norms of international law, without
succumbing to the critique of imperialism?
In seeking an answer to this question, a deeper engagement with the notions that we
have identified as recurring concepts in the debate is needed. For, if there is conceptual
confusion as to the concept of universality in the discipline, so too does there seem to be a
lack of clarity as to whether what is at stake in international law is a matter of universal
norms, values, or interests, and what the effects of confusing one with the other can be.
Cassese’s persistent reference to values, for example, may bring to mind the idea of ethical
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codes as introduced at the start of this chapter, even if he has specifically declared that by
‘values’ he is referring to the “…original policies and objectives which spawned…”186 the
rules and principles of law in question. Perhaps this is why Simma decided to stick to the
language of ‘interests’, even though his coupling of the two concepts also creates some
confusion regarding his differentiation between the two. Recall, too, how Koskenniemi has
argued that, conceptually, both interests and values carry a certain ‘opaqueness’ which can
breed distrust amongst those who will argue that talk of universal values or interests hides
the inherent subjectivity of each. Specifically, according to Koskenniemi, there are no
universal values, thus we should be concerned with international law’s turn to ethics when
concerned with cases such as NATOs intervention into Kosovo.187 He further argued that we
should accept both the notion of universal preference and the belief that everybody wishes to
be treated as we wish to be, as an unachievable Kantian fantasy, as there is no universal right
or wrong for law to reflect.188 Anghie’s argument paralleled this view, further highlighting
the power of claiming an ‘ideal’, or a telos, for humankind and how this can be manipulated
by imperialistic tendencies. The warning by both, therefore, seems to be that the notion of
the good, which the term value is often associated with, is susceptible to manipulation, and
can legitimise illegal actions taken by those who claim to be acting in its name.
In sum, the doctrinal debate as to the universality of international law, and
specifically the universality of certain norms of international law, such as jus cogens norms
or human rights norms, seems to suffer from a lack of conceptual clarity in respect to several
key concepts that the debate revolves around. In particular, there seems to be conceptual
confusion in respect to the concepts of the universal and the common, and a lack of clarity as
to whether the structural dimension of the universal ought to be pursued (if at all) in terms of
norms or values. Again, this thesis will seek to contribute to the clarification of this longlasting debate. However, it will not do so by employing one of the senses or a hybrid of the
senses formulated from within the discipline. Instead, since it has been identified that the
problems in question are more philosophical rather than legal in nature, the following
chapters will engage in an interdisciplinary endeavour, exploring philosophical engagements
with the contested concepts we have identified in order to contribute an answer as to whether
or not a defence can be made as to the universality of certain norms of international law, and
if so, in what terms.
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2
The Concept of the Universal and the UDHR
In the previous chapter, we uncovered various different understandings of the concept of the
universal being used in the doctrinal debate as to the universality of international law. In our
exploration, what became clear is that there is a level of conceptual inconsistency, if not
confusion, within the doctrine in respect to this concept, as well as in respect to whether or
not certain norms of public international law can be defended as universal. In fact, whilst the
four scholars we engaged with in Chapter 1 may at times have seemed as if in conversation
with each other, in many respects, they could just as easily be judged to have been talking
past one another. Hence, whilst some may proclaim that the universality of international law
should be analysed by looking at what international lawyers generally mean when engaging
with the concept of the universal, the preceding chapter showed us that such a position would
miss a fundamental point: There is no congruous way in which international lawyers employ
the concept of the universal, nor engage with arguments as to the universality of international
law.1 And since the validity of claims for or against the universality of public international
law or any of its norms (as well as acts defended in the name of such universality) depends
upon the concept of the universal, an investigation into, and clarification of, this central
concept is a necessary and urgent task for our enquiry. For, without a clear understanding of
what the universal is, an answer cannot be provided as to whether a defence can be made as
to the universality of certain norms of international law, or as to whether, taking into account
the critiques raised in our previous chapter, it is perhaps better that those within the discipline
of international law cease any pursuit of universality.
This chapter argues that to achieve conceptual clarity in respect to the concept of
the universal, a lot is to be gained from turning to philosophy and its engagement both with
the logical and practical dimension of the concept. It will therefore approach the concept of
the universal and its relationship with public international law in four steps: (1) We will begin
this chapter by turning to philosophy, the primary discipline which has dealt with the concept
of the universal, along with its structural and dynamic parameters, in order to provide and
identify the central elements of the concept. Particular attention will be given to the work of
philosopher and sinologist François Jullien, who provides a contemporary and concise
overview of the logical sense of the universal and shows how it may nevertheless be
confoundable with two alternative concepts: the common and the uniform. (2) We will then
make the move from unpacking the concept of the universal in the logical sense, to an enquiry
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universal amongst international lawyers, but so too that scholars, such as Cassese, may hop from one understanding
of the concept to another whilst defending their own positions in respect to the universality of international law.
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as to the content of the universal in the practical sense. In other words, we will engage with
the question as to how one can practically apply the concept of the universal to how we, as
individuals, ought to behave. To do this, we will turn to the work of Immanuel Kant and his
attempt to arrive at a pure moral philosophy, in order to explore one of the most influential
attempts of providing a practical philosophy that sticks within the parameters of the logical
sense of the universal. (3) After this, we will make the move from philosophy back to law,
where it will be argued that the international human rights regime provides us with the best
entry point from which to analyse the relationship between the concept of the universal (both
in the logical and practical sense) and public international law. (4) Our final step in this
chapter will be to explore an identifiable practical instance of the interaction between
universal claims and public international law: the drafting of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (UDHR). By focusing on the drafting of the UDHR, the chapter will explore
the various claims raised both for and against the universality of certain norms that were
raised in the three years of the drafting of, arguably, one of the most influential contemporary
human rights documents. We end by exploring the contingency of said claims, before
nevertheless asking whether such contingency affects the universality of the rights it
proclaims.
1. A Conceptual Distinction
The philosophical roots of the concept of the universal are often linked to European
philosophy (specifically the works of Plato and Aristotle), the natural sciences and the
possibility of reaching an objective truth of things (objects). 2 Various literature will also
engage with the logical problems involved in the familiar dichotomy between the universal
and the particular, along with the difficulties raised throughout European philosophy
regarding the relationship between the two. 3 However, an exhaustive enquiry into all of the
arguments in this regard would go well beyond the scope of this enquiry. Instead, this section
will build upon the research carried out by François Jullien in his ‘On the Universal, the
Uniform, the Common and Dialogue Between Cultures’ which, through providing an
insightful overview of the philosophical elements in play with respect to the concept of the
universal, also directly engages with the difference between the universal and two concepts
which we have already identified international lawyers may be confounding it with: the
uniform and the common.

2

F Jullien, On the Universal, the Uniform, the Common and Dialogue Between Cultures (M Richardson and K
Fijalkowski tr, Polity Press 2014) 2; See also A Mourelatos, ‘The Concept of the Universal in Some Later PrePlatonic Cosmologists’ in M Gill and P Pellegrin (eds), Blackwell Companions to Philosophy: A Companion to
Ancient Philosophy (Blackwell Publishing 2006) 56.
3
See G Klima, ‘The Medieval Problem of Universals’ in E Zalta (ed), The Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy (Winter 2017 Edition) <https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2017/entries/universals-medieval/>
accessed 4 December 2019.
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Acknowledging the particularly European lineage of the concept of the universal, Jullien
states that despite the myriad ways in which we use the term, the universal – as a concept of
reason – “…lays claim to a necessity formed a priori – in other words, one that is prior to
experience.”4 This is the strict sense of the universal that philosophy retains as the legitimate
form of the term.5 Thus, when invoking the concept of the universal in the philosophical
sense,
“…we assert from the outset, before any confirmation has been given by experience,
that such a thing must occur in this way. There is no possible exception to this: we
affirm not only that until present day such a thing has always existed in this way, but
that it cannot be otherwise. The two terms are reciprocal, in fact, and they coincide:
only properly necessary judgments can strictly be universal (as also only strictly
universal judgments can be absolutely necessary).” 6

This truly is a strict set of criteria. The stakes are set high. But they are further amplified
when Jullien claims that, as a concept (never mind the content of claims to universality), the
universal may not necessarily be transferable outside the academic history of Europe.
Particularly interested in addressing the critique of the ethnocentricity (or
eurospecificity) of the universal in the strict sense, Jullien argues that strict universality, as
we understand it, is only intelligible through the European perspective. Whilst the universal
has faced centuries of conceptual transformation and scrutiny in European thought, 7 not every
culture (and we are asked to take the Islamic, Indian, Chinese and Japanese traditions as
examples) has developed (or needed) the concept of the universal. Nor is it the case that every
culture has abstracted the universal as a concept, and linked it with the provision of an
imperative.8 Of course, the fact that the concept may not be experienced in the same way, if
at all, by other cultures is not enough to challenge the legitimacy of what we believe the
concept to be. But we may find ourselves asking, surely there must be some “...universal

4

Jullien (n 2) 1.
ibid. 3; The author is aware that the term philosophy here is being used as a blanket term, and in so doing, leaves
itself open to the critical question ‘Which (or indeed whose) philosophy?’, as well as to claims that this is yet another
instance of the exclusionary tendency of Western philosophy. Yet, since we will later deal with the Eurospecificity
of the concept of the universal, the author feels that this blanket term serves the purpose of the narrative here. See in
this regard B Van Norden, ‘Western Philosophy is Racist’ (AEON 31 October 2017) <https://aeon.co/essays/whythe-western-philosophical-canon-is-xenophobic-and-racist> accessed 4 December 2019, and B Van Norden, Taking
Back Philosophy: A Multicultural Manifesto (Columbia University Press 2017).
6
ibid.
7
For an in depth analysis of how Jullien sees this development on three different levels - the philosophical, the
political, and the religious – see Chapters 5-7 of Jullien (n 2); See also ibid. 58: “To return once again to those three
levels: the elevation of the concept, born by logos, has made this universal the end of abstraction and even the work
of thought; similarly, the political expansion of the Roman empire supported the extension of the law which was
then turned into the objective of the community; similarly, the emptying of any subject as it responds to the appeal
of God has made it the destination of the soul and the objective of humanity as a whole, and so on.”.
8
See ibid. Chapter 8.
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notions, which could be encountered as such at the base of all cultures, even if other cultures
have not thought about (and abstracted) the mode of universality?”9 What about the concept
of time? Or truth, for instance?
Jullien argues that language plays a big role in this conundrum. And to explain why,
he asks us to look at the differences between Chinese and English, examples chosen no doubt
because of his expertise as a sinologist, but also because both cultures of thought, he argues,
developed independently from each other, at least up until the sixteenth century. 10
Specifically, he asks us to appreciate how a concept such as ‘being’, for instance, as existing
in the English language (and culture), has no direct (equivalent) translation into Chinese.
This applies for ‘time’, too.11 Yes, we could force a translation, looking for the word or
concept which most resembles what we understand ‘being’ to mean, but that would still not
provide us with a truly comparable notion that we can agree articulates the same experience.
That this is the case, we are told is, in certain respects, inevitable. For there is no neutral
language, no neutral dictionary to which any culture of the world can refer so to fully
comprehend every concept from the perspective of another. When we translate, we translate
from one language to another, without having recourse to a universal medium. 12 This means
that in certain cases, especially between extremely divergent cultures, an illusion of the
existence of universal concepts can be self-inflicted by those who, upon hearing use of a
concept they are familiar with, by another culture, believe that they are receiving
confirmation of their own understanding of said concept (a sort of confirmation bias).13
Similarities can be drawn in this respect with how Ludwig Wittgenstein linked
rationality to language and context, 14 or the issues raised in Willard Quine’s article
‘Ontological Relativity’.15 But keeping a critical perspective in mind, we may also be
reminded of the hegemonic potentiality of language and the role it may play in proclamations
defending the notion of a universal reason in order to justify action. 16 Chantal Mouffe has

9

ibid. 77.
ibid. 78.
11
Note this is intended to refer to time as a concept, not as sign. Of course, it is extremely unlikely that one will need
to learn a new language when reading the time of a clock anywhere in the world. Yet, one may be surprised by the
alternate answers they may receive between cultures to the question ‘what is time’?
12
Jullien (n 2) 82.
13
ibid.: “…[L]et us remain attentive to this fact: when, as is so often the case in a Western translation of classical
Chinese, we encounter the terms ‘truth’, ‘being’, ‘time’, ‘ideal’, ‘will’ and so on, it is not evident that the Chinese
terms should be translated in this way. Rather, an assimilation has already been effected, so as to cast the foreign
meaning more effectively into our language, making us already retreat into the mental frame of its possibilities and
our theoretical expectations. In this way the illusion of universality is generated cheaply but unjustifiably.”
14
A Grimmel, ‘Wittgenstein and the Context of Rationality: Towards a Language-Practical Notion of Rational
Reason and Action’ (2015) 14(5) Journal of Language and Politics 712.
15
W Quine, ‘Ontological Relativity’ (1968) 65 The Journal of Philosophy 185.
16
We are also immediately reminded of the (not practically unwarranted) limitation of official languages at the UN
(Six: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish), but more drastically at the International Court of
Justice (2: English and French).
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highlighted the way this plays out in politics.17 Judith Butler even questioned whether we can
build a theory on the concept of the universal once exposed to its ethnocentricity.18
The question that is posed for us, therefore, is the following: If it is largely
misleading to believe in the universality of concepts such as time or being, how could we
possibly reach a conclusion regarding the universality of issues of the good, the right, or more
generally, how we ought to act?19 In a certain sense, this is a formulation of much more
determinative questions that simply ask: If all this is true, then why not just accept the
impossibility of their being a communicable universal and just turn to pure particularism?
Why not give up on the universal altogether?
Let us explore two possible answers to these questions, one provided by Jullien
himself, another by Ernesto Laclau. Jullien, whilst aware that the aforementioned issues
surrounding the concept of the universal should not be ignored, asserts that, first of all, it is
simply too late for those who have been exposed to the concept of the universal to just forget
about it and its relation to practical action (how one ought to act). For, even when liberated
by the knowledge that the universal may not be considered by other cultures, or even
communicable across language, those who have been exposed to the idea of the universal
will nevertheless find its strict sense calling back to them, perpetually unsatisfied.20 However,
ironically, it is precisely this sense of non-satisfaction that Jullien claims allows the universal
to retain an alternative operability:
“Indeed, the universal would be that signifying void whose successive replenishments,
as soon as we cast a retrospective gaze at them, are revealed to this point as transitory
and contingent, no longer leaving even an illusion about their hegemonic character...
[It] is therefore a weapon which turns on those who hold to it and it passes unremittingly

17

See C Mouffe, The Return of the Political (Verso 1993) 143: “In politics the very distinction between ‘reasonable’
and ‘unreasonable’ is already the drawing of a frontier; it has a political character and is always the expression of a
given hegemony. What is at a given moment deemed ‘rational’ or ‘reasonable’ in a community is what corresponds
to the dominant language games and the ‘common sense’ that they construe.”.
18
See J Butler, ‘Contingent Foundations: Feminism and the Question of “Postmodernism”’ in J Butler and J Scott
(eds), Feminists Theorize the Political (Routledge 1992) 7: “How is it that we might ground a theory or politics in a
speech situation or subject position which is “universal,” when the very category of the universal has only begun to
be exposed for its own highly ethnocentric biases? How many “universalities” are there and to what extent is cultural
conflict understandable as the clashing of a set of presumed and intransigent “universalities,” a conflict which cannot
be negotiated through recourse to a culturally imperialist notion of the “universal” or, rather, which will only be
solved through such recourse at the cost of violence?”.
19
Consider, too, how this affects Wole Soyinka’s claim that all that the UDHR needs is translation into every
language. See W Soyinka, ‘Foreword’ in Universal Declaration of Human Rights: English, French, Hausa, Igbo
and Yoruba: Foreword by Wole Soyinka (IFRA-Nigeria 1993) <http://books.openedition.org/ifra/432> accessed 23
November 2019; J Slaughter, Human Rights Inc.: The World Novel, Narrative Form, and International Law
(Fordham University Press 2007) 6.
20
Jullien (n 2) 88.
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from hand to hand. For it is finally the universal…which furnishes the only true denial
of established universalisms.”21

Under this understanding, the concept of the universal is useful for its inexhaustible
operability as the ultimate evidence against those who attempt to assure us of its content.22
A similar perspective has been advanced by Laclau, who openly rejects pure
particularism, absent any appeal to universality, as a self-defeating enterprise.23 Laclau’s
issue with pure particularism concerns the inability to stay faithful to it, as a normative
principle, absent some context within which a ‘particular’ can be identified as its own
differentiated instance. To explain this, Laclau asks us to consider a hypothetical scenario of
an ethnic minority living within a society which excludes them, but that seeks to voice their
differential identity whilst exposing their being treated differently (unequally). First of all,
Laclau argues, we ought to appreciate that the constitution of the differential identity of said
minority “…can be fully achieved only within a context – e.g., a nation or state context – and
the price to be paid for total victory within that context is total integration to it.”24
Furthermore, one will note that when (or if), for instance, such a minority begins making
demands, which originate from their being treated differently, they must do so through
arguments grounded on some set of universal premises that they believe to share with those
included in the contexts they feel excluded from – premises which may, for the sake of
argument, be proclaimed in terms of rights.25 The universal transferred to this context, in
similar terms to Jullien’s, “…is the symbol of a missing fullness, and the particular exists

21

ibid. 88-90; See how this concept of the ‘void’ has been transported to human rights by Grear in the following
passage from A Grear, ‘‘Framing the project’ of international human rights law: reflections on the dysfunctional
‘family’ of the Universal Declaration’ in C Gearty and C Douzinas (eds), The Cambridge Companion to Human
Rights Law (Cambridge University Press 2012) 33-44: “How then are we to answer this call for human rights
meaning? Arguably, human rights break their promise when they fail to be bearers of outrage and compassion. It is
arguably at the very moment of experienced ‘nakedeness’, in the face of the ‘void’ itself, in the ‘felt’ gap between
the ‘now’ and the ‘not yet’, in the savage contradiction between human rights promise and human rights betrayal,
which the illimitable energy and paradox of human rights returns. For it is in the very experiential realities of the
betrayal of the promise of the universal, in the viscerally felt failures of inclusion, in the embodied, lived sense of
marginalisation, exclusion or excision that human energies surge back into the space of human rights failure,
articulating new words, breathing (literally) a pain that re-awakens human rights as an endless contestation
concerning the constitution of the ‘human family’. Hope lies, perhaps, in the idea that international human rights
law has not yet exhausted the critical energy of human rights as an endlessly recursive interaction concerning
inclusions and exclusions in which every inclusion necessarily creates new, unforeseen exclusions, and in which
every lived exclusion births new claims for inclusion. Perhaps in this sense, we can render legible the ‘void’ of
international human rights law, with Rancière, as being precisely that fragile but persistent space of hope in which
international human rights are ‘the rights of those who have not the rights that they have and have the rights that
they have not’.”.
22
See also how Mouffe used this idea of the operability of the universal in modern democratic politics, as that
content that cannot be reached, in Mouffe (n 17) 146-147.
23
E Laclau, ‘Universalism, Particularism, and the Question of Identity’ (1992) 61 October 83, 87.
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only in the contradictory movement of asserting a differential identity and simultaneously
canceling it through its subsumption into a nondifferential medium.” 26
Indeed, a crucial aspect of this negative operability of the universal is how it
becomes especially evident in situations of conflict between those who claim the universal
and those who seek to evidence their exclusion from it. 27 Via this negative operability, one
can expose those who seek to employ the universal in either an exclusionary or an imposing
manner.28 In other words, the negative operability of the universal signals the possibility of
the transferral of its power to the hands of those who may be subjected to the forceful
imposition of another’s will upon them, carried out in its name. Both Jullien’s and Laclau’s
theories, then, point to the possibility of re-operationalising the universal whilst not losing
sight of the concept in the strict, a-priori, sense of the term. We may, therefore, arrive at a
conclusion through the work of both authors that offers relief from the tempting chasm of
pure particularism and hegemonic certainty, whilst not altering the hegemonic potentiality of
the concept of the universal, nor the imperative quality that is so central to it as a concept.
Still, we are missing here a variety of the senses in which the universal was used by
our four interlocutors in the previous chapter, and international legal doctrine in general. That
Jullien refuses to interpret the universal in any other way ought to be expected. We saw right
at the start of this chapter that, for him, the strict sense of the universal is the only legitimate
sense of the term. But there are those who have sought to explore the possibility of different
senses of the universal.
Étienne Balibar, for example, has argued that a univocal understanding of the
universal is misleading, calling upon three different ways of understanding the concept: real,
fictive and ideal universality. Real universality, Balibar argues, refers to the “…actual
interdependency between the various ‘units’ which, together, build what we call the world:
institutions, groups, individuals, but also, more profoundly, the various processes which
involve institutions, groups and individuals[.]”29 It is the result of a process brought to its
end. Universality has been achieved in the sense that we are all already connected, even
without a cosmopolitan purpose; humankind has been unified without needing to achieve
some goal of moral unification. 30 Fictive, or Hegelian, universality, on the other hand, refers
to a universality that does indeed exist, but gains its name through its having been
constructed, rather than being discoverable, a priori.31 It is accepting of individual persons
(particulars) as autonomous in their relation to the total ideology (universal). Indeed, “[t]his
is precisely what should be understood as (fictive) universality: not the idea that the common
nature of individuals is given or already there, but, rather, the fact that it is produced inasmuch
26

ibid. 89; See also J Butler, ‘Restaging the Universal: Hegemony and the Limits of Formalism’ in J Butler, E Laclau
and S Žižek, Contingency, Hegemony, Universality: Contemporary Dialogues on the Left (Verso 2000) 38-39.
27
Jullien (n 2) 91.
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ibid.
29
E Balibar, Politics and the Other Scene (C Jones, J Swenson and C Turner tr, Verso 2002) 147.
30
ibid. 148.
31
ibid. 155.
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as particular identities are relativized, and become mediations for the realization of a superior
and more abstract goal.”32 Lastly, ideal (or idealistic) universality refers to an emancipatory
sense of the universal; a universal that alludes to the power of holding politics accountable
for its actions, rather than being a political construct.33 The immediate example that Balibar
uses in this respect is that of human rights, which is interesting, considering how it is in
arguments for the recognition of universal human rights that Jullien claims the strict sense of
universality makes itself heard.34
Balibar’s triad of universals is useful for how it depicts an interplay between these
different senses in which the universal is often conceptualised (see for example how Balibar
argues that fictive universality cannot escape a recourse to a certain point d’honneur [or
ideal], and that this is so can only play out within our already achieved real universal).35 But
most importantly, Balibar’s alternate conceptualisations of the universal – especially real and
fictive universality which are immediately recognisable in relation to the use of the term
‘universal’ in the first chapter – lead us to a concrete example of how the universal, which
ought to be understood in its strict sense, as per Jullien, can often be confounded with two
separate concepts: the uniform and the common.
The universal, the uniform and the common are distinct concepts. Yet without
careful attention, it is easy to fall for the tendency to blend one into the other. Take the
uniform. Unlike the universal, the uniform does not refer to that transcendental one of which
there cannot be any exception. Rather, the uniform represents nothing more than the
repetition (reproduction) of one form:
“This is why we openly separate the two: the uniformity of ways of life, discourse and
opinions that now tend to span the globe from one end to the other thanks to technology
and the media does not, for all that, mean that they are universal. Even if they are to be
found absolutely everywhere, to the point of saturating everything, they always lack an
imperative [devoir-être].”36

As Jullien stresses, the uniform is not a concept of reason. It has no claim to power that
demands all to turn and accept its proclamations. Rather, the uniform is quietly content with
reflecting a particular image.37 It is the accumulation of acts and instances that resemble each
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other, and so the power of the uniform grows with the widening of its net; the more people
subscribe to the uniform, the more it brings itself to bear and spreads amongst a wider range
of actors, and so on.38 In the crudest of terms, the uniform may be thought of as operating
under the bland attempt of the justification of ‘well, that’s just how it is done’.
By providing an interesting, albeit grim, hypothetical projection of a globalised
future, Jullien reveals the power behind what this entails in terms of process.39 He notes that,
thanks to globalisation, many different opinions on standards of living, amongst other things,
are crossing cultural boundaries, in a digital age where the speed of information exchange is
bordering on instantaneity. But so too, he argues, should we be aware of the link between
globalisation and standardisation, ‘the process of making something conform to a
standard’40, whether it be intentional or not, and the consequences of such:
“In the future what will count above all is that, by spreading not just extensively, but
really everywhere as a unique type, this will eradicate all other possibilities in advance.
Properly speaking, these possibilities no longer have any place to exist; the uniform has
imposed its standards as the only possible landscape, and it has done so without even
seeming to have imposed them. This is how its discreet dictatorship is established.”41

Of course, those critical of claims supporting the universality of international law are, in a
certain sense, also concerned with a discreet dictatorship. But the angst that grows amongst
the wary is due to more than concerns over a haphazard process of standardisation. What is
especially feared is a consciously imposed order grounded on the claim that it ought to be;
one where discretion conceals imperialism. Uniformity, however daunting, misses the crucial
link to the a priori. Thus, whilst it may be the case that the consequence of something being
universal may resemble a state of uniformity, these two concepts (the uniform and the
universal) are not interchangeable.
As for the common, this differs from both the universal and the uniform in many
respects. On a superficial level, it is a term we are arguably more used to employing in our
day-to-day lives. In regular speech, we often hear that something is just common sense, or
that certain individuals have things in common. We also regularly speak of what community
we form part of. In law, the common remains present, both domestically and internationally.
We speak of common law, the common interest, common standards, the common heritage of
notion. Harmonization with a given line of decisions does not guarantee that we have the right answer; all it means
is that we have the same answer.”.
38
Jullien (n 2) 11.
39
Specifically, Jullien projects what for many is that dreaded sci-fi dystopia of the perpetual replication of the same
high street, with the same shops, and same architecture, etc.; a loop of similarity with no differentiating features to
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mankind, and we hear scholars and State representatives alike refer to the international
community and their own regional communities when engaging either practically or
theoretically with international law. So, the common (and the concept of community), both
in terms of terminology and as a concept, is a term that lawyers are likely to feel comfortable
using, too, whether internationally or domestically. But again, as with the uniform, the
common ought not to be confused with the universal:
“The common, a concept which is neither logical (and arising from reason) like the
universal, nor economic (arising from production) like the uniform, but is political in
its essence, lies at the other corner of the triangle: the common is what we are a part of
or in which we take part, which is shared out and in which we participate. This is what
makes it a ‘political’ concept in its origin: What is shared is what causes us to belong
to the same city, that is to the polis.”42

Jullien argues that whilst the universal is grounded in reason and demands acceptance, the
common is grounded in experience, and hence is not concerned with the a priori. So, too, is
it an extensive concept, in the sense that it can branch out from a simple commonality felt
between two individuals, and extend towards the family, the village, the city, etc.43 Of course,
upon conception, you cannot but find yourself placed within a common (here we can think
broadly in the sense of automatically forming part of the community of living beings, or more
narrowly, our own immediate family). But in searching for it, one can also intentionally form
the common.44 “What it contains as a precondition bears upon its originating or fundamental,
but not necessary character…and this is also why it is a political concept: I decide to assume
the relations of belonging I identify with or I invest in new ones…”. 45
A question that seems to intuitively present itself, however, is how far this extension
can go? Can what is common become universal? Jullien argues that an answer to this question
lies in the difference between the universal as an abstraction and the instantiation of the
common: The universal exists outside any particular as an ulterior facet, whilst the common
can only be recognised by, and in, a particular.46 One must remember the political aspect of
the common. For what the common implies, is that there be both an inside (those who share
the common) and an outside (those who are not, or do not form part of the common); one can
be a member of the community or ex-communicated.47 One can be kept out of a community
just as much as one can be accepted into it, and this factor casts a bright light on the dividing
line between the common and the universal. One can step both in and out of the common.
But that is not the case with the universal. For there is no outside. The universal is all-
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encompassing, infinitely imposing its imperative upon all. As to the common, “…the more
intensified it is, the more exclusive it becomes (love testifies to this).” 48
Following the above clarification of the universal in the logical sense, and its
distinction from the uniform and the common, it would seem that the first hurdle one faces
when questioning claims as to the universality of certain norms of public international law,
then, is whether any such claim is making a conceptual mistake (regarding the universal)
from the outset. Turning back to our discussants from our previous chapter, and taking into
account what we have learned about the universal as a concept in the logical sense, we are
now equipped to begin analysing the doctrinal debate at hand from a novel perspective.
Hence, when we think back to Cassese speaking of universal values or standards we can
reach, or even universal norms, we may ask, are we really being presented with values or
norms that are universal in the a priori strict sense of the term? Or are we more likely being
presented with what can be far more appropriately covered by the concept of the uniform or
the common? Similarly, should we really accept, like Anghie, that international law is
universal, based on facts surrounding its application? Koskenniemi, on the other hand, seems
to be employing the concept of the universal in the strict sense which Jullien insists is its only
true sense, but has the alternate operability suggested by Jullien and Laclau added a new
angle from which to appreciate whether we should receive claims as to the universality of
international law as nothing but kitsch? These are just some of the questions raised by having
explored the logical sense of the concept of the universal. But before seeking answers to these
questions, we must first address a second aspect surrounding the concept. Specifically, we
must enquire as to the possibility of a practical content of the universal.
2. Seeking the Practical Content of the Universal
When faced with claims as to the universality of certain norms of public international law,
we are rarely confronted with claims that care to forward a purely logical problem. Rather,
claims as to a norm’s universality are often defended based on their moral content. In other
words, the universality attributed to certain norms of international law is often justified as
legitimate due to the moral content they seek to communicate. However, is it possible to
defend a practical claim as to how we ought to behave, whilst staying faithful to the strict
sense of universality? And if so, what would such a defence look like? To answer these
questions, we must move on from focusing on the formal cultivation of the universal in the
ambit of logic, and explore the possibility of a theory of universal morality that seeks to stay
true to the strict sense of the universal. In this respect, it is fruitful to turn to the work of the
influential Enlightenment philosopher Immanuel Kant, where we are offered the foremost,
and lastingly influential, example of a moral philosophy that seeks to apply the universal in
the strict sense to how we ought to act. It is through the work of Kant, therefore, that we make
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our first tentative step from an enquiry from a theoretical conceptualisation of the universal,
to the practical.49
2.1 – Immanuel Kant and the Categorical Imperative
In the Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, Kant sought to determine whether humans
could point to a pure moral philosophy,50 a philosophy that is cleansed of any empirical part,
and therefore faithful to the strict sense of the universal. 51 His starting point was to elaborate
upon the relationship between reason and will. A good will, he proclaimed, is not good
because of the consequences its application carries, but rather, he argued, is good in itself.
But that left Kant with a difficult question: How is one to identify acts of good will, and be
certain that they are not motivated by self-interests alone?52
To answer this question, Kant turned to the concept of duty. A maxim, he argued,
can be considered to have moral content if it obliges one to act from duty.53 Following this,
one can claim that moral worth lies “…not in the purpose that is to be attained by it, but in
the maxim according to which it is resolved upon…”54; “[n]othing other than the
representation of the law in itself – which of course can take place only in a rational being –
in so far as it, not the hoped-for effect, is the determining ground of the will, can therefore
constitute the pre-eminent good that we call moral…[.]”55 But this only leads us to a further
question: What maxim or law can be considered to fulfil such a role? Kant’s reply is relatively
straightforward:
“Since I have robbed the will of all impulses that could arise for it from following some
particular law, nothing remains but as such the universal conformity of actions with
law, which alone is to serve the will as its principle, i.e. I ought never to proceed except
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in such a way that I could also will that my maxim should become a universal law.”56

One of Kant’s well-known examples as to how this applies in practice takes up the issue of
keeping promises. Would it be permissible, he asks, to make a promise we know we will not
keep, if making said promise were to benefit us in some way? Disregarding the consequences
that making such a promise could potentially have, Kant asks us to imagine universalising
such a claim and whether we would be content with proclaiming that all rational beings in
similar predicaments, ought to lie. Surely, he contends, we would quickly realise that
promises would lose their meaning altogether, and that even if a listener would nevertheless
believe our promise, we would be liable to similar deceitful treatment in return.57 By applying
this universalisation formula, we would see that our action, were it universalised, would be
frustrated. Of course, we may gather plenty of examples in experience that evidence how
many people are willing to act contrary to such a maxim. Yet, whether a rational being acts
or does not act according to a duty, has nothing to do with whether he or she ought to have
acted according to that duty; for such a moral duty, or so Kant argues, finds its grounding on
a priori grounds (in reason), not in experience.58
The argument is that whilst everything in nature conforms to certain laws, only
rational beings have “…the capacity to act according to the representation of laws, i.e.
according to principles, or a will.”59 But reason clearly does not always determine our will;
we, as humans, are persistently confronted with subjective inclinations that we may wish to
pursue instead of engaging with objective duties.60 Rather, Kant proclaims, our will engages
with representations of practical commands of reasons – imperatives – which command us,
as rational beings, to act in a certain way according to what is practically (objectively) good,
knowing that our will may not be necessarily determined to follow such a command, or
indeed any representation of such. 61 There are two types of imperatives: (1) Hypothetical –
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If the imperative were to “…represent the practical necessity of a possible action as a means
to achieving something else that one wants (or that at least is possible for one to want)” 62;
and (2) Categorical – If the imperative were to represent an action as “…objectively
necessary by itself, without reference to another end.” 63 Whilst there are innumerable
hypothetical commands, according to Kant, there is only one a priori categorical imperative
(imperative of morality) that is deductible without recourse to experience, and that expresses
a practical law that must be obeyed regardless of ones ends, which is: “…[A]ct only
according to that maxim through which you can at the same time will that it become a
universal law.”64
Again, Kant offers examples as to how this imperative applies in practice, by
applying it to four possible scenarios (the choice of taking one’s own life, making a false
promise, choosing a life of idleness, and showing a lack of compassion for fellow humans)
and argues once more that in each of these cases, an attempt to universalise any of the maxims
would be self-contradictory.65 This has led some to claim that Kant’s categorical imperative
reproduces the principle of non-contradiction when concerned with practical action. But we
are nevertheless faced with a further question: How are we to know that all rational beings
ought to judge their actions according to the categorical imperative? In other words, on what
can we ground the categorical imperative?
Kant is clear that it cannot be on some “…particular property of human nature.”66
Rather, for the categorical imperative to represent a practical duty “…it must thus hold for
all rational beings (to which an imperative can at all apply), and only in virtue of this be a law
also for every human will.”67 The will, as a capacity present within all rational beings,
responds according to the representation of certain laws, and is always determined to some
end.68 Now, all ends that are sought via the calculation of certain means by a rational being
are to be considered as relative ends, and therefore the grounds for hypothetical imperatives. 69
But, we are asked, “…suppose there were something the existence of which in itself has an
absolute worth, that, as an end in itself, could be a ground of determinate laws, then the

in itself, a judgment; in that sense all emotions and sentiments are alogical. But they can be reasonable or
unreasonable as they conform to Reason or fail to conform. The heart never takes the place of the head: but it can,
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ground of a possible categorical imperative, i.e. of a practical law, would lie in it, and only
in it alone.”70
It is at this point that we reach Kant’s now famous claim that all rational beings are
ends in themselves; that we as persons are objective ends:
“Now I say: a human being and generally every rational being exists as an end in itself,
not merely as a means for the discretionary use for this or that will, but must in all its
actions, whether directed towards itself or also to other rational beings, always be
considered at the same time as an end. …Beings whose existence rests not indeed on
our will but on nature, if they are non-rational beings, still have only a relative worth,
as means, and are therefore called things, whereas rational beings are called persons,
because their nature already marks them out as ends in themselves, i.e. as something
that may not be used merely as a means, and hence to that extent limits all choice (and
is an object of respect). These are therefore not merely subjective ends, the existence of
which, as the effect of our action, has a worth for us; but rather objective ends, i.e.
entities whose existence in itself is an end, an end such that no other end can be put in
its place, for which they would do service merely as means, because without it nothing
whatsoever of absolute worth could be found; but if all worth were conditional, and
hence contingent, then for reason no supreme practical principle could be found at
all.”71

This is what, according to Kant, serves as the objective supreme practical principle upon
which the categorical imperative is grounded; objective, for it holds true for you as a rational
being as it does for any other rational being. “The practical imperative will thus be the
following: So act that you use humanity, in your own person as well as in the person of any
other, always at the same time as an end, never merely as a means.”72 And since, according
to Kant, we can arrive at this imperative through pure reason, as an a priori imperative (an
imperative not derived from experience), one that concerns all rational beings and is meant
to guide them in the pursuit of their subjective ends, this supreme principle seeks to abide by
the requirements which are laid by the logical formulation of the universal. 73 From this
principle, Kant argues for the recognition that the will of rational beings is an autonomous
self-legislating will; or in other words, free. Every rational being is subject to the supreme
practical principle, to treat humanity (comprising oneself as well as all others) as an end in
itself and not merely as a means. This makes it possible for us to imagine a collective of
rational beings that are subject to ‘common objective laws’, a collective which Kant refers to
as a kingdom of ends, where we, as rational beings, are all simultaneously the legislators as
well as the subjects of the laws of our collective autonomous wills.74 Duties which arise from
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the practical principle, therefore, arise from this commonality which all rational being share
in their legislating within the kingdom of ends; with reason finding itself compelled to refer
any action or maxim both to oneself and to all others, out of a respect for human dignity
(inner worth) – for “…what constitutes the condition under which alone something can be an
end in itself does not merely have a relative worth, i.e. a price, but an inner worth, i.e.
dignity.”75 And it is precisely in the rational being’s ‘autonomy’, the capacity to universally
legislate and employ one’s will as a law to the will itself, within the kingdom of ends, that
said dignity is grounded.76
To summarise, Kant’s claim is that a will is unconditionally good, whose maxim,
should it be universalised, would not contradict/conflict with itself. 77 Rational beings, who
differ in nature from non-rational beings, employ their will when pursuing their subjective
ends. However, an unconditionally good will, a priori, must be objective (abstracted from
the subjective ends of the individual), and so be grounded on an end that is independent from
subjective inclinations.78 This end, however, not being able to be an object (and so susceptible
to subjective inclinations), must, therefore, be the subject itself; rational beings as ends in
themselves. “Accordingly, the principle: so act with reference to every rational being (to
yourself and others) that in your maxim it counts at the same time as an end in itself, is
fundamentally one and the same as the principle: act on a maxim that at the same time
contains in itself its own universal validity for every rational being.” 79 Consequently, we must
consider every rational being as, simultaneously, an autonomous universal legislator and
subject of such a maxim; this being the dignity that all rational beings inherently have. 80
All of this, at first glance, may seem a little too divorced from our enquiry. It is not,
after all, commonplace to embark on an analysis of Kant’s theory of universal morality when
studying the practice of public international law. But through exploring Kant’s road to his
categorical imperative, and so his defence of a moral philosophy that seeks to stay faithful to
the strict sense of the universal, along with its ultimate grounding of such an imperative on
the dignity and autonomy of humanity, Kant reinforces the standpoint that if we are to pursue
a claim that there exist universal obligations, then we must do so without recourse to
experience. This is the standard that ought to apply when one seeks to defend the universality
of certain norms of public international law. So where are we to look for a comparable
endeavour when dealing with public international law?
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2.2 – The Universal in Public International Law
There is at the very least one regime in the international legal order that can clearly be thought
of as associating its claim to universality with the strict sense of the universal, and whose
norms have been argued to have an a priori ground, in a similar manner to which Kant has
sought to defend the possibility of a pure moral philosophy: the international human rights
regime. No doubt, international lawyers reading this will have already had their memories
triggered by certain key words that we have encountered when discussing Kant’s universal
formula as a moral ideal. Words such as ‘dignity’, ‘autonomy’, and ‘inherent’ are often heard
in both the practice and doctrine of international law and international human rights law in
particular. The concept of dignity, for example, at least since the 20th Century,81 is widespread
in international human rights discourse. It appears two lines into the UN Charter with the
proclamation that its Member States are determined to “…reaffirm faith in fundamental
human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and
women and of nations large and small…[.]”82 The very first line of the UDHR reads:
“Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all
members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world…
[.]”83The Preambles of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) both echo
this statement, and recognise that the rights contained in their respective treaties “…derive
from the inherent dignity of the human person[.]” 84 Further reference to inherent dignity can
also be found in the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)85, the 1975 Helsinki
Final Act86, the American Convention on Human Rights (ACHR)87, and the African Charter
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on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR)88, amongst others.
Outside of the international human rights regime, Common Article 3 (c) of the 1949
Geneva Conventions, for example, speaks of ‘…outrages upon personal dignity…” 89, with
the same formulation appearing in Article 75 (2)(b) and Article 85 (4)(c) of the Protocol
Additional to the Geneva Conventions90, and Article 4 (2)(e) of Protocol II.91 Yet, it is argued
here that the international legal regime most connected to the concept of the universal in the
strict sense, and which can be considered to offer us the closest representation of an attempt
to communicate the practical content of the universal (as attempted by Kant) via international
law, is the international human rights regime.
In fact, as Michael Rosen92 and Samuel Moyn93 advance, it can be argued that it is
upon the philosophical frame erected by Kant, and his concept of dignity, 94 that the
conventional modern theory of human rights bears much of its weight. So, too, can it be
argued that human rights jurisprudence is “…dominated by neo-Kantian liberals.”95 This is
not to say that there is a simple chronological road to follow that begins from the work of
Kant and ends in contemporary international human rights law in general. In fact, there are
those who question Kant’s work and its link to human rights.96 Due to the regime’s link to
questions that have been grappled with for centuries (on the good and the right), the history
of the genesis of human rights can be approached and compiled from various intertwining
historical and legal narratives.97 The chronological genealogy of the contemporary
88
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formulation of international human rights law, for example, has been subject to considerable
contention over the recent years.98 Nevertheless, neo-Kantian narratives remain prevalent as
the privileged accounts through which contemporary international human rights discourse
continues to be transported.
Kant’s formula and categorical imperative have, however, faced considerable
criticism. Hegel, for example, criticised Kant’s universalisation test as empty formalism. 99
John Stuart Mill claimed that Kant’s moral theory (as the main example of an a priori theory
of moral obligation) was ultimately grounded upon principles of utilitarianism. 100 And, more
recently, Richard Rorty has rejected the need to find some form of foundational concept that
differentiates humans from other animals in order for us to act morally. 101 Nevertheless,
international human rights are still conventionally thought (and widely taught and defended
by many human rights promoters) as rights that derive from the mere fact that we are human,
à la Kant.102
The international human rights regime, therefore, provides us with a concrete source
from which to explore the practical application of the universal in public international law
(or indeed, lack thereof). It is important to point out, however, that whilst a lot has been
written regarding the universality of human rights concerning the universalism v.
particularism debate, the following analysis is not a contribution to either side of that
discourse. It is also important to highlight that, whilst international human rights law has
evidently been influenced by the myriad of documents and practices of human rights in
national constitutions pre-1945, what is not under consideration is the entire spectrum and
history of human rights in general, but specifically the modern international human rights
regime which emerged alongside the adoption of the UN Charter,103 and which Buergenthal
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has referred to as “…the ‘internationalization’ of human rights, which has brought with it the
‘humanization’ of international law.” 104
Indeed, it is difficult to disagree with historian Steven Jensen when he states that
“[u]niversality is the central claim underpinning contemporary human rights […]”105. But
what sense of the universal would we find upon closer inspection of the core of international
human rights law? Is it the strict sense of the universal that we will be confronted with? And
considering the proliferation of international human rights instruments, where ought we look
for the fundament of the international human rights regime? The United Nations Human
Rights Office of the High Commissioner alone labels 98 instruments as ‘universal
instruments relating to human rights’106. Plus, considering the competing narratives
surrounding the genealogy of human rights, deciding where one ought to begin when
analysing international human rights law presents itself as a daunting task.
However, the following section will approach this task by taking heed of the advice
provided by John Tasioulas. Inspired by Ludwig Wittgenstein’s statement that “[i]t is so
difficult to find the beginning. Or, better: it is difficult to begin at the beginning. And not try
to go further back.”107, Tasioulas has claimed that when approaching a philosophical
reflection of human rights, one should not begin from philosophy itself but rather from the
practice of human rights.108 Mindful of this advice, and staying true to the thesis’ focus on an
analysis of public international law and international human rights law in particular, rather
than human rights as a concept in general, our starting point will therefore be what the
doctrine of international law considers to be the fundamental document of contemporary
international human rights law: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR).
3. Declaring Universal Human Rights
In a 1989 article entitled The Universality of the Concept of Human Rights, Louis Henkin
wrote that “[t]he principal contemporary articulation of human rights, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, claims and prescribes universality.” 109 30 years later, and with
the landscape of international human rights law having evolved considerably, this statement
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still holds true.110 The UDHR remains a core piece of the contemporary international human
rights regime, a document which has been referred to as “…the iconic matrix from which all
international human rights standards take their symbolic and juridical life…” 111, and to which
all human rights regimes, no matter how radically different, “…explicitly affirm their
normative continuity[.]”112 But despite the inclusion of the concept in its title, it is
commonplace to hear claims that it is not universal. 113 After all, as an artefact, and
international legal document (in the broadest sense), the UDHR is a contingent manifestation
that was agreed upon by some group, somewhere, at some point in time. Indeed, the who,
what, where and when, in relation to the genealogy of the Declaration, which is widely
considered to be the fundament of modern international human rights law, are readily
identifiable and form important factors that will be taken into consideration in seeking to
analyse in which ways the concept of the universal was engaged with during its drafting.
To this end, we will focus on the travaux préparatoires (preparatory works) of the
UDHR. In particular, we will focus on the official UN meeting transcripts, which document
the submissions of the drafters of the UDHR from 1946 to 1948, with particular attention
being given to the meeting records which recount the discussions during the drafting process
of the Preamble and Article 1 of the UDHR, the two sections of the document which (even
if only rhetorically) can be interpreted as grounding the document on universal claims. 114
Recourse to the travaux préparatoires of a treaty as an interpretational tool in public
international law is common in international legal practice and doctrine, enshrined in Article
32 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT). And although the UDHR
is a declaration, and not a treaty, recourse to said preparatory works is nevertheless useful
here. Firstly, whilst the classical interpretation of the bindingness of the UDHR always points
to the non-bindingness of this document, claims have existed for quite some time that the
UDHR reflects ‘general principles of law or elementary considerations of humanity’ 115, and
there is a significant amount of evidence of a widespread belief that the UDHR represents
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customary international law,116 and that its contents (if not all, then at least parts) 117 are
therefore binding upon all States.118 That the UDHR has, furthermore, been practically
influential in the drafting of various human rights treaties since its coming into being, as well
as in the interpretation of human rights norms in domestic law, is beyond debate. Therefore,
by analysing the preparatory works of the UDHR, we will not only be exploring how it came
to pass that the UN General Assembly adopted a ‘universal’ declaration of human rights,
rather than an ‘international’ declaration, but also seek to uncover what the drafters intended
to establish when drafting a document that has not only had a large influence on binding
multilateral treaties, but can be argued as representing customary international law. To this
end, two of the questions we will be keeping in mind going forward will be: In what ways
did the concept of the universal enter the drafting process of the UDHR? And, crucially, what
senses of the universal were being employed during said drafting?
The following analysis of the drafting of the UDHR is split into two subsections.
The first is an analysis of how the concept of the universal was employed by those involved
in the drafting process of the UDHR. What is provided in this analysis is a literal retelling of
what occurred during the meetings that led to the adoption of the Declaration, and the claims
that were made by those involved in its drafting. The second subsection then takes a step
back to explore the context within which the Declaration was born, in order to explore the
contingency of the Declaration and add some colour to the universal claims explored in the
first.
3.1 – From an International Bill to a Universal Declaration
Whilst the contemporary international human rights framework, along with the exclamation
that the individual ought to be considered a subject of international law, was crystallised in
international law after the coming into force of the UN Charter (UNC) in 1945,119 it is notable
that the preamble of the UNC does not speak in terms of enlightened realisation. The drafters
did not conclude their mission by affirming their “…faith in fundamental human rights, in
the dignity and worth of the human person…”120 but, rather, communicated the Charter’s aim
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to reaffirm it. Yet, although this reaffirmation of fundamental121 human rights kicks off the
Charter, followed closely by Article 1(3) UNC, which speaks of ‘promoting and encouraging
respect for’ such rights, the modern understanding of international human rights law, and its
content, was not concluded upon in San Francisco in 1945. Rather, said task was assigned to
the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), formed under Article 7(1) UNC, which was
explicitly mandated to, inter alia, set up “…commissions in economic and social fields and
for the promotion of human rights…” 122. To accomplish the second facet of this mandate, the
ECOSOC began by establishing a Nuclear Commission on Human Rights as one of five
nuclear commissions,123 which would lead to the later establishment of the Human Rights
Commission, the first session of which Johannes Morsink, who has covered the drafting of
the UDHR extensively in various titles, believes to provide us with the marker for the
beginning of the formative stages of the Declaration.
The UDHR is a product of an intricate drafting process that would span the course
of three years, but it was not until relatively late in its drafting process that a universal
declaration would be spoken of. As is made clear from a report sent by the Nuclear
Commission on Human Rights to the second session of the ECOSOC in May 1946, the
original plan was to draft an International Bill, 124 with a recommendation that until said
drafting was complete, “…basic human rights be included in international treaties,
particularly peace treaties, [and] that similar provisions be accepted by all States, Members
of the United Nations, and by States seeking admission to the United Nations […]” 125. On
the 21st of June 1946, the ECOSOC adopted Resolution E/RES/9(II), establishing the full
Commission on Human Rights (henceforth the Commission). Composed of eighteen
members, each a representative of one of eighteen members of the United Nations (selected
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by the ECOSOC),126 the task of the Commission was to draft said International Bill. A task
that would be reaffirmed during the first session of the Commission, where it was decided
that its Chairman (Eleanor Roosevelt – United States of America), Vice Chairman (Peng
Chun Chang – China) and Rapporteur (Charles Malik - Lebanon),127 were to be tasked with
“…formulating a preliminary draft international bill of human rights, in accordance with the
instructions and decisions of the Commission at its first session, to be submitted to the
Commission at its second session for thorough examination.”128 Yet, the goal of a singular
international bill would soon make way for the pursuit of two complementing documents:
An International Declaration on Human Rights and an International Covenant on Human
Rights; the first to be a non-binding declaration, the second a legally binding covenant.
Reference to an ‘international declaration’ would remain until ten days before the adoption
of the UDHR, at which point we find ourselves no longer concerned with an ‘International
Declaration on Human Rights’, but a ‘Universal Declaration of Human Rights’.
From our earlier exploration of the concept of the universal, we know that this move,
from ‘international’ to ‘universal’, at the very least, semantically transforms the scope of
inclusion which the documents suggests. It may also offer the impression that the norms
contained within it are of a priori character. Of course, knowing this, one’s first instinct may
be to contemplate whether this might be exactly what the drafters intended. Maybe this
change reflects what the drafters believed they had been called to establish from the outset.
Such a change may even betray how, in practice, they understood that what they would be
taking part in would be the drafting of a document that sought to articulate norms that were
grounded on some universal understanding of humanity and its moral limitations.
However, it is clear from early meeting records that this is not the case. In fact, there
was no consensus amongst the drafters as to what the grounding of the document that they
had been tasked with drafting ought to be. A poignant example of this can be found during a
particularly interesting exchange between the then representative of China, Chang and the
French representative, René Cassin, during the seventh meeting of the first session of the
Commission. Before the Drafting Committee of the UDHR had been established, Chang
stated that the preamble of the International Bill should include the philosophical grounding
upon which the bill was to be based, and proceeded to offer a foundationalist understanding
126
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of what that should be. Records provide that Chang thought that:
“At the present time it was necessary to affirm and enlarge the difference existing
between man and animal. A standard should be established with a view to elevating the
concept of man’s dignity and emphasizing the respect of man: that principle should be
embodied in a preamble to the International Bill of Rights… In conclusion, the
representative of China urged the Commission to bear in mind the historical background
of human rights, particularly the emphasis placed on human values by the l6th century
thinkers, in elaborating a preamble propounding the philosophy on which the future
International Bill of Rights would be based.”129

Cassin directly reflected on Chang’s contribution:
“Mr. Cassin (France) pointed out that two general ideas emanated from the statement
made by the Chinese representative: the bill should include a preamble emphasizing the
permanency of the qualities common to mankind. Moreover, that bill was bound to
create a certain influence upon our time. Mr. Cassin considered that the preambles to
the Charter of the United Nations and other international organizations such as
UNESCO constituted a useful basis and form of universal philosophy from which to
seek inspiration.”130

Chang was making a clear statement regarding the need to ground an international bill of
rights on some fundamental philosophy, and his suggestion was the distinction between man
and animal,131 which rings well with the conventional narrative that we have human rights
simply due to our being human. It may even remind us of Kant’s categorical imperative
examined above. But Cassin’s response highlights an important issue which pushing for a
distinction between man and animal has been criticised for.
See, when Cassin speaks of the ‘qualities common to mankind’, he initially seems
to misinterpret Chang’s contribution. 132 Chang does not speak of qualities, at least not
expressly. However, Cassin’s comment rightly brings to light a question we have already
encountered in different forms in relation to the grounding of universal claims: How can we
be sure that certain concepts are shared across cultures, let alone that they are universal?
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What is it that makes a human…human? Or, in the language of Chang, what makes man a
man, and not an animal?
Once faced with such questions, we may find ourselves resorting to the ticking off
of certain standards that we may consider essential to being human. Perhaps we begin with
anatomical standards, or by considering mental capacities. But such methods raise obvious
dangers. Vladimir Koretsky, then representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR), had thought about this issue, and how the identification of human qualities in this
way would be a slippery slope towards some seeking to use said methods to justify the
committal of abhorrent deeds the likes of which the Commission still held fresh in their
memories, and that had ultimately led to their congregation. He made this clear when, on the
20th of June 1947, the Drafting Committee met for its thirteenth meeting to discuss the revised
suggestions that were submitted by Cassin, for an International Declaration of Human
Rights.133 Up for discussion was Cassin’s submission of Article 1, phrased: “All men are
brothers. Being endowed with reason, members of one family, they are free and possess equal
dignity and rights.”134 But this wording bothered Koretsky. He cautioned “…that the first
draft…might have resulted in misunderstanding and have been interpreted as justification of
the fascist destruction of feeble-minded people on the grounds that they were not reasonable
human beings.”135 Yet, this warning as to the danger of allowing space for the potential
argumentation that places some humans outside the protective scope of human rights, was
largely ignored. Although those present during that meeting heard Koretsky’s criticism of
how the use of the word ‘men’ was exclusionary to women, 136 it seems as if they simply
brushed off the warning of how the declaration can exclude ‘others’, in general.
The issue nevertheless raised its head again during the Third Session of the
Commission in 1948, during discussions surrounding the wording of Article 1. Chang noted
that the phrase, “…they are endowed by nature with reason and conscience […]”, ought to
be deleted due to its controversial character. 137 The representatives of India and the UK
agreed with this, with the representative of Chile also expressing a certain sympathy with this
position.138 However, Malik (Lebanon), “…expressed surprise at the proposal to delete
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‘nature, conscience and reason’. He deplored the tendency to disregard such important
concepts, which had originally appeared in both the French and United Kingdom texts.” 139
In the end, Malik won the battle. Article 1 of what would be the adopted version of
the UDHR would provide for relatively unchanged reading: “All human beings are born free
and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should
act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.”140 But the preceding goes to show that
there was no unequivocal understanding regarding the philosophical foundation as to the
adoption of the UDHR. Nor can it be said that the drafting process, including both the work
of the drafters at the Commission and that achieved through the discussions held by the Third
Committee during the third session of the General Assembly in 1948, ran free from debate
and controversy.
During the 48th meeting of the Commission on Human Rights, Roosevelt (US) had
requested answers from the drafters on the specific question of what the purpose of what they
were tasked to draft ought to be.141 Roosevelt herself stated that the Declaration ought to
‘establish standards’ (which would carry moral but not legislative force) for the guidance of
both the UN and the people of the world in relation to the promotion and respect for human
rights.142 Cassin, whilst agreeing with Roosevelt, added that the Declaration ought to hold
both an ‘explanatory’ and ‘assertive’ character in respect to human rights, which according
to him, should be considered to have existed prior to the establishment of the United
Nations.143 Chang would later agree with both of these positions when stating that “[t]he
principal aim of the Declaration was to call the attention of the world to certain fundamental
human rights, with a view to educational advancement.” 144 Azkoul (Lebanon), on the other
hand, asserted that “[t]he Declaration would proclaim and list those rights which human
reason at the present stage of development of society considered inseparable from the
conception of the human person.”145 Malik would go on to add a further twist during the 50th
Meeting, stating that “[t]he various contributions in the field of human rights made by the
diverse cultures in the world must be taken into account, and the crucial part of the
Commission’s task would be the determination of the hierarchy of values.” 146 Roosevelt,
Cassin and Chang, therefore, seemed content with providing what may be considered
philosophically restrained statements as to the purpose of the Declaration. Azkoul’s
comments (above), however, read as if inspired by Enlightenment principles of reason and
139
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dignity. Whilst Malik’s line, which is just as loaded, links the concept of rights with an idea
of a ‘hierarchy of values’, alluding to the possibility of an ordering of morality.
Such outright positions on the purpose of the Declaration were rare, 147 but are
insightful when considered amongst the deafening silence from the other representatives
during these two meetings at the Commission. For, these five representatives already provide
us with terminology that we have previously encountered in our enquiry as to the universal.
Roosevelt’s comment on establishing standards and Cassin’s statement on how the
Declaration should embody an assertive character remind us of the imperative demands of
the universal. Azkoul’s claim, then, appears to link those of Roosevelt and Cassin to the
grounding of Kant’s view of the categorical imperative – dignity. Malik’s view on the task
of determining a hierarchy of values too, may remind us of the uncompromising and
determinative character, in the sense of a top-down approach, of the universal. Indeed, several
links (however tentative) can be made between what these drafters believed the purpose of
the Declaration to be and the concept of the universal in the strict sense.
Further evidence of such links can be gained by referring to the General Assembly
(GA) meeting records from its Third Session, after a draft Declaration had been presented to
the GA by the Commission. During these meetings, State representatives openly proclaimed
their view on the purpose of the Declaration.148 For example, Bolivia’s representative thought
“[t]he draft declaration was designed to set a goal for mankind…[and]…should inspire men
to transform into realities the principles it proclaimed.” 149 In a similar vein, India’s
representative thought the purpose of the Declaration was to set forth certain ‘ideals’. 150
Comments such as these seem to evidence the presence of a real sense of declaring some
form of international telos. Yet, others saw the purpose of the Declaration as being directly
related to the then recent events of the Second World War (WW2). Poland,151 Yugoslavia,152
and the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (Ukrainian SSR), 153 for example, were all
concerned with the Declaration’s purpose being linked to the prevention of a possible
repetition of the rise of fascist regimes, and the recent atrocities.
147
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A look at the meeting records from both the Commission and the Third Session of
the GA then, so far, evidences two main strands of thought regarding the purpose of the
Declaration: (1) Teleological – Setting goals/standards/ideals for mankind and (2) Contingent
– Creating a framework the function of which was to help ensure that the horrors of WW2
would not reoccur. Neither provides us with a solid confirmation that the drafters believed
they were engaging in a process of declaring something universal in the strict sense. But there
were several drafters at the Commission who were unabashedly vocal about their
understanding that the task they had been assigned was intricately linked with some idea of
universality.154
Malik, for example, commented on how, “[s]ince the Declaration had to be
universal, he felt that only fundamental principles should be stated.”155 During the Third
Session of the Commission on Human Rights, French representative Ordonneau even
“…agreed with the USSR representative that the declaration should be universal […]”156,
whilst Malik thought that “…some mention of the absolute universality of the Declaration
would be in harmony with the Charter.” 157 Several draft preambles submitted by different
states involved in the drafting procedure of the Commission on Human Rights even included
the term universal.158 Come the Third Session of the General Assembly, the term could be
encountered more frequently. Argentina spoke of how the Declaration should be
“…completely universal in character…”159. Bolivia proclaimed that “[a]n international
declaration would have immense moral and political value and it should be universal in its
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application.”160 Haiti, asserted their commitment to ensuring the “…universality of the
application of the human rights enumerated in the draft declaration.” 161 France was resolute
in their assertion that it was “…essential that the declaration should be universal.” 162 Even
the Union of South Africa, who throughout the GA meetings faced both direct and indirect
condemnation for racial discrimination, stepped forward in the name of the universality of
human rights. Speaking on Article 1 of the Declaration, “[t]he South African representative
explained that, as far as fundamental human rights were concerned, the universality of the
principle of equality, set forth in the first sentence of article 1 of the draft, could not be
denied.”163 The Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, on the other hand, noted that the draft
from the Commission on Human Rights suffered from enough defects that it ought not to be
considered ‘international’, let alone universal, but criticised the tendency to “…refuse to
apply certain universally recognized democratic rights to certain groups.” 164
Whilst the Declaration would therefore have to wait until its completion for its
unveiling as the universal declaration of human rights, its universality was nevertheless in
the mind of many of those present throughout the discussions. Yet, much like our
examination of the doctrinal debate in Chapter 1, there seems to be a clear inconsistency in
what each member of the drafting process understood universality to entail. Of course, the
lack of consistent use of the term could be due to a lack of care in using the term. It is also
perfectly plausible that the drafters did not intend to link the Declaration with the universal
in the strict sense but, rather, used the term as a synonym for international, global, or some
other adjective that sought to capture all States, as international entities, at the time.
Yet, one could just as well argue that certain instances provide a resolute link
between the Declaration (and its conception of human rights) and its drafters’ commitment
to Enlightenment thinking and the strict sense of the universal. Johannes Morsink, for
example, considers the UDHR to be undoubtedly linked with Enlightenment thinking, and
not just to the ideas of Enlightenment thinkers such as Immanuel Kant, but also to the 1776
American Declaration of Independence and the 1789 French Declaration of the Rights of
Man and of the Citizen. Evidence certainly exists in support of Morsink’s claim. For instance,
many statements are available from the drafters of the Declaration which allude to this, such
as the Lebanon representative’s assertion that “Article 1 should not simply proclaim a
common desire but should clearly state a universally recognized truth based on reason …
[and that] [i]n affirming the equality of all human beings, it should express a rational
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conviction, a decision that men were, in fact, to be equal.” 165 Ecuador’s representative gave
a clear nod to the 1789 French Declaration, proclaiming that there could be no better place
than France for the GA to hold its meetings on the declaration of human rights, “…for France
was the birth-place of the rights of man.”166 Haiti was encouraged by the expression of rights
in the Declaration that could be recognised as deriving from the tradition of the 1789 French
Declaration.167 Belgium, in referring to the addition of social rights, spoke in terms of
progression from the Enlightenment to the UDHR,168 and the representative of
Czechoslovakia noted the similarities between the 1789 French Declaration and the
Declaration in question.169
However, one of the clearest links alluded to between the UDHR and the
Enlightenment period was made by Chang, when discussing Article 1, and certain
amendments that Belgium and Lebanon had suggested for said Article. Chang noted the
following:
“…[T]he basic text of article 1, with the amendments proposed…would be acceptable
to the Committee if it were understood on the basis of eighteenth century philosophy.
That philosophy was based on the innate goodness of man. Other schools of thought
had said that man’s nature was neutral and could be made good or bad, or again that his
nature was all bad. The eighteenth century thinkers, whose work had led to the
proclamation of the principles of liberty, equality and fraternity in France and in the
United States, to the Declaration of Independence, had realized that although man was
largely animal, there was a part of him which distinguished him from animals. That part
was the real man and was good, and that part should therefore be given greater
importance. […] Mr. Chang urged that the Committee should not debate the question
of the nature of man again but should build on the work of the eighteenth century
philosophers.”170

Not all drafters, however, shared Chang’s view that we should build upon Enlightenment
thinking. The Netherlands, for example, specifically countered Chang’s position, arguing that
“…the philosophy of the eighteenth century had a one sided and incomplete idea of man.” 171
But Chang’s comments were, in a certain sense, supported in a more modest tone, when
during the First Session of the Commission on Human Rights, Wilson, then representative of
the United Kingdom (UK), believed that it was “…important to stress the historical situation
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in which the Committee met… [O]ne, he said, where Germany and other enemy countries
during the war had completely ignored what mankind had regarded as fundamental human
rights and freedoms.”172 Harry, then representative of Australia, “…believed that the
Committee should not feel that it was creating international law, but only providing the basis
for a declaration as to what is international law […]”173.
Certain States stood up to express their position on the unacceptability of such
claims. Ecuador notably commented that the Declaration “…should not be a philosophical
treatise but a document containing a minimum guarantee of human rights.” 174 For others,
whilst the existence of a philosophical foundation (or even tentative philosophical link) was
indeed an issue, the real problem was which philosophical foundation it ought to be built
upon. Speaking on Article 1 of the declaration, Abadi, representative of Iraq during the 96 th
meeting of the General Assembly, scoffed at the evident practical fallacy of the statement
that all men are born free an equal, and criticised the authors of the original draft for having
gotten carried away by the article’s ‘emotional content’. 175 Sure, such a reality could be
considered desirable, Abadi suggested, but then the article ought to be couched in normative
terms; it should read: “All men should be free and equal in dignity and worth…” 176. In a
similar vein, Baroody, representative of Saudi Arabia, “…pointed out that to say that all
human beings were endowed with reason and conscience was too broad a statement, one that
was not, and had never been, true, and that, moreover, the words ‘dignity and rights’…were
ambiguous and had different meanings in different countries.” 177 Saudi Arabia specifically
wanted to avoid metaphysical questions as concerns the phrasing of Article 1. 178
At the core of these disagreements is a resounding belief in difference. Stripped to
their bare bones, many arguments that took place during the drafting of the UDHR, over
articles that were meant to reflect concepts (or indeed norms, ideals, principles or standards,
etc.) that were often argued as universally recognisable, communicated something very
straightforward: We do not agree on the universality of what you claim. A representative of
Yugoslavia, for example, once declined to form part of a subcommittee that would discuss
the preamble of the UDHR because “…he could not make any concrete contributions to the
preparation of a text based on a conception he did not share.”179 South Africa, agreeing that
the Declaration should only include rights which are universally recognised, once criticised
172
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the first draft for containing rights which they thought simply did not live up to that
standard.180 The USSR, too, was particularly vocal about its disagreement with the basic
conceptual foundation of the Declaration, with one especially striking passage being
provided by Pavlov during the Third Session of the General Assembly. Pavlov was not
convinced that inherent freedom and equality provided a solid foundation for the Declaration,
and whilst questioning whether the Declaration was the ‘proper place’ for engaging with the
question of the genealogy of human rights,181 “[h]e laid emphasis on the fact that equality of
rights before the law was determined not by the fact of birth but by the social structure of the
State, which has to promulgate laws to ensure that equality. Thus, it was obvious in the days
of feudalism men had not been born free and equal.”182
As discernible from these various extracts from the drafting process of the UDHR,
whilst not all of the drafters may have been concerned with defending the assertion that the
Declaration ought to reflect universal rights, when the issue of universality was raised,
several were most certainly concerned with which rights could legitimately claim such a title,
and upon what grounds such universality was to be premised. This may have prepared them
when, during the 165th meeting of the General Assembly, the French delegation proposed an
amendment of the title of the Declaration.183 What was proposed was an alteration from
naming the final document the International Declaration of Human Rights to the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, a proposition that was adopted, even though a precise reason
for the title change was never given.184 In fact, it is surprising that whilst the relationship
between the Declaration and its acknowledgment of God, for many, raised debates during
that same meeting,185 not much was mentioned regarding the philosophical implications of
amending the title from referring to an ‘International’ to a ‘Universal’ Declaration of Human
Rights. Only three representatives voiced their stand on the matter. Belgium agreed. 186 The
Philippines disagreed, claiming that the proposal was unrealistic: “The Declaration strove for
universality but, at best, could be regarded as having an international character.” 187 And
lastly, the USSR disagreed, because such a title would give the impression that this
Declaration was binding on all countries, regardless of their Membership to the United
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Nations.188 The proposed amendment was nevertheless adopted during the 167th Meeting of
the GA, with 17 votes to 11, and 10 abstentions, somehow avoiding any major controversy.189
The Universal Declaration would be adopted in Paris on the 10th of December 1948,190 eight
nations abstaining, none dissenting.
Whilst this analysis of UN Member State engagement with the concept of the
universal during the drafting process of the UDHR allows us to appreciate the competing
attitudes and assertions that many had regarding the claims to universality the UDHR would
(or indeed should) be making, it has, so far, only been recounted in procedural terms, devoid
of the narrative which accompanied both the document and those involved in its drafting.
However, one ought to avoid falsely representing the drafting process of the UDHR as an
academic exercise that governments took part in in order to answer some fundamental
questions on the place of humans in the world and the rights to which they were entitled, or
as a gathering necessitated by an inevitable intellectual moment of enlightenment at a time
of peace. We cannot separate the document from the context within which it came into being,
a context that is crucial to understanding the claims to universality contained within it.
Therefore, let us rewind and return to the beginning of the drafting of the UDHR, so to
appreciate the context in which the comments from the meeting records already uncovered
were made.
3.2 – Context, Contingency, and the Claim to Universality
On the 11th of June 1947, the Commission on Human Rights Drafting Committee convened
in New York to discuss the procedure they were to follow in preparing a preliminarily draft
of an International Bill of Human Rights, as well as the drafts provided by the Secretariat
(John Humphrey) and the UK.191 A telling photo would be taken of this event mid-meeting.192
In it, we see a long table circling a large room. Behind it, the relevant representatives, sitting
close together. Amongst them, distributed as if to reflect the central presence that they would
have throughout the drafting process, sat four individuals who are often considered the most
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influential persons of the whole process: René Cassin, Peng Chun Chang, Eleanor Roosevelt
and Charles Malik.193 The mood seems sombre, many clutching their headpieces, in a scene
that seems to reflect the concern surrounding their project. The room itself seems to
contribute to the sentiment. Barren and almost featureless, it is functional, if nothing else.
The picture is a far cry from the modern images of the beauty we can note in the ‘Human
Rights and Alliance of Civilizations’ room at the United Nations Office in Geneva, and the
meetings held under its multi-coloured ceiling, as conceptualised by Spanish artist Miquel
Barceló.194 Rather, the photo lends itself well to imagining the haunting atmosphere of the
post-traumatic sentiment that must have been felt by those present in that room. After all,
their convening was, as the conventional narrative goes, a direct response to the fears that
still lingered from the events of WW2. And if, before the war, arriving at a conceptualisation
of international human rights was not on the radar when it came to the priorities of States, or
indeed scholars (barring a few notable attempts195), then that was about to change.
By the time of the signing of the UN Charter on the 26th of June 1945, the issue of
human rights would make its presence felt on the international stage. In fact, a rise in interest
surrounding the internationalisation of human rights could be noted by the early stages of
WW2, inspired, amongst other things, by campaigns from within the UK and the US, 196 as
well as the pressure placed upon the international community by Latin America. 197 Human
Rights would be mentioned seven times in the UN Charter.198 And Henri Laugier, then
Assistant Secretary-General in charge of Social Affairs, in his opening speech to the
Commission on Human Rights of the ECOSOC on the 29 th of April 1946, had highlighted
the belief that if there had been some form of institution, or indeed organisation, in place that
was both authorised and competent to deal with instances of States subjecting their people to
such atrocious acts as those that were uncovered to have been committed under Adolf Hitler’s
regime in Germany, then maybe the events which led to WW2, and indeed the Holocaust,
might have been addressed at an earlier time, and possibly averted. 199
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The narrative that it was shock, brought on by things such as the findings that the
allied forces witnessed from liberated concentration camps, that finally gave those in San
Francisco in 1945 the necessary push towards internationalising human rights, has been
challenged by claims that the convenors in San Francisco did not yet know the full extent of
the horrors that took place under Hitler’s regime. 200 However, images of horrific scenes from
liberated concentration camps in Buchenwald and Belsen were certainly in circulation before
the signing of the UN Charter,201 and regardless of whether those images had reached San
Francisco for the final amendments before the signing of the Charter or not, there can be
almost no doubt that the drafters of the UDHR knew of the atrocities which were committed,
amongst other things, by one State towards its own citizens (and non-citizens) during WW2.
We can see this represented in the second paragraph of the UDHR, where it states:
“Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which
have outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human beings
shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been
proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people…” 202. Furthermore, that the
internationalisation of human rights was spurred by the events of WW2 is clear should one
look at statements from the very early stages of the drafting of the UDHR. The drafting
committee was well aware that its task included drafting an international bill that would serve
to promote the observance of human rights, so to ensure that lessons were learned from
humankind’s failure during that war.203 The drafters’ mission was, from the outset, primarily
targeted at the goal of maintaining peace and security in the world, via the promotion of
human rights, and to delineate what constituted a violation of said rights in order to lay the
foundations that clarified what would trigger future mechanisms for the maintenance of said
peace and security.204 This was poetically captured when Laugier stated: “In the
reconstruction of the world, the material tasks are most important, but the effort of all town
planners, of architects, or doctors, will only assume its real significance if humanity starts
again to have confidence in its destiny, if the human community gets together around a
minimum of common principles.”205
That it would be the ‘human community’ to come together in such a way is however
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a remarkable turning point in the history of human rights. As Lynn Hunt has noted, human
rights, historically, have been revolutionary responses, and what she terms oppositional tools;
“… they have been wielded against what is perceived as tyranny, genocide or some other
unacceptable form of cultural, social or political violation.” 206 Indeed whilst the 1776
Virginia Declaration of Rights, that would inspire the American Bill of Rights, and the 1789
French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, were clearly inspirational for the
UDHR, they were both products of a classical revolutionary moment in history. What is
interesting about the internationalisation of human rights, and the drafting of the UDHR in
particular, is that neither were the product of some form of revolution against tyranny or
oppression in this classical sense. In fact, the preamble of the UDHR can be read to suggest
that the protection of human rights through the rule of law is so essential that failure to do so
may even legitimise individuals to resort to ‘rebellion against tyranny and oppression’.207
And yet, it is important to remember that the UDHR remains a product of a political process.
Those involved in the drafting of the UDHR were, after all, representatives of their
governments, a factor that Alexander Loveday, who had only shortly before concluded his
post as head of the Economic, Financial and Transit Section of the League of Nations at the
time, lamented over in a 1947 article aptly named ‘An Unfortunate Decision’.
That the ECOSOC had decided that the Commission on Human Rights was to be
composed of “…one representative from each of eighteen members of the United Nations
selected by the Council […]”208, regardless of the Nuclear Commission’s recommendation
that the Commission on Human Rights ought not to be composed of government members, 209
according to Loveday, was unfortunate for several reasons. If the Commission was to operate
as an advisory body on a certain issue, Loveday argued, it would be best composed of
individuals from different backgrounds who would be able to engage in advisory functions
without turning the process into one of diplomatic negotiation. 210 Whilst the Commission
would of course be proclaiming on rights which would ultimately have to be guaranteed by
governments, these would be rights that ultimately concerned the individual; that the
ECOSOC would therefore not include the individual in such decision-making, seemed
nonsensical, especially since these rights were not only rights which sought to protect or grant
liberties to individuals from certain acts committed by other individuals, but also from acts
committed by their own respective States.211
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Competing opinions regarding this matter would come from within the drafting
framework. Cassin, for example, sought to point out that it may be beneficial for the
Commission to be composed of governmental representatives for pragmatic reasons, arguing
that “[c]ommissions consisting of individuals often reached lofty conclusions which were
never observed, while commissions consisting of governmental representatives came to less
ambitious but more effective conclusions.” 212 The representatives of the US, UK and
Lebanon at the second session of the ECOSOC, in discussing the composition of the
Commission, however, pointed out the restriction that speakers may feel when representing
governments. Noel-Baker from the UK expressed this well when stating that “… members,
especially of the Commission on Human Rights, must feel free to raise questions which might
embarrass Governments, and they could hardly do so if they represented Governments.” 213
However, even when it may seem that the drafters were relatively open and spoke
freely, especially regarding their beliefs on the grounding of human rights, we are reminded
to be vigilant when assuming their representation of personal positions. In fact, one ought to
question the reasons why certain universalist positions were defended by certain
representatives. For instance, whilst it is notable that the USSR often sought to raise the issue
surrounding the important place society should hold in the discussions, particularly notable
is the strong philosophical position and warnings the USSR eloquently raised regarding the
possible exclusionary nature of a universal conceptualisation of rights, and the dangers that
that carries with it. Christopher Roberts’ contextual interpretation of this tendency from the
USSR, however, argues that this could be explained as part of one particularly noticeable
political battle being fought at the time, surrounding the possible inclusion of a colonial
clause to an international bill of rights; a battle which he has labelled as “…essentially a
debate over the entire meaning of universal human rights.”214
At stake, after the close of WW2, was the rebuilding of the new world, or, indeed,
the rebuilding of the old one. The end of the war saw allies turn into rivals, and at the end of
1947 the Soviet Union became particularly vocal about its anti-colonialist standpoint; the
political reasoning being the great disadvantage the Soviet Union would find itself in on the
world stage should the UK re-establish its imperial strength.215 This would spill over during
the sessions of the Commission of Human Rights, which became a stage for ideological
battles between the UK and the Soviet Union and their positions in respect to what has been
called ‘the colonial clause debate’.216
Colonial clauses were a common tool in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
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that granted colonial powers say as to whether the treaties they were ratifying applied to their
conquered territories, and so essentially allowed said powers to sidestep any obligations that
would be applicable to the State in its home territory when it came to its colonial territories.217
The implication of including a colonial clause in what would end up being the UDHR would
therefore have been the inclusion of a loophole for colonial powers to deny any obligations
towards the inhabitants of their colonial territories; the human rights included in the UDHR
would be, ultimately, grounded on the discretionary power of the territorial sovereign, not on
the universal human. In 1947, the inclusion of such a clause was not completely off the
cards.218 That this is the case reflects the reality of both the division of power in the world
and the imperial history of the international legal order at the time, which we have already
addressed through the work of Anghie and Koskenniemi in our previous chapter. It also
serves to dispel any misconception that there was any sort of Copernican revolution in the
minds of all States as to the grounding and universal application of the rights which would
be communicated by the UDHR. For, is it not immediately obvious that the drafting process
of the UDHR, which claims universality, could not live up to the hopes of representing all of
humankind?
The haul of representatives of eighteen members of the UN chosen by the ECOSOC
does not even come close to satisfying the inclusivity that is demanded by the universal. And
if there are calls to suggest that the UN General Assembly is not representative of all peoples
of the world now, with 193 members at the time of writing, then it is worth noting that at the
time the Commission of Human Rights was formed, the UN had only 51 members. Of these,
Glendon notes that six “… were within the emerging Soviet bloc; in eleven, Islamic culture
was strong; four countries had a large Buddhist population; and thirty-seven were more or
less marked by Judeo-Christian traditions and Enlightenment thought.” 219 It is easy to see,
therefore, why critiques could be raised as to the limited philosophical and political
considerations from which the choice was to be made by the ECOSOC. The final eighteen
chosen governments to be represented were: Australia, Belgium, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Chile, China, Egypt, France, India, Iran, Lebanon, Panama, Philippines,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom,
United States of America, Uruguay, and Yugoslavia. 220 It is immediately clear that several
areas of the world, including Africa and Asia, were noticeably underrepresented when it came
to the drafting of the Declaration.221 So, too, are we reminded to consider how the drafting of
the Declaration was taking place when colonial empires were beginning to fall, not when
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they were a product of the past.222 Lynn Hunt hits the mark when asking: “How did these
men, living in societies built on slavery, subordination, and seemingly natural subservience,
ever come to imagine men not at all like them and, in some cases, women too, as equals?
How did equality of rights become a ‘self-evident’ truth in such unlikely places?”223
This leads us to our last point regarding the contingency of the UDHR, those
characters who have been referred to as the principal ‘cast’ of the drafting of the UDHR, and
the weight said influential characters had on its culmination and philosophical direction. 224
Here, I wish to refer to five in particular: René Cassin, Peng Chun Chang, John Humphrey,
Charles Malik, and Eleanor Roosevelt.225 It is difficult to imagine that the final document
would have been possible without the efforts of these characters.
Roosevelt, then Chair of the Commission on Human Rights, has been praised for
being the lynchpin of the drafting process; a conductor amidst a turbulent collective whose
congregation required a presence such as hers if it were ever to accomplish its task. 226 Even
when judging herself to be ‘ill-equipped’ for the task of drafting a preliminary draft of an
international bill of rights, in her humble manner, Roosevelt understood the value of ensuring
that the Declaration be communicable to the masses, 227 and has been praised as the reason
that the work of the Commission on Human Rights received so much public interest. 228 John
Humphrey, on the other hand, who would serve as the Secretary of the Commission, provided
the foundations of the intricate discussions that would be had surrounding the content of the
UDHR. Whilst preparing a draft text, having been requested to “…prepare a documented
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outline concerning an International Bill of Human Rights…” 229 – even if by this point he had
already prepared a draft, after having met with Roosevelt, Chang and Malik230 – we know
that Humphrey would be heavily inspired by the texts submitted by the American Law
Institute and the Inter-American Juridical Committee, which has been claimed as the reason
why social, economic and cultural rights, as well as an underlying tone of universality, would
feature in it.231 Humphrey provided the first draft of the Universal Declaration, a document
that would serve as the basis for the discussions going forward, and that, Morsink (amongst
others) has argued, Cassin borrowed freely from, and to a certain extent would receive too
much credit for in later texts.232
Yet, it has been argued that René Cassin “…used his civil-law training to endow
Humphrey’s draft with an interpretive structure, the rule of law… [becoming]… a
hermeneutical key to the entire document.”233 Cassin, who would later be awarded a Nobel
Peace Prize for his work on the UDHR, would bring a balance of pragmatism and urgency to
the debates at hand. Having been central to many groups of jurists in exile during WW2 (and
incidentally, also a friend of Henri Laugier, who fled to Montreal during the war, and who
would later meet John Humphrey whilst there)234, Cassin believed that in order to maintain
the peace attained at the end of the war, questions had to be raised regarding the problem of
a moral order and how international law would assist in the matter. 235 Being Jewish, and
having had relatives fall victim to the darkness that hung over Europe during his exile, Cassin
was fully aware of the dangers of the unrestrained power of a sovereign State. 236 Yet, whilst
assisting in the drafting of the UDHR, pragmatically, “[h]e believed that a document, a
statement of principles concerning rights, a manifesto securing the support of all those who
had brought down the Nazi regime, was all that could be accomplished at that time.” 237
It was Peng Chun Chang (Zhang Pengchun) and Charles Malik, however, who
Humphrey states intellectually dominated the Commission on Human Rights.238 Chang, then
Vice-Chair of the Commission on Human Rights, and who notably suggested that Humphrey
take six months off to study Chinese philosophy, 239 is remembered for his dedication to
229
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reminding those involved in the drafting of the UDHR that the final document should not
reflect Western philosophy alone.240 Chang would be resolute about the fact that the rights
that were to be included in the document ought to be recognised as rights that also belonged
to those who did not exercise self-government,241 and paid particular attention to the logical
structure of what would become the Declaration. 242 Malik, then Rapporteur of the
Commission on Human Rights and Chairman of the General Assembly at the 3rd Session
during the discussions of the draft declaration (an individual who has, arguably, stood out in
our analysis of the drafting of the UDHR, after our exploration of Kant’s moral theory),
defended a Kantian stance on the need to maintain the concepts of reason and conscience in
sight whilst seeking to secure the protection of human rights by giving them the force of
international law.243 As we have seen, whilst certain delegates did wish to remove such
concepts (reason and conscience) from the Declaration, one theory is that motions to delete
such reference apparently failed, amongst other things, out of “…respect for the strength of
Malik’s convictions and his essential role in the drafting process…” 244.
Indeed, as already evidenced from the analysis of the meeting records above, both
Chang and Malik were noticeably vocal when concerned with the universality of the
Declaration, and as the only non-Western members of the drafting committee, it is therefore
tempting to consider their presence as an example of the inclusion of non-Western
perspectives in the drafting of the UDHR. But it has been noted on numerous occasions that
both had studied in the US, and this alone, as well as their positions during the drafting
process, have raised questions as to whether they can be considered to fully represent nonWestern perspectives.245 Furthermore, Humphreys has noted in his memoires that Chang and
Malik were “…too far apart in their philosophical approaches to be able to work together on
a text […]”246 – a comment which is especially interesting alongside Humphreys retelling of
Chang’s gaze being fixed upon Malik whilst suggesting that Western influences ought not to
dominate what would end up being the UDHR. 247
With this information in tow, different narratives become visible upon a re-reading
of the meeting summaries to which we have already referred. Certain statements lose any
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presumed academic impartiality. Others become questionable as politically calculated.
Koretsky’s defence of the universality of human rights becomes re-imaginable as a ploy to
help ensure the demise of British Empire. 248 Chang’s defence of Enlightenment thinking and
Malik’s defence of the inclusion of ‘reason’ and ‘conscience’, become possible proofs of
their inability to escape the influence their studies in the West bore upon them. Even Cassin’s
proposal for the final change of title may be seen as more of a pragmatic nod to the abstract
nature that he was willing to accept from this document, due to his willingness to have
something come out of their endeavour, whether binding or not. The point is that each
particularity that is included in the narrative of the drafting of the UDHR raises further
questions regarding its claim to universality, or indeed the universality of the human rights it
proclaims, and as to whether we are dealing with an instance of the universal or the common.
4. Conclusion
From a philosophical enquiry into the concept of the universal, we uncovered the claim that
there can only be one true sense of universality. Hence, contrary to the employment of the
various senses in which we have seen the term be used in the previous chapter, the doctrinal
debate as to the universality of certain norms of international law, whether they be jus cogens
norms, human rights, or any other norm, ought to pay attention to whether its key focus is
really on universality, or, rather, on uniformity or commonality. If the key focus is on
universality, then the question ought to be interpreted as asking whether certain norms of
international law are valid and morally binding per se. If the focus is instead on whether
certain norms have gone through a process of standardisation, and are applied everywhere
and in the same manner, then we are no longer speaking of universality but uniformity. If,
rather, the focus is on whether or not the norms are valid because they have been agreed upon
by a community, we ought to recognise that we are concerned with issues of commonality,
and who or what forms part of the normative framework of the community in question.
As we have seen, the stakes at play are high enough to defend the claim that the
distinction between the three ought not to be passed off as trivial. On the contrary, how
international actors are judged to have operated or indeed are judged as needing to act in
respect to certain norms of international law may well depend on whether or not there are
widespread claims that the norm in question can lay claim to universality. As was further
evidenced by the example of humanitarian intervention in the previous chapter, the legal
validity of actions, in certain instances, is weighed against their moral validity. The logical
distinction between the universal, the uniform and the common, allows us to approach such
instances from a more critical angle and question whether or not the validity of norms that
are claimed to be universal, or acts committed in their name, can really be defended as being
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grounded on the principle of universality, or whether it is grounded on commonality, and
hence belonging to the realm of the political, as suggested by Koskenniemi.
Through an exploration of Kant, we then confronted the reality that if international
lawyers were to reject natural law theories whilst nevertheless seeking norms that can lay
claim to universality, then they would have to place their faith somewhere other than the
(presumed) absolute validity of a divine power. Kant’s answer as to where to place this faith
is in the practical formulation of the universal that is grounded in humanity itself; we as
rational beings, endowed with dignity. Hence, international human rights law was identified
as the best regime for us to engage with our search for a possible defence of the universality
of certain norms of international law, since its central document (the UDHR) posits Kant’s
formulation of the practical principle of universality (the categorical imperative) in
international law. Indeed, one can spot Kant’s influence both within the UDHR as the core
document of international human rights law and throughout various arguments during its
drafting. Most notably Chang and Malik, who were identified as particularly influential
individuals for the drafting of the UDHR, repeatedly advanced their belief in the need for the
Declaration to recognise human dignity and the equality of humans. Malik in particular would
push for this to be linked to the human possession of reason, and although Chang questioned
the inclusion of ‘reason’ as something humans were endowed with by nature, reason was
nevertheless immortalised in Article 1 of the final document.
Yet, as we explored through the work of Anghie, reason as the secular alternative
to natural law, has been notably employed by authors such as Vitoria to exclude and
discriminate as efficiently as Kant’s claim that it can evidence the categorical imperative and
its demand that all treat each other as free and equal human beings. We are reminded, for
instance, of Vitoria’s ability to derive the rules of jus gentium alone, affecting the fate of
people on another continent without engaging with them on what their shared rules would
demand. And indeed, one of the many criticisms raised against Kant’s method of testing the
moral validity of a norm is that it remains notably monological.249 That is, the moral validity
of certain normative claims (such as, one ought not to lie under any circumstances) is
defended by Kant as derivable by individuals solely through their employment of practical
reason, without the need to actively engage with any other rational being. Such a formal
framework for the justification of normative validity claims will seem unconvincing to many;
especially to the sceptic who will question the particularities that a rational being may not be
able to shake off whilst seeking to derive universal norms from reason alone. Imagine, for
instance, the lack of support that would have been felt for the normative claims held within
the UDHR had Eleanor Roosevelt presented a list of rights to the General Assembly with the
assurance that she had consulted reason to confirm their universalisability.
As revealed by Jullien at the start of this chapter, any defence of universality must
come to terms with those claims that fundamentally disagree with it. But how are we to move
249
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away from a monological pursuit of morally binding norms, and take into account the
contingencies of those participants who seek the universal, whilst staying true to the strict
categorical sense of the concept?
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3
Discourse and the Institutionalisation of Valid
Norms
One avenue which seeks to address the concerns surrounding the monological nature of the
categorical imperative whilst nevertheless remaining true to the concept of the universal in
the strict philosophical sense1 is provided by Jürgen Habermas, whose work focuses on the
universalisability rather than the universality of norms.
Habermas has constructed a theory around the claim that we can test the moral
validity of norms through rational discourse. In other words, rather than focusing on our
ability to rely on our reason alone and arrive at the categorical imperative, and so a way of
testing the validity of a norm, Habermas believes that the validity of norms depends on us
engaging in processes of rational argumentation, where we engage in discursive exchanges,
back and forth until we reach rational consensus. Thus, in our search for whether a defence
can be made as to the universality of certain norms of international law, this chapter turns to
Habermas’ work to test the possibility of defending the norms held within our primary
document of investigation, the UDHR, as universalisable; a path that may allow us to take
into account the context and contingencies we discussed in the final section of our previous
chapter, whilst nevertheless staying true to the strict sense of the universal.
To do so, the chapter begins by exploring Habermas’ dialogical reformulation of
Kant’s categorical imperative, his discourse theory of morality (discourse ethics) and his
differentiation between moral and value decisions. It then moves on to unpack Habermas’
discourse theory of law and democracy, and explore his co-originality thesis, which provides
what he argues to be the necessary elements for the establishment of a legitimate legal order.
This will be followed by a reconstruction of Habermas’ reformulation of Kant’s cosmopolitan
blueprint and plea for the constitutionalisation of international law, before returning to the
drafting of the UDHR and engaging in a re-reading of that process through Habermasian
lenses. This re-reading will consequently allow us to assess whether or not one can identify
the embodiment of Habermas’ reformulation of the categorical imperative in the UDHR, as
well as whether it is possible to defend the drafting of the UDHR as an instance of practical
discourse. The chapter concludes with a discussion as to whether Habermas’ theory provides
an adequate route for defending the universality of certain norms of international law whilst
escaping the critique of imperialism.
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1. On Testing the Validity of Moral Norms
1.1 – Habermasian Discourse Ethics
Habermas’ discourse theory of morality (discourse ethics 2) defends the claim that normative
statements can be judged as either valid or invalid. It insists, however, that if we want to test
the validity of a norm, we have to forget the possibility of doing so in a hypothetical vacuum,
and instead engage with other existing rational beings in ‘practical discourse’. 3
Acknowledging that normative statements (in the sense of claims as to something
being morally right or good) are different to descriptive statements (e.g. ‘that wall is painted
yellow’), and that they cannot be either verified or falsified in the same way, Habermas has
nevertheless sought to provide a counter-argument to two principal claims raised by sceptics
of cognitivism: (1) That disputes regarding moral principles cannot end in agreement, and
(2) that attempts to clarify what it means to hold a normative statement to be valid are bound
to fail.4 The first argument, he asserts, can be overcome “… if we can name a principle that
makes agreement in moral argumentation possible in principle.”5 Whilst the second argument
can be tamed if we eliminate the requirement for normative statements to be held valid or
invalid solely in the sense of propositional truth, and instead shift our aim towards
understanding the differences between propositional truth and moral rightness.6 To this end,
Habermas asks us to turn our attention to the ways in which we justify normative claims as
to moral rightness, and to play closer attention to how when arguing with one another, we
engage in the provision of reasons.
Habermas is specifically interested in instances of communicative action. 7
Communicative action takes place when “… participants coordinate their plans of action
consensually, with the agreement reached at any point being evaluated in terms of the
intersubjective recognition of validity claims.” 8 He distinguishes this type of action from
strategic actions; those actions which involve the speaker seeking to influence the listener’s
(or listeners’) decision-making for their benefit, via any means possible, whether that be
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through the threat of sanctions, for example, or the provision of fraudulent information. 9
Communicative action occurs when a speaker seeks to motivate, rather than mislead the
listener, via speech acts, alongside the guarantee that the speaker “…will, if necessary, make
efforts to redeem the claim that the hearer has accepted.”10 The speaker therefore guarantees
that she can, when necessary, ‘back up’ her validity claims, either discursively via providing
reasons (in the case of claims to rightness or truth), or through consistent behaviour (in the
case of claims to truthfulness). 11
How we communicate our claims to propositional truth (as concerns empirical facts)
and our claims to normative rightness (norms), and how they affect our actions, are of interest
here. For, according to Habermas, “[t]he relation of speech acts to norms is not the same as
the relation of speech acts to facts.” 12 Norms, he argues, can be communicated via various
regulative speech acts. But it is not the way that a norm is communicated that gives a norm
its meaning, nor confirms its validity. Rather, norms exist independently of the forms in
which we seek to communicate them. This is in stark contrast to how “... statements such as
‘Iron is magnetic’ or ‘It is the case that iron is magnetic’ cannot be expressed or used
independently of the illocutionary role of a certain type of speech act if they are to retain their
assertoric power.”13 This difference, according to Habermas, reveals to us how the normative
social orderings within which we interact on a daily basis cannot, therefore, be understood as
constituted ‘independently of validity’14:
“Applied to modern societies, this means that there is no mass loyalty without
legitimacy. But if in the long run the social currency of a norm depends on it being
accepted as valid in the group to which it is addressed and if this recognition is based
in turn on the expectation that the corresponding claim to validity can be redeemed with
reasons, it follows that there is a connection between the ‘existence’ of norms and the
anticipated justifiability of the corresponding ‘ought’ statements, a connection for
which there is no parallel in the ontic sphere…This difference may also explain why,
when we ask what makes valid moral judgments possible, we are compelled to proceed
directly to a logic of practical discourse, whereas determining the conditions for the
validity of empirical judgments requires analysis in terms of epistemology and the
philosophy of science…[.]”15

We generalise and accept norms so to contribute to the ordering of our societies. But this
intuition that norms can be generalised, Habermas argues, must surely request more from us
than a monological test as to whether a norm could be accepted universally (contra Kant);
9
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rather “…the intuition expressed in the idea of the generalizability of maxims intends…that
valid norms must deserve recognition by all concerned.”16 From this understanding, what is
then suggested is a reformulation of the categorical imperative that takes this into account.
That is, an individual’s recourse to their own reason, when concerned with a practical norm,
cannot be enough to test the generalisability of a maxim. For, in such a case, that individual
will not be able to engage with alternative perspectives that may also have an interest in the
consequences of the norm in question: In this way, “…the process of judging is relative to
the vantage point and perspective of some and not all concerned.”17
The validity of a norm cannot depend on a theory which only asks that the norm
fulfil the requirement that it could be applied universally, but, rather, a valid norm must surely
respond to the question of whether all of those potentially affected by such a norm believe
that it ‘deserves recognition’.18 Thus, Habermas draws the following moral principle, which
argues that a norm is to be considered valid only if:
“(U) All affected can accept the consequences and the side effects its general
observance can be anticipated to have for the satisfaction of everyone’s interests (and
these consequences are preferred to those of known alternative possibilities for
regulation).”19

The (U) principle necessarily precludes a monological approach to moral decision-making
by, amongst other things, demanding that such decisions be made through a practice of
rational discourse between actual participants.20 It is here that we are therefore presented with
a reformulation of Kant’s categorical imperative which, rather than asking individuals to look
within themselves and so have recourse to their own reason in order to somehow discern
whether a norm could be universalised, asks us to actively submit our normative claims to all
those who would be affected by such a norm, in order to test its validity – participation is
required.21 Yet, one may rightly ask why we ought to follow this moral principle?
To offer a reply, Habermas turns to Karl-Otto Apel’s theory as to the bounds of
performative contradiction, explained via considering the scenario of a claimant seeking to
defend the principle of universalisation in the face of the persistent sceptic. 22 We are asked
to imagine a scenario where a sceptic of the (U) principle consistently claims that a defence
of said principle is both inherently flawed and groundless. Building on Apel’s theory,
Habermas argues that the sceptic will find himself in a performative contradiction when they
16
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see that in making their claims they must necessarily rely on “…assumptions that are
inevitable in any argumentation game aiming at critical examination and that the
propositional content of those assumptions contradicts the principle of fallibilism.” 23 What is
more, the sceptic will find that these assumptions, that is ‘unavoidable pragmatic
presuppositions’, are universal, in the sense that they are inescapable. Regardless of whatever
moral principle is up for debate, those involved in practical discourse will necessarily engage
with these presuppositions, which can be understood as ‘substantive normative rules of
argumentation’.24 These are:
“(a) publicity and inclusiveness: no one who could make a relevant contribution
concerning a controversial validity claim must be excluded; (b) equal rights to engage
in communication: everyone must have the same opportunity to speak to the matter at
hand; (c) exclusion of deception and illusion: participants must mean what they say;
and (d) absence of coercion: communication must be free from restrictions that prevent
the better argument from being raised and determining the outcome of the discussion.”25

These four presuppositions are not intended to represent a list of rules that are constitutive of
all arguments. Rather, they are those presuppositions that participants in practical discourse
must assume each participant is abiding by when seeking to reach their goal of testing the
validity of a claim.26 Thus, they form the pragmatic grounds for the (U) principle, and so lead
Habermas to formulate his principle of a discourse theory of morality. That is:
“(D) Only those norms can claim to be valid that meet (or could meet) with the approval
of all affected in their capacity as participants in a practical discourse.” 27

It is upon this principle that Habermasian discourse ethics is defended as capable of releasing
the moral philosopher from the pressure of seeking some ultimate justification for moral
validity claims. By focusing on unavoidable presuppositions, a discourse theory of morality
can dedicate itself to understanding and evaluating existing moral ideas without the
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overburdening pressure of justifying the a priori truth of the claim; focusing, rather, on the
validity of the norm in relation to a more pragmatic understanding of moral rightness.28 It
offers no list of substantive norms, nor any form of normative content. Rather, it is the content
of contestable normative claims from real life situations that are communicated by differing
social groups (or indeed individuals), which a discourse theory of morality requires be
brought to the table, so that it may test their validity. 29 Hence, discourse ethics remains
formal. It simply offers the moral philosopher recourse to a formal procedure to follow when
seeking to test the validity of a proposed norm.
1.2 – Contesting the Universalisability of Values
Whilst bearing the above in mind, it is nevertheless pertinent to remember that in our first
chapter, we uncovered that the universality of international law is not only debated in terms
of norms, but values. One may therefore wonder whether Habermas’ theory also provides an
avenue for a defence of the universalisability of values.
Habermas clarifies his position in this respect when discussing the three
perspectives from which we can approach the simple practical question: ‘What should I do?’.
He argues that the meaning of this question goes through three transformations, depending
on the situation one is faced with: the pragmatic, the ethical and the moral. Should we be
faced with having to make a straightforward practical decision regarding, for example, how
one should spend their free time in the evening (whether one wants to watch a film or listen
to music for instance), then we will find ourselves faced with having to make a pragmatic
decision, the choice of which will be determined by the factors available. Practical reason, in
this instance, will be engaged in relation to what one wants; we will make observations and
assessments based on relatively straightforward data that will then inform us as to how to
achieve that goal. In these situations, we are faced with a relative ought, which simply tells
us, ‘this is what you should do, should you wish to achieve this goal’ (purposive rationality). 30
The more complex these goals become, however, the more we will see our practical
reason being engaged in different ways. For instance, Habermas argues that an ethical sense
of practical reason is resorted to when value decisions come into play – decisions which an
individual makes in relation to their conception of the good life. These are decisions that are
intricately linked to an individual’s self-understanding and personal development, and so
their personal history, experiences and traditions. 31 Habermas asserts that these are instances
of ethical dilemmas which are answered by unconditional imperatives – “[t]he meaning of
this imperative can be understood as an ‘ought’ that is not dependent on subjective purposes
and preferences and yet is not absolute. What you ‘should’ or ‘must’ do has here the sense
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that it is ‘good’ for you to act in this way in the long run, all things considered.” 32
We deal with yet another aspect of the question ‘what should I do’, however, when
we consider this question as an issue of permissibility. It is here, Habermas argues, that we
begin to deal with practical reason in the moral sense, where the moral transformation of our
approach to our simple practical question is brought to bear upon us once we become
concerned with how our actions affect the interests of others. Sure, while it is true that we
may consider the perspective of others when engaging in ethical questions, Habermas
nevertheless argues that they do not require us to completely “…break with the egocentric
perspective.”33 In other words, value decisions are made with the individual’s focus fixated
upon their self and who they want to be, bearing in mind the community one forms part of.
Moral decisions, on the other hand, are made when one actively engages with one’s own
maxims (rules of action) and seeks to test their compatibility with those of others 34:
“Maxims are the plane in which ethics and morality intersect because they can be
judged alternately from ethical and moral points of view. The maxim to allow myself
just one trivial deception may not be good for me - for example, if it does not cohere
with the picture of the person who I would like to be and would like others to
acknowledge me to be. The same maxim may also be unjust if its general observance
is not equally good for all. A mode of examining maxims or a heuristic for generating
maxims guided by the question of how I want to live involves a different exercise of
practical reason from reflection on whether from my perspective a generally observed
maxim is suitable to regulate our communal existence. In the first case, what is being
asked is whether a maxim is good for me and is appropriate in the given situation, and
in the second, whether I can will that a maxim should be followed by everyone as a
general law.”35

Following this logic, universal maxims from the ethical plane are discarded as possibilities.
According to Habermas, for an individual to assert the possibility of universalisable
imperatives constructed via ethical deliberation (and so via the realm of values, incapable of
detaching itself from an egocentric framework), they would have to assume that all of that
which has led to one’s personal identity necessarily aligns with everyone else’s. This, of
course, is fanciful. Rather, a universal maxim (categorical imperative) must be capable of
signalling a break from one’s ego: “Only a maxim that can be generalized from the
perspective of all affected counts as a norm that can command general assent and to that
extent is worthy of recognition or, in other words, is morally binding.” 36 Such maxims are
categorical because they tell us what to do regardless of our goals, preference or any other
subjective orientation. When we are dealing with value judgments, we are dealing with a
32
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decision regarding the conduct we ought to pursue in order to realise our own aims, and in
respect to who we want to be in relation to our conception of the good life. When we are
dealing with moral judgments, judgments that address our free will, “…we are concerned
with the justification and application of norms that stipulate reciprocal rights and duties, and
the terminus ad quem of a corresponding moral-practical discourse is an agreement
concerning the just resolution of a conflict in the realm of norm-regulated action.”37 Thus,
values, according to Habermas, cannot be universalised. And accordingly, claims as to the
existence of universal values are deemed oxymoronic, with any pursuit of such being in vain.
Recourse to the language of values and value judgments ought therefore to be viewed with
suspicion when raised in relation to the universalisability of norms.
Our next chapter will engage with the concept of values in more detail. So for now,
let us assume that this distinction between norms and values holds merit. Even if we were to
discard the possibility of universalisable values, we are interested in more than the exchange
of normative validity claims, or the universalisability of moral norms alone. We are
particularly interested in the intersection between morality and law, and specifically the
relationship between international law and claims as to the universality of certain legal norms
due to their moral content. Therefore, in what respect is Habermas’ discourse theory
transferrable to legal norms?
2. Social Integration and Legal Norms
As discussed in the previous section, communicative action refers to instances where at least
two individuals engage in some form of discursive interaction in order to reach mutual
understanding.38 Yet, when seeking to reach mutual understanding as to the possibilities of
orienting each other’s actions in terms of social ordering, a tension presents itself. That is,
whilst “[t]he universalistic meaning of the claimed validity exceeds all contexts, …only the
local, binding act of acceptance enables validity claims to bear the burden of social
integration for a context bound everyday practice.” 39 This, Habermas refers to as the tension
between facticity and validity.
This tension, however, is not insurmountable. For example, when engaging in
communicative action, we will often rely on presupposed certainties (background knowledge
that is subconsciously solidified by our experiences in life), which we could not fathom being
false; and so the tension here between facticity and validity when concerned with background
knowledge, in a certain sense, melts away. 40 Something similar can be said about archaic
institutions. Habermas asks us to consider an archaic city or State with a well-established
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cultural tradition, for example. Strong behavioural expectations may well have been
identifiable among individuals in relation to their local cultural institutions and value
orientations, which for the inhabitants were grounded on a seemingly infallible authority that
said institutions have over them (e.g. belief in the infallible authority held by a deity and
corresponding religious institution).41
But, whilst this tension may prove unproblematic in small and largely homogenous
groups (even today), Habermas argues that the more heterogeneous the group, the more acute
the tension between facticity and validity becomes.42 An expansion of society, encompassing
more complex, heterogeneous gatherings of individuals, groups, and ethnicities, results in a
simultaneous shrinking of the overall common understanding among the inhabitants of their
‘lifeworld’, and differentiation of customs and traditions. Increases in social differentiation
then lead to the expansion of social roles and interests that, whilst on the one hand allow for
the possibility of communicative action taking place amongst a wider group, on the other
hand, raise the frequency at which individuals may seek to pursue their own interests rather
than seek mutual understanding.43 In sum, Habermas argues that without the ‘metasocial’
guarantees that are provided for by, for example, archaic institutions or the common
background knowledge that can be drawn from within a relatively homogenous system, a
social order will find itself faced with seeking the social integration of a community that does
not view facticity and validity – “…that is, the binding force of rationally motivated beliefs
and the imposed force of external sanctions…” 44 – as necessarily compatible.
So, how can social order be attained within a heterogeneous group that disagrees
about what Habermas labels the ‘lifeworld’, and whose participants may be more enticed to
engage in strategic, rather than communicative, action? One option, of course, is for the
divergent groups within said society to engage in all-out conflict until one remains victorious,
restoring homogeneity. However, if the goal is not all-out war, a rational alternative option
is for “…the actors themselves to come to some understanding about the normative regulation
of strategic interactions […]”45. This, Habermas argues, is how modern law steps into the
frame, replacing the integrative void felt by heterogeneous societies, often filled by
metaphysical (religious) institutions in homogenous groups. But, as Habermas notes, any
such normative order, would have to provide norms that satisfy two seemingly irreconcilable
categories; that is, (1) norms that place authoritative, de facto, constraints on behaviour,
whilst (2) simultaneously giving rise to a willingness to abide by said restraints. In so doing,
a normative order would be able to reintroduce an authority that re-connects validity and
facticity, within a society that considers said concepts to be incompatible. 46 But, how are we
to solve such a puzzle?
41
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2.1 – The Co-Originality Thesis
Habermas argues that the solution is “…to be found in the system of rights that lends to
individual liberties the coercive force of law.” 47 Specifically, should we adopt a historical
perspective, we would see that modern law has developed as a system of “…private rights
that mark out the legitimate scope of individual liberties and are thus tailored to the strategic
pursuit of private interests.” 48 Modern law thus authoritatively establishes conditions of
coercion, whereby legal subjects are required to adhere to certain conditions of desirable
behaviour, justified in connection with the legal order’s original function of ensuring, and
safeguarding, the freedom of all of its legal subjects. 49 Whilst a legal subject may take a
matter-of-fact attitude towards compliance with the law, the justification rationale employed
in testing moral norms remains, with the requirement that these same coercive conditions
“…deserve their addressees’ uncoerced, which is to say rationally motivated, recognition
from the moral point of view – ‘in accordance with a universal law of freedom’.” 50
According to Habermas, a modern legal order must not only seek to ensure that the
freedom of all is recognised by all of its legal subjects, but must also ensure that such mutual
recognition is based on laws that seek to bestow the equal liberty of all 51; “[t]he process of
legislation…[representing]…the place in the legal system where social integration first
occurs.”52 Habermas argues that it is therefore reasonable to require those who take on the
role of the legislator, or ‘participate in the legislative process’, to act not as mere private
subjects seeking the fulfilment of their subjective rights, but rather act in their public capacity
as citizens engaging in communicative action53:
“Hence, the concept of modern law, which both intensifies and behaviourally
operationalizes the tension between facticity and validity, already harbors the
democratic idea developed by Rousseau and Kant: the claim to legitimacy on the part
of a legal order built on rights can be redeemed only through the socially integrative
force of the ‘concurring and united will of all’ free and equal citizens.”54

Thus, according to Habermas, in a world where metaphysical justifications no longer hold
sway, it is collective will formation and the construction of the democratic constitutional
State that provides modern law with its claim to legitimacy, and key to this is what Habermas
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considers to be the co-originality of human rights (private autonomy) and popular
sovereignty (public autonomy).55
The co-originality thesis is intricately linked with constitutional democracy, 56 and
seeks to evidence how certain basic rights are “…constitutive for the process of selflegislation.”57 Building from the discourse principle, the argument is that, taking into account
the freedom of all in the original condition (state of nature), when multiple individuals come
together with the aim of attaining social integration through the medium of law, they must
confer the following rights to one another 58:
“i. basic rights (whatever their concrete content) that result from the autonomous
elaboration of the right to the greatest possible measure of equal individual freedom of
action for each person;
ii. basic rights (whatever their concrete content) that result from the autonomous
elaboration of the status of member in a voluntary association of legal consociates;
iii. basic rights (whatever their concrete content) that result from the autonomous
elaboration of each individual’s right to equal protection under law, that is, that result
from the actionability of individual rights.”59

This initial triad of basic rights is simply the result of applying the discourse principle to the
medium of law,60 through which free and equal individuals recognise each other as legal
subjects (mutually granting each other that legal status) and as addressees of the subjective
rights.61 But a further category must then be introduced, in order to transform the relevant
association of individuals into the authors of the law to be constituted, empowering them as
political legislators62:
“iv. Basic rights (whatever their concrete content) that emerge from the autonomous
elaboration of the right to an equal opportunity to participate in political law-giving.”63

The first three basic rights are necessary ‘unsaturated placeholders’ 64 for a modern legal
system to exist; the fourth is necessary in order to ensure the law acquires ‘concrete
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contents’65, and together, they provide the answer to how Habermas solves his dilemma of
wanting to defend human rights as norms that are not metaphysically pre-given in terms of
content, but that at the same time cannot be violated by the sovereign legislator. 66
Yet, for Habermas, this does not translate into a normative hierarchy between moral
and legal norms. That is, we cannot assume that legal norms are either a direct reflection of,
or ranked below, moral norms. Rather, whilst moral and legal norms refer to the same subject
matter – “…how interpersonal relationships can be legitimately ordered and actions
coordinated with one another through justified norms, [and] how action conflicts can be
consensually resolved against the background of intersubjectively recognized normative
principles and rules[…]”67 – they do so in different ways. 68 Moral norms obligate the
autonomous will of the individual in a morally binding sense. Legal norms bind their
addressees as institutionally established norms of action. The former are addressed to
individuals in their worldly sense, the latter to individuals as members of a political
community.69 Thus, whilst moral norms must be internalised in order to motivate practical
action, with actors needing to wage an internal battle should their interests conflict with a
moral norm, legal norms materialise (as previously discussed) as artificially constructed
norms which take into account the issue of ‘cognitive indeterminacy’ and “…[supplement]
post-conventional morality in a manner effective for action.”70
2.2 – Promoting the Constitutionalisation of International Law
A Habermasian discourse theory of law therefore stresses a necessary link between modern
law and democratic law-making. One may question, therefore, whether it is really only
applicable in respect to the domestic State system. However, Habermas has also dealt with
the implications that his theory would have on our thinking about the ordering of international
relations in several articles throughout the years, remaining largely faithful to the idea that
his theory on law and democracy can be transferred to the international plane. Specifically,
Habermas calls for the constitutionalisation of international law. 71 But notes that at the turn
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of the 21st century, a constitutional democracy at the international level would have to
navigate a peculiar phenomenon. It would have to be a non-exclusionary political
community; that is, a community without an outside (without an ‘other’). 72
Contemplating an all-inclusive political community, however, is puzzling, since our
understanding of a democratic political community relies on the ability of a community to
distinguish between members and non-members, and that of realising itself via constituting
its own identity.73 Yet, Habermas seeks to resolve this dilemma by refashioning Immanuel
Kant’s seminal blueprint for a cosmopolitan ordering of world society.
Kant equated the reality of a world of multiple States with that of a Hobbesian state
of nature as experienced between humans. Humanity, from this perspective, is under a default
state of war (or at least under a default threat of war), a status that Kant argued would require
a remedy to be sought as part of an acknowledgment that doing nothing would do very little
to guarantee humanity’s progression towards perpetual peace.74 In his understanding of the
state of nature, another person’s (or people’s) mere presence – their just being in your vicinity
without having committed, or outright threatening to commit, a harmful act – presents a threat
to you as an individual, whereby you may either demand that he/she enter into a “…state of
common civil law or [remove themselves from your vicinity]…”75. Therefore, all individuals
who may ‘mutually exert influence’ on each other, and so pose a natural threat to each other,
ought to enter some form of civil juridical condition (civil constitution/juridical
constitution).76 In a world of separate States, Kant saw three different forms of such a juridical
condition:
“1. one based on the right of citizens of a state governing the individuals of a people
(ius civitatis),
2. one based on international right governing the relations of states among one another
(ius gentium),
3. one based on cosmopolitan right, to the extent that individuals and states, who are
related externally by the mutual exertion of influence on each other, are to be regarded
as citizens of a universal state of human kind (ius cosmopoliticum).”77
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Acknowledging the complexity involved in suggesting the existence of a duty for States to
emerge from a state of war through entering a juridical condition (for, States are already the
products of such a process as carried out by individuals)78, Kant nevertheless maintained that
reason “…looks down on and condemns war as a means of pursuing one’s rights, and makes
peace an immediate duty.”79 However, if a world republic, in the form a civitas gentium, is
not desired – that is, if nation States are not willing to divest power to a supranational State
of peoples (an ultimate sovereign)80 – then a federation, which seeks to secure the freedom
of all States and which may expand in scope so to eventually encompass all States, is the
most appropriate solution for the prevention of all wars, regardless of the ever-present
possibility of its disintegration.81 Kant thus foresaw a growing interconnectedness in the
world towards an ever-wider community, noting that even by the end of the 18 th century,
“…the violation of right at any one place on the earth is felt in all places.”82 Classical
international law, as an order that simply limited war, was to be thought of as only
provisionally valid, compared to the cosmopolitan order that, by bringing the ‘state of nature’
between competing States to an end, would resemble (not replicate) the legal order of a State,
and thus reach a more permanent level of validity. 83
Inspired by this, Habermas is concerned with how to conceptualise such a
federation; one that seeks to offer permanency as regards the total abolition of war, but that
nevertheless retains the freedom to dissolve, should it wish to, without the presence of a
recognisable and legally binding force. For, what Kant seems to be asking from us is that we
conceptualise a federation whose members are obligated in their alliance, without being able
to explain to us how obligations ensuing from said alliance could endure or be ensured.84 For
Habermas, this is problematic. So he suggests a revision of Kant’s conceptualisation of a
cosmopolitan order, by focusing on a move towards an institutionalised cosmopolitan legal
order that is binding upon its members (States), and which ensures that its members follow
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the law via, inter alia, the threat of sanctions.85 This way, “…the unstable system of states
that assert their sovereignty through mutual threats [may] be transformed into a federation
with common institutions that assume state functions, that is, which legally regulate the
relations between its members and monitor their compliance with these rules.” 86
Habermas’ crucial step is to suggest that rather than stop at the gates of the modern
State, cosmopolitan law should bypass “…the collective subjects of international law and
directly [establish] the legal status of the individual subjects by granting them unmediated
membership in the association of free and equal world citizens.” 87 This cosmopolitan order
should take into account the contemporary ordering of world society, paying specific
attention to the dangers that threaten the world in its entirety, in order to arrive at a
reconceptualisation of what we mean by peace, and encompass more than Kant’s limited
referral to the abolition of war.88 Furthermore, Habermas’ reformulation of Kant’s manifesto
for a cosmopolitan order does not shy away from insisting that, like national constitutional
law, “[c]osmopolitan law must be institutionalized in such a way that it is binding on
individual governments.”89 Hence, just like a citizen must be motivated to conform to the
parameters of law through, at the very least, the threat of sanctions, so too must a
cosmopolitan order seek to ensure compliance in this manner from nation States (as members
of the cosmopolitan community of peoples).90 To some extent, the UN (along with its
Charter) has responded to the need for such an institutionalisation. But Habermas rightly
advises caution when seeking to defend it as an organisation which concretely signals the
institutionalisation of anything close to a juridical condition like that of a ‘world republic’.
Whilst appreciating that the outlawing of war (Article 2 (4) UNC) and the powers granted to
the Security Council in Chapter VII of the UNC most certainly represent a step in the right
direction91, there remains the lack of an effective executive and binding judiciary, which
would be necessary for a reformulation of the cosmopolitan order.92
A central problem with Kant’s blueprint for a cosmopolitan order, so Habermas
argues, was his refusal to go further than a federation of States – respecting the inviolability
of nations – and his stopping short of promoting the institutionalisation of a legal order of
‘world citizens’. Habermas’ point is that Kant’s original derivation of legal orders from the
equal freedom of individuals ought to have led him to promote the privileging of individual
human rights even at the cosmopolitan level93:
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“The point of cosmopolitan law is…that it bypasses the collective subjects of
international law and directly establishes the legal status of the individual subjects by
granting them unmediated membership in the association of free and equal world
citizens.”94

If the loss of national identity was what concerned Kant about a full constitutionalisation of
international law, then, Habermas argues, Kant needed only to look at the US for inspiration.
Had he done so, he may have come to realise that the loss of national identity is not a foregone
conclusion of a federal constitution (although, this does not completely remove the issue of
a people split via language and religion transitioning to uniformity under a world republic). 95
What is more, Habermas believes that the constitutionalisation of the international legal order
is paramount in order to halt what we saw Koskenniemi fear as the moralisation of law;
preventing incidents such as the unilateral and illegal intervention into Kosovo by NATO in
1999.96
“For the establishment of the desired situation of world citizenship would not mean that
violations of basic human rights are evaluated and fought off in an unmediated way
according to philosophical moral standards, but instead are prosecuted as criminal acts
within a state-ordained legal order. A systematic legalization of international relations
is not possible without an established set of procedures for resolving disputes. It is
precisely the institutionalization of legal procedures that will protect the juridicallytamed manner of dealing with violations of human rights from both a dedifferentiation
of the law and an unmediated moral discrimination against ‘enemies.’”97

Thus, for Habermas, until the legal institutionalisation of international human rights is
implemented in a legitimate manner (a democratic manner), whether that be through some
reform of the UN Charter system or whether it be through a new organisation of the
international community, criticism towards actions carried out under the flag of morality are
to be expected and appreciated for exposing the possible enforcement of morals instead of
law.98
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3. Universalisability and International Law
Habermasian discourse ethics thus provides us with two crucial insights. The first is the
suggestion that a defence can be made as to the moral validity of norms. Specifically, by
reorienting attention from ‘universality’ to ‘universalisability’, Habermasian discourse ethics
provides us with a formal process through which we may test whether and how a norm
complies with the universal normative content implicit in the necessary presuppositions of
rational argumentation: to treat others as free and equal agents. 99 This is the implicit
confirmation of the categorical imperative that underlies Habermas’ discourse ethics,
enabling it to retain a link to the strict sense of the universal and reframe the Kantian
obligation to treat all rational beings as free and equal rational beings with inherent dignity
as an inescapable obligation, however counterfactual. 100 The difference now is that instead
of viewing this norm as an a priori imperative derivable from a monological use of reason
alone, Habermas asks us to approach it as the inescapable normative content that we find
implicit in the pragmatic presuppositions we all must make when engaging in rational
discourse. Recall, this is most evident in instances where we seek to refute this norm. For, as
Habermas would argue, upon uttering a refusal of the universal validity of the categorical
imperative, the sceptic will fall into a performative contradiction, wherein he or she will be
either forced by logical necessity to acknowledge his or her own confirmation of these
necessary presuppositions of discourse, which carry the norm of treating all rational agents
as free and equal, or forced to withdraw from rational discourse entirely. This is not to say
that the normative content of Habermas’ transcendental-pragmatics are justified by a
transcendental norm. Rather, they must be accepted as a ‘fact of reason’. 101
The second crucial insight is the identification of the tension that presents itself
between facticity and validity, when seeking to take a further step from an intersubjective
recognition of validity claims to curating a social order within heterogeneous societies.
Habermas convincingly argues that the more heterogonous the social setting, the more likely
it is that the participants may seek to pursue their own interests rather than mutual
understanding. Modern law was thus defended as capable of providing authoritative norms
that a heterogeneous society would be willing to abide by, so long as the subjects of that legal
order consider themselves its authors. This is applicable to public international society just
as much as it is to domestic societies.
Thus, from a theoretical perspective, Habermas’ theory provides us with a tentative
answer as to whether a defence can be made as to the universality of certain norms of
international law, and if so, in what form. Firstly, if anything, a defence may be raised as to
the universality (as in inescapability) of the normative content of those norms of international
law which directly embody the categorical imperative. As to whether or not such a norm can
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be identified, a discourse ethics approach would answer in the affirmative, since, as has
already been discussed in our previous chapter, the UDHR can be argued to embody the
categorical imperative in its opening Article 1: “All human beings are born free and equal in
dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one
another in a spirit of brotherhood.”102 This, put simply, is the a priori normative content of
Habermas’ discourse ethics and discourse theory of law transplanted onto the realm of
international human rights; the presupposition of which is inescapable for those wishing to
enter into rational discourse and organise their collective action through the institution of
law.
Furthermore, recall that Habermas argued that this normative content has to be
accepted as a ‘fact of reason’, hence its declaratory character, rather than normative
formulation – ‘all human beings are born free and equal’ not ‘all human beings should be
born free and equal’. That we find our freedom and equality curtailed throughout our lives,
therefore, does not detract from what must be accepted as true, a priori. Hence, the statements
encountered in the previous chapter by both the representatives of Iraq and Saudi Arabia,103
whilst right to suggest that practically one may well be born into slavery and poverty and
hence clearly not be born in a situation of freedom or equality, misapprehended the a priori
that Article 1 seeks to communicate. As the Lebanese representative understood, Article 1
ought to “…clearly state a universally recognized truth based on reason…” 104. The
fundamental character of this truth should therefore explain why it appears right at the
beginning of the Declaration.105
However, even if the normative content of this norm, although not spelt out in the
same manner, forms the foundational element of most international human rights treaties, 106
this does not mean that international human rights are universal or therefore justified as
morally valid. That is, it does not follow from the normative content of Article 1 UDHR that
those norms aligned with the normative spirit of the Universal Declaration are automatically
102
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valid in the moral sense. Rather, in seeking to test the validity of these norms, as moral norms,
what would need to be analysed is whether the rights proclaimed therein can be understood
as products of an agreement arrived at through rational argumentation between participants
seeking to reach understanding on a matter of moral rightness. In other words, if we wish to
test the moral validity of the norms contained in the UDHR, for example, whilst nevertheless
maintaining that the claim to universality be restricted to only those norms that stringently
articulate the normative content implicit in the presuppositions of argumentation (the
categorical imperative), then we would need to ascertain whether or not the agreement arrived
at in 1948, at the UN General Assembly, was reached in a manner consistent with what
Habermas argues is the procedural condition that “…everyone who seriously tries to
discursively redeem normative claims to validity intuitively accepts…” 107: the (U) Principle.
With this in mind, in the following section, we will re-approach the UDHR to ask
whether we can understand its drafting as an instance of rational discourse as understood by
Habermas, and so as a candidate for the claim to morally validity. However, before doing so,
and bearing in mind that the above applies to any other norm of international law which is
defended as being morally valid, let us first consider whether it makes sense to seek to apply
a discourse ethics approach to testing normative validity claims at the international level,
where individuals are rarely the primary participants to the discussions being had.
3.1 – Questioning the Participants in International Discourse
A concern in respect to applying discourse theory to international law may be that, as a
theory, it primarily concerns itself with individual rational agents seeking understanding
through discourse. But from an international perspective, when thinking of potential
participants to international discourses, it is not individuals who come to mind, but
international actors – nation States, international organisations, multinational corporations
and so forth. And although we may be aware that there must always be an individual who
speaks on behalf of a nation State, the drafting of international norms are conventionally
understood as within the purview of international actors, not individual rational agents.108
Therefore, having to consider that it is the nation State that is the principal international actor
in public international law, and in respect to international law-making, how are we to accept
the possibility of rational discourse between nation States?
Whether one assumes a realist or liberal understanding of international relations
may have an effect on one’s interpretation of a discourse ethics approach to international law.
Even though both theoretical standpoints view States as “…purposive, if not always perfectly
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rational actors […]”109, defending a realist paradigm of international law – wherein “States
interact with one another…like billiard balls: hard, opaque, unitary actors colliding with one
another[…]”110 – the discourse theoretical goal of mutual understanding is unlikely to inspire
confidence.111 A liberal theory of international relations on the other hand, which understands
States as representing the interests and preferences of their corresponding society, and that is
sensitive to more than just relations of power, 112 may be more receptive to a discourse theory
of international law. Both, however, will have to accept that an accurate representation of a
society’s wishes in international relations is unlikely, even in the most democratic of
States.113 Rather, as Scott and Carr argue, it may seem more appropriate to speak of the State
as “…the advocate of its citizen’s interests in the international world.”114
In this respect, what we ought to take into consideration is how Habermas’
construction of an ideal rational discourse is precisely that: ideal. Habermas stressed this
when considering moral discourses in the public sphere, and the improbability of the
complete fulfilment of the pragmatic presuppositions of argumentation in practice, stating
that: “Given the improbability of this form of communication, moral discourses of
justification are, as a rule, carried out in an advocatory fashion.”115 Thus, in democratic
societies, ‘democratic, politically accountable’ institutions represent ‘the people’ in public
communication.116
Borowski further stresses the difference between ideal and real practical discourses,
by reminding us that the presuppositions of rational discourse are themselves ideal in the
sense that they are, more often than not, counterfactual. Hence, a discourse where all of these
rules of argumentation are adhered to would be the ideal discourse, whilst all other instances,
are what real discourses are likely to reflect 117:
“It is easy to see that no human being has any prospect whatever of taking part in an
ideal discourse, for every human being is mortal, and mortality is not compatible with
an unlimited period of time for argumentation. Thus, the ideal discourse is ideal in an
unreachable manner. But this does not mean that the conception of ideal discourses is
pointless. It has the character of a goal to be strived for – it does, at any rate, if we want
to answer practical questions. The closer we come to meeting completely all the criteria
109
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of practical rationality, represented by the discourse rules, the more certain we can be
that we have arrived at the correct moral answer in the course of our real discourse.
Since compliance with some of the rules can vary to a great extent, our certainty of
having arrived at the correct result in reality can vary to a great extent, too.”118

One may seek to build from this questioning of the difference between an ideal representation
and the real, and concentrate on the question of agency. For example, O’Neill points to how
even viewing humans as rational agents ultimately ascribes an ideal form of agency that we
are unlikely to satisfy.119 O’Neill therefore challenges us to question whether or not it matters
that we often create this analogy between States and individuals as rational actors. “The point
is not that there is no difference between what we think of as ‘natural’ persons and what we
think of as ‘artificial’ persons. Patently there is. But ‘natural’ persons too are artificial in just
those respects most crucial for agency within a social context.” 120 Understanding States as
actors capable of engaging in discourse may therefore not be so insulting a heuristic tool,
even if we are blatantly aware that they cannot engage in discourse with a consciousness
comparable to individual human beings.
Still, if we are not willing to afford moral agency to States and in general find the
idea of States engaging in discourse ludicrous, Fleming, who draws from the law on State
responsibility for inspiration, provides an avenue for understanding how a State may
nevertheless be understood as capable of engaging in discourse through its representative
human agents acting as State organs.121 Indeed, the International Law Commission’s Articles
on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts (ARSIWA) 122 clarifies what
actions are to be considered to be attributable to a State, and it is through the principle of
attribution that an argument can be made that international law is perfectly equipped to accept
the claim that the actions of a State organ can be considered an act of the State. 123 We may
also turn to the Law of Treaties, and the idea of representative agents being provided with
full powers under Article 7(1) of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
(VCLT)124, to find evidence that international law is accustomed to equating the actions of
State representatives to State acts. Thus, whilst the idea of imagining nation States engaging
in practical discourse may ring provocative, understanding State organs or representatives as
engaging in discourse on behalf of States, and their actions then being attributable to their
States, is by no means controversial under international law.
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Therefore, analysing inter-State discourse, as advanced by State representatives, in
order to test the validity of international norms under Habermas’ universalisability theory
ought not to be discarded as a possibility purely because we are dealing with relations
between representatives rather than singular individuals. Instead, a discourse ethics approach
to international law is still practically possible, offering the international lawyer a practical
avenue from which to approach the moral validity of norms at the international level.
Bearing this in mind, let us therefore return to our primary document of interest, the
UDHR, in order to explore whether or not its moral validity can be defended in light of
Habermasian discourse theory.
3.2 – Rational Argumentation at the UN General Assembly
On the 30th of September 1948, following a deliberation at the UN General Assembly (GA)
as to whether and how a discussion should be had on the draft declaration of international
human rights, Charles Malik, Chairman during the 89th Meeting of the GA, opened up a
‘general debate’.125 Eleanor Roosevelt, having been called to present the draft declaration,
drove home the point that ‘two years painstaking work’ had been conducted by the
Commission on Human Rights, and that ‘the peoples of the world’ were eagerly awaiting the
conclusion and adoption of an international declaration of human rights. 126 She therefore
“…appealed to the Committee to strive for a majority agreement on the declaration, and
urged its members not to allow themselves to be turned aside from its goal by a search for
absolute perfection.”127
That certain participants sought to place limitations upon the discussions that were
to be conducted (as well as the progressive recourse to questions regarding the functioning
of the discourse throughout the meetings), however, does not affect the suggestion that the
proceedings could be read collectively as an instance of practical discourse. For, as Habermas
has noted, “[d]iscourses take place in particular social contexts and are subject to the
limitations of time and space…The need to institutionalize discourses, trivial though it may
be, does not contradict the partly counterfactual content of the presuppositions of
discourse.”128 What is more, every sentence, when uttered, is in some way related to the
reality within which the utterer expresses themselves: “In being uttered a sentence is placed
in relation to (a) the external reality of that which can be perceived, (b) the internal reality of
that which a speaker would like to express as her intentions, and (c) the normative reality of
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that which is socially and culturally recognized.”129 Removing speech acts from their
contingent aspects would therefore remove a large part of their being; the speech acts would
be reduced to straightforward ‘linguistic expressions’. 130
Hence, in respect to the critique that the contingencies present during the drafting
of the UDHR ought to be considered as an immediate downfall of the claims defending the
moral legitimacy of the norms held therein (raised in the previous chapter), Habermas would
contest that this is not necessarily the case; quite the opposite. For if we are to approach these
human rights as moral validity claims, and test them under the (U) principle, it is precisely
those contingencies which are required in order to engage in practical discourse in the first
place.
A second objection may be that the discussions held during the drafting of the
UDHR ought not to be considered as discussions aimed at seeking moral rightness. That is,
can it really be argued the participants during the drafting of the UDHR engaged in
communicative action, and tried to reach agreement via the ‘intersubjective recognition of
validity claims’?131
At times, it certainly seemed so. Whilst one could claim that throughout the drafting
many of the participants seemed to forego discussions surrounding the validity of the norms
therein, concentrating primarily on the wording of the norm rather than the norm itself, there
are identifiable instances where suggested amendments evidence the raising of competing
validity claims. For instance, Draft Article 12 (1) UDHR originally read: “Everyone has the
right to seek and be granted, in other countries, asylum from persecution.” 132 However,
several member States were not happy with the underlying norm that this formulation could
be taken to communicate. The USSR, for example, sought to qualify who was entitled to
asylum, seeking to replace paragraph 1 with: “The right of asylum is guaranteed to all persons
persecuted in connexion with their activity in defence of the interests of democracy or for
their scientific activity or for their participation in the struggle for national liberation.” 133 The
USSR sought to explain that if everyone had the right to asylum, then this meant that “…war
criminals, fascists, and nazis hiding abroad…”134 may seek to take advantage of this right,
too, and surely this ought not to be. Whilst some praised the restrictive character of the
USSR’s amendment,135 others pushed back by arguing that, amongst other things, 136 it further
129
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limited the scope of the Article, and that the original, all-encompassing, applicability of the
norm was valid, since it was already qualified by the need for the asylum-seeker to be fleeing
persecution, which was moreover qualified in paragraph (2): “Prosecutions genuinely arising
from non-political crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United
Nations do not constitute persecution.”137 In the end, the USSR amendment was rejected, but
alone the fact that it sought to re-write an article in substance says a lot.
One contestation to the originally drafted Article 12 (1) UDHR which received
plenty of traction was raised in different ways by Cuba, Saudi Arabia, the United Kingdom
(UK) and New Zealand, all of whom argued against the claim that the right to asylum should
be granted.138 Their contributions brought to light how one could read Draft Article 12 (1) as
communicating two norms:
a) Everyone has a right to seek asylum from persecution.
b) Everyone has the right to be granted asylum from persecution.
Whilst the first of these seemed relatively uncontroversial, the second raised serious concerns
for several States, who saw its normative content – alternatively reading ‘States ought to
grant asylum to all individuals suffering persecution’ – as being too intrusive to national
sovereignty. The UK, in particular, argued that it was “…ready to guarantee that any
persecuted person asking it for refuge would be treated with sympathy. But no state could
accept the responsibilities imposed by article 12.” 139 Accordingly, they sought to amend
Article 12 to read: “Everyone has the right to seek, and to enjoy in other countries, asylum
from persecution.”140 In a similar fashion, Saudi Arabia did not deny that everyone ought to
‘enjoy the right of asylum’, but, they argued, “[t]hat did not mean, however, that everyone
had the right to obtain asylum in the country of his choice, although that country might not
be prepared to receive him.”141 Both, therefore, provide a clear reply against the original norm
advanced by the Commission on Human Rights.
Whilst the draft originally argued that ‘States ought to grant asylum to everyone’,
both the UK and Saudi Arabia disagreed. And it is during the discussions following the
raising of these claims, and the reasons attached to them, that we can witness an instance of
communicative action; with the speakers and listeners taking turns to voice the reasons for
or against the original draft until agreement was reached as to the final adoption. Since the
matter engaged with the issue of national sovereignty, it is not surprising that many States
agreed with the concern raised by the inclusion of a right to be ‘granted’ asylum. In the end,
the Saudi Arabian amendment to remove the word ‘and be granted’ was adopted by 18 votes
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to 14, with 8 abstentions.142 The UK’s amendment would be adopted by 30 votes to 1, with
12 abstentions.143 Paragraph 1 was adopted as amended by 39 votes to none, with 3
abstentions.144 However, prior to the vote, a revealing statement was made by India’s
representative Habib:
“…(India) supported the United Kingdom amendment. The basic text of article 12
seemed to indicate that a request made by a foreigner to enter a country was a
categorical moral right, whether the country in which asylum was being sought was
willing to grant it or not. The United Kingdom amendment made a useful correction to
that idea. No one had the right to enter foreign territory without permission from the
State governing that territory.”145

Reference here to the possibility of viewing the corresponding right as a ‘categorical moral
right’, and how this was not the case according to Habib (and in his mind according to
everyone else), provides evidence to the claim that at least some of the participants present
may be interpreted as believing that what they were engaging in was communicative action
in respect to questions of moral rightness.
Another supporting example can be found in the discussion surrounding Draft
Article 13 UDHR, which originally read: “No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his
nationality or denied the right to change his nationality.” 146 Six members originally submitted
amendments to be considered for this Article – Cuba147, Egypt, France, Lebanon, the USSR
and Uruguay. However, perhaps the most controversial amendment suggestion came from
Cassin (France), who not only argued that the draft article “…did not cover sufficient ground,
and ought to be prefaced with: ‘Every human being has the right to a nationality.’[…]” 148,
but also sought to add an additional paragraph which read: “It is the duty of the United
Nations to approach States for the purpose of preventing statelessness and, where necessary,
to concern itself with the fate of stateless persons.” 149 Hence, not only was Cassin (France)
claiming that the UN ought to recognise that all human beings have a right to nationality, but
that they also had a duty to actively get involved in situations where individuals find
themselves stateless. Watt (Australia) thus understood the discussions surrounding this
amendment as revolving around two competing arguments: “…[S]ome representatives held
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that men could be deprived of their nationality in accordance with the laws of their countries
while others thought that that should not be done in any circumstance.” 150
Not every article inspired such obvious claims and counterclaims to the validity of
the originally drafted norms and various amendments as that of our two examples above. In
fact, it ought to be noted that many articles, whilst argued over in terms of phrasing, were
adopted without the morality of their underlying normative content coming under serious
contention, if at all. This does not mean, however, that the drafting of the UDHR ought not
to be regarded as an instance in the history of international law where international actors
engaged in rational discourse. That they merely seemed to be doing so whilst actually acting
strategically cannot, of course, be discounted without knowing the intent of the participants
present. Yet, these examples do provide a basis for a tentative defence to the claim that the
participants can be read, both theoretically and practically, as engaging in communicative
action, and as evidence of how this can play out at the international level.
Nevertheless, the drafting of the UDHR can be accused of falling far short of an
ideal process of practical discourse. Claims exist suggesting that representatives may have
engaged in strategic action rather than seeking mutual understanding. This was already
insinuated by the claims addressed in Chapter 2, that the USSR may have fought for the noninclusion of a colonial clause in the Declaration, not because of a genuine belief in the
universality of human rights, but to help ensure that the certain States would not be able to
rebuild their pre-war global influence and power. We also cannot be completely certain
whether the votes of the representatives were influenced by the arguments raised during the
discussions, and if so when. Nor that everything that has been recorded represents the factors
that may have influenced said voting decisions. Underrepresentation, too, remains an issue.
We cannot ignore the fact that, considering the Declaration wishes to speak for the whole of
humanity, not all concerned accepted the possible consequences and said effects of the
normative claims raised in the UDHR. We may approach this point along with Hessel, who
commented: “On the whole, we might say that the Declaration has satisfied the wish of all
the participants to express themselves, i.e. the twelve members of the Commission, who drew
up this text.”151 Or we may approach it in light of the size of the UN at the time, which
counted only 51 Member States when the GA was asked to vote on a Declaration that sought
to speak in the name of humanity.
It is also true that no ideal rational consensus was reached. After all, under Article
18 UNC, GA decisions are subject to a voting procedure of majority rule. But perhaps the
most damning aspect that affects the UDHR’s claim to moral validity may be the claim that
it is not a product of a consensus on the validity of the normative claims it advances. At least
not in the Habermasian sense, which argues: “Whereas parties can agree to a negotiated
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compromise for different reasons, the consensus brought about through argument must rest
on identical reasons able to convince the parties in the same way.”152
It is clear that the norms in the UDHR cannot lay claim to having achieved this. This
is made obvious by the reality that many States voted against certain norms. So, too, is there
evidence of States voting for the adoption of amended articles whilst disagreeing with the
reason for their amendment. For instance, returning to draft Article 12 UDHR, Cassin
(France) stated that he “…had voted in favour of the amended text of article 12, imperfect as
it was, because it was essential for the declaration to contain an article dealing with the right
of asylum. It had been a mistake, however, to recognize the individual’s right to seek asylum
while neither imposing upon States the obligation to grant it nor invoking the support of the
United Nations.”153 Still, a Habermasian olive branch may be offered by arguing that
complete consensus is not crucial. Rather, as Habermas asserts, “[m]ajority rule retains an
internal relation to the search for truth inasmuch as the decision reached by the majority only
represents a caesura in an ongoing discussion; the decision records, so to speak, the interim
result of a discursive opinion-forming process.”154 What is crucial is that the majority
decision
“…be premised on a competent discussion of the disputed issues, that is, a discussion
conducted according to the communicative presuppositions of a corresponding
discourse. Only then can its content be viewed as the rationally motivated yet fallible
result of a process of argumentation that has been interrupted in view of institutional
pressures to decide, but is in principle resumable.”155

It is in this light that an argument could therefore be raised that the UDHR, although falling
short of reaching ideal consensus, can be defended as ‘rationally acceptable’. 156 For, as has
been shown, the representatives did engage in argumentation as to moral rightness which,
according to the records provided, was between actors that sought to convince each other as
to the validity of their competing normative claims (and the interpretation of the normative
claims raised by the Commission on Human Rights) through the provision of reasons, in the
shadow of the inescapable presupposition that each was engaging the other as rational
agents.157 That a straightforward revision of the UDHR is unlikely does not mean that the
norms held therein cannot be re-assessed in light of the obvious shortcomings the discussions
in 1948 had in respect to the idealisations desired by the argumentative presuppositions. 158
Rather, it may even be argued that through the practical engagement with these norms by
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international bodies and regional human rights courts established in their wake, a wider
discourse has organically developed, allowing for an ever greater number of participants who
would be affected by the normative content implicit in the promise of international human
rights law to engage (however indirectly) in a broader discussion as to the moral rightness of
international human rights as moral norms.
4. Conclusion: Questioning a Discourse Ethics Approach to International Law
None of the above, however, changes the fact that according to Habermas, the international
human rights regime cannot yet claim legitimacy in the same manner as the human rights
norms in a democratic domestic State can. As Johan Schaffer has argued, the contemporary
international human rights systems did not originate in line with the co-originality thesis,
since their institutionalisation did not concretise through a democratic process the likes of
which Habermas paints as necessary in the constitution of the modern State. 159 Furthermore,
it is not the citizens but international actors, such as States and international judicial
institutions like the European Court of Human Rights, which have a profound influence on
both the content, development and interpretation of international human rights norms. 160
Hence, a Habermasian line would critique the legitimacy of the current international human
rights system based on the lack of involvement on the part of all of those affected in the
creation of the norms in question.161
As we have seen, Habermas’ solution is the tiered constitutionalisation of
international law. However, he does acknowledge that a directly comparable democratic
legitimation could not be replicated without the requirement of a world State. The solution,
therefore, is twofold. Firstly, ensure that the new constitutionalised international legal order
remains indirectly tied to the legitimation processes in constitutional States. 162 That is, “…it
must receive indirect ‘backing’ from the kinds of democratic processes of opinion- and willformation that can only be fully institutionalized within constitutional states, regardless of
how complex federal states on a continental scale may become.” 163 Secondly, the new
constitutionalised international legal order must limit itself to a small set of goals, which
(taking the lead from the goals already prized within the UN system) Habermas suggests to
be securing peace and human rights. The suggestion is that world citizens, unlikely to garner
the same level of solidarity around value orientations which national citizens can, would at
least be able to gather around some “…negative duties of a universalistic morality of
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justice…”164 that could offer a limited yet solid basis for the constitution of said
community.165
Note that, with the placing of limits on sovereign States via international law, “…the
explicit connection of the purpose of securing peace with a politics of human rights; …the
linkage of the prohibition on the use of violence with a realistic threat of prosecution and
sanctions; and…the inclusive character of the world organization and the universal validity
it claims for the law it enacts[…]”166, Habermas has no qualms suggesting that the UN
Charter system signals the constitutionalisation of international society and the recognition
of ‘world citizens’.167 But how can we expect these national citizens to practically gather
around purposes as abstract as this as a basis for a tiered constitutional order, considering the
wildly divergent cultural backgrounds at play? The contemporary rise in support for rightwing politics in Europe provides just one example as to how even regional gatherings around
international normative institutions prove difficult.
As our analysis above shows, Habermas need only look at the drafting of the UDHR
to realise the difficulty with which international actors, as representatives of their peoples,
are confronted when gathering around even non-binding norms. Recall that Habermas’
solution is to ensure the freedom of all individuals in the world as ‘free and equal’ citizens.
But whilst it is the author’s opinion that Habermas is correct to point out that one need only
try and argue against this fact of reason to be confronted with a performative contradiction,
it is nevertheless the case that Habermas’ road to the constitutionalisation of international
law may be interpreted as demanding that disagreeing cultures accept this normative claim.
This is problematic, for it suggests that the Habermasian road cannot save us from the critique
of empire. In fact, this has been argued to be the case due to the ‘civilizational’ character that
follows discourse theory and the representation of the constitutionalisation of international
law as the next ‘historical stage’ of humanity. 168 Specifically, just like Kant’s roadmap to
perpetual peace is to be read in connection with the ‘categorical imperative’ and Kant’s belief
in the ‘intent of nature’ – that is, nature’s placing of mankind into contention in order to lead
the savage man to the necessary formation of federations and ultimately the end state of the
cosmopolitan constitution of the enlightened 169 – so, too, is it difficult to ignore those claims
which link Habermas’ theory to the modern democratic State and the idea of social progress.
For instance, whilst reflecting upon Habermas’ universal pragmatics, which form a
crucial element for understanding his overall theory, Amy Allen identifies ‘discourse ethics’
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as grounded upon a theory of modernisation. 170 Her claim is that Habermas clearly sees the
context within which we can engage in rational discourse as one of progress; a progression
from traditional societies that, for example, place their faith in the unquestionable authority
of religious institutions.171 Her claim is further bolstered by the work of Dipesh Chakrabarty
who struggles envisioning a post-enlightenment rational discourse absent a pedagogical hue
where the non-oppressed (enlightened) is seeking to teach the oppressed how to become, and
participate as, a democratic subject.172 In a passage that reads as if directly targeting rational
discourse, and so the idea of an open-ended back and forth where the participants are seeking
agreement, Chakrabarty argues:
“To be open-ended, I would argue, a dialogue must be genuinely nonteleological; that
is, one must not presume, on any a priori basis, that whatever position our political
philosophy/ideology suggests as correct will be necessarily vindicated as a result of this
dialogue. For a dialogue can be genuinely open only under one condition: that no party
puts itself in a position where it can unilaterally decide the final outcomes of the
conversation. This never happens between the modern and the non-modern because,
however noncoercive the conversation between the transcendent academic observer and
the subaltern who enters into a historical dialogue with him, this dialogue takes place
within a field of possibilities that is already structured from the very beginning in favour
of certain outcomes.”173

Abdel-Nour has pointed to what this entails, arguing that even Habermas has had to take note
of this critique in his more recent work.174 By dissecting the (D) principle into two segments,
Abdel-Nour argues that although the first segment – (1) ‘Just those action norms can claim
to be valid to which all possibly affected persons could agree…’ – is uncontroversial, it is the
second segment – (2) ‘…as participants in rational discourse…’ – that, analysed alongside
Habermas’ theory of communicative action, may conceal the particularist foundation upon
which the stability of Habermas’ moral and legal universalism rests. 175 What Abdel-Nour
argues is that the controversial nature of this second requirement of the (D) principle lies in
the claim that only those norms that have been derived via a process of rational discourse can
be considered impartial and therefore universally valid; for it is the conditions present in
rational discourse that ensure the impartiality of the outcome. 176 Rational discourse inherently
considers equal participation and equal access as rules that must be adhered to when
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searching for the truth of validity claims via consensus, but Abdel-Nour rightly identifies that
it is equally as necessary that the participants accept the same reasons for arriving at their
eventual consensus.177 Based on this, he argues that the process of rational discourse
inadvertently discriminates amongst those who may enter into rational discourse and those
who may not.
Imagining a scenario of a Muslim believer and an atheist liberal participating in
rational discourse over the equal right to political participation, Abdel-Nour points out that
not only would Habermas’ theory require “…the Muslim believer and her atheist liberal
interlocutor to be open-minded, capable reasoners with good will. It expects them to share a
secular cognitivist world-view. Since the justification is premised on the process of
argumentation over normative validity, certain conclusions follow.”178 Both would have to
hold very malleable beliefs, value-orientations, and world-views in general: “For all
normative intents and purposes, they would have to be seculars who bracket their
‘comprehensive doctrines’ in all matters pertaining to morality and politics.” 179
If this is so, is this not asking too much? Is not a theory that seeks to propose a
principle whereupon we can reach consensus regarding normative argumentation between
multiple varying cultures, but that inherently excludes certain lines of argumentation to some
extent, self-defeating in its search for universalisable norms? That ‘rational discourse’ and
the (D) principle, as avenues for testing the validity and universalisability of international
legal norms, are susceptible to the imperialist critique seems accurate if one insists that the
presuppositions of argumentation are grounded in the image of post-enlightenment
justifications of normative validity claims as superior to other forms of justification. Perhaps
this could be circumvented if one pursues a looser reading of Habermas’ universal
pragmatics. But this would remove much of what is at the core of the Habermasian theory.
For, as even Habermas confirms, “…there is a justified presumption that the deontological
idea of self-legislation or autonomy is neutral with respect to worldviews, provided that the
different interpretations of the self and the world are not fundamentalist but are compatible
with the conditions of postmetaphysical thinking (in Rawls’s sense of ‘not unreasonable’
comprehensive worldviews).”180
Whether through the claims of Cassese, Simma or Anghie, we have witnessed that
any defence of the universality of international law is likely to be judged in respect to whether
it includes all its subjects as the authors of said law. Habermas has provided one defence of
how this can be thought through whilst staying true to the strict sense of the universal.
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However, due to the centrality of the co-originality thesis and rational discourse for his
theory, we are left wondering whether or not a discourse theoretical approach to international
law is truly a convincing way to attain the inclusion of the divergent cultural backgrounds
and interests found across the world in the making of international law, or whether in search
for the institutionalisation of an all-inclusive order, we move from the universal to imposed
uniformity. What comes to mind is Jacques Maritain’s now famous comment, that when
replying to someone’s ‘astonishment’ that so many individuals from different cultures could
agree on a list of rights, a member of the UNESCO National Commission answered
“Yes…we agree about the rights but on condition that no one ask us why.”181 This for
Habermas would not denote the moral validity of the rights in question. But is there another
road to universalisability that demands less of the results of our discursive practices, but can
still lead to a defence as to the universality of certain norms of international law?
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Values and the International Legal Order
This chapter tests whether, in seeking a road to universalisability, there is something to be
gained from engaging with another recurring concept in the doctrinal debate as to the
universality of international law: Values.
Of course, having encountered several possible objections to engaging with values
throughout this thesis, one would be right to question whether an enquiry as to the place of
values, as a concept that can be fruitful for furthering the debate over the universality of
international law, starts on the back foot. After all, for many, the idea of their being universal
values ought to be discarded, and the general gist of the objections against those who seek to
defend the claim that certain norms of international law reflect universal values is that values
are particularistic and non-negotiable, and so cannot be universal or universalisable.
Furthermore, there are serious concerns that speaking of international norms in terms of
universal values may have negative effects upon the authority that States, or indeed cultures,
enjoy over how their communities ought to behave and organise their own domestic legal
order.1 As was already addressed, one reason for this is the concern over who and what is
excluded from the positive demarcation of the universal; with an eye on whose voices are
likely to carry the most weight in the international sphere leading to concerns of cultural
imperialism via the exportation and imposition of the values of those powerful enough to do
so.2 The other, however, is how we think about and conceptualise values. In particular, the
idea that subjects with conflicting values can come to an agreement upon a middle ground is
often viewed as a chimera, and that international law can therefore embody universal values,
a pipedream.
However, this chapter seeks to test these assertions. To do so, it will first embark on
a conceptualisation of values with reference to both philosophical and sociological theories
as to their structure and operative framework. Here, particular attention will be paid to the
work of Hans Joas, who contributes a counterclaim to the notion that we cannot arrive at
universalist values by arguing that conflicting value positions can reach a synthesis via a
process termed value generalisation. With a clearer idea of what values are, we will then
approach the controversial question as to whether or not one may read law in terms of values,
and explore the work of Habermas and Alexy in order to uncover the concerns surrounding
1
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whether it is indeed a conceptual mistake to do so, as it may lead to the arbitrary interpretation
and application of legal norms. Finally, the chapter addresses Joas’ claim that the UDHR is
a successful product of value generalisation, by embarking on a last analysis of the drafting
of the UDHR, before concluding with a suggestion as to how to reassess the relationship
between international law and the universal via the concept of regulative ideals.
1. Values
What are we addressing when engaging with the concept of values? There are, after all, many
different ways in which we use the term throughout our everyday lives. Beginning with
perhaps the most obvious, we commonly engage with the term when assessing worth. Hence,
when we purchase an item from our local store, we understand its price to correspond to a
calculated monetary value dependent on a myriad of factors, from its inception right up to
the moment it ends up in our hands. Of course, such assessments are made by us, humans.
There is no objective monetary value for anything set prior to human involvement. That is
why it is not at all difficult to find identical items sold at wildly divergent price points. Yet,
we also know that assigning value in this sense is not limited to the monetary realm. For
instance, I may well be able to find the resell monetary value of my late grandfather’s watch
on the market, but the thought of selling it would quite simply be out of the question. In this
instance, the object’s sentimental value far outstrips any monetary return I may receive from
selling it; it is, for all intents and purposes, priceless. Not until something that I may consider
more valuable than both the sentimental value of the watch and its monetary worth is placed
under threat, would I be willing to consider a trade (e.g. the watch in return for my friend’s
life during a robbery).
Most, if not all of us, are familiar with such value assessments.3 However, it is clear
that this economic sense of value, even if inner (or intrinsic) worth is certainly of interest in
respect to certain norms of international law, 4 is not the primary sense of the term that our
interlocutors are engaging with when debating whether international law reflects universal
values or not.5 Rather, we are concerned with values in the ethical sense, often expressed
through the employment of one-word concepts such as family, peace or freedom, not
exchange rates and assigned prices.6 But what does it mean when we hear someone refer to
freedom, for example, as a value?
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1.1 – On How Life Ought To Be Lived
Let us start by considering how values, in the ethical sense, are often referred to as something
one holds: e.g. freedom is one of my values. Of course, this is not to claim that values are
things that exist, as if tangible objects.7 Rather, values are often referred to in this sense as if
forming part of the claimant in some way or another, especially in scenarios where a choice
has to be made. It is no surprise, therefore, that some struggle to see the difference between
values and other terms such as attitudes, preferences or positions. For example, one argument
for understanding what is being communicated in a claim like ‘freedom is one of my values’,
would be to understand the claimant to hold “… a favourable attitude towards the realization
of a certain state of affairs, one vaguely indicated by the value name, [freedom] …” 8, an
attitude that the claimant holds because they expect “… (more or less explicitly) that the
realization of that state of affairs confers some benefits on someone…” 9, even if not directly
on themselves as the value subscriber.10 But values are not synonymous with attitudes.
Marini explains this well when noting how one’s attitudes are, notably, subject or situationspecific, whilst a value is a specific kind of belief: “[A] belief about desirability that is based
in conceptions of morality, aesthetics, or achievement and transcends specific behaviors and
situations.”11 As Abraham Edel notes:
“Descriptively, a man’s ‘values’ may refer to all his attitudes for-or-against anything.
His values include his preferences and avoidance, his desire-objects and aversionobjects, his pleasure and pain tendencies, his goals, ideals, interests and disinterests,
what he takes to be right and wrong, good and evil, beautiful and ugly, useful and
useless, his approvals and disapprovals, his criteria of taste and standards of judgment,
and so forth.”12

Although this seemingly all-encompassing catalogue which Edel claims our values include
is perhaps a little overwhelming, there is something immediately plausible, if not
recognisable, about this description of how far-reaching our values can be. Hilary Putnam
also alluded to this when composing his class of paradigmatic value judgments; a class that
for him includes “…judgments containing not only the word ‘ought’, but also ‘right,’
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‘wrong,’ ‘virtue,’ ‘vice,’ and such derivatives as ‘virtuous’ and ‘vicious,’ as well as ‘good’
and ‘bad’ in their ethical uses.”13 Yet, some may argue that to understand values as casting
such a broad net would be a conceptual mistake, going beyond what has been considered to
be the scope of values in the history of value theory. In particular, some may consider these
last two broad interpretations by Putnam and Edel as problematic, due to how each describes
values as being concerned with issues of both the ‘right’ and the ‘good’.
The previous chapter touched upon this point when discussing the distinction
between moral decisions and value decisions. Habermas specifically argued that moral
decisions are concerned with what is right for all, and are made when we break with our
egocentric perspective. Value decisions, on the other hand, were said to remain in the ethical
plain, inextricably tied to our perception of how we ought to act in pursuit of the good life
according to us.14 The good for us, which our values were argued to speak to, was therefore
pitted against the right for all, which is the concern of norms.
Indeed, even a brief look at the history of European philosophy shows that when
philosophers engage with values, the terminology tends to change; from speaking about what
is right or wrong, to engaging with issues of the good and bad. 15 And, according to some,
whether values are concerned only with the right or the good matters. For, as Edel notes, the
right and the good, whilst not isolated from each other, 16 are not complementary concepts.
Each belongs to one of two alternative frameworks – the good belonging to the goal-seeking
framework, the right to the juridical –, each needing to be appreciated as “…alternative ways
of organizing the whole field to carry out the tasks of morality.” 17
That being said, must we really insist on the need to distinguish between value
decisions and moral decisions by classifying them as belonging exclusively to two different
frameworks (the good or the right)?18 And more specifically, is it necessarily the case that
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we ought to consider values as belonging solely to either the goal-seeking or the juridical
framework?19
In seeking an answer to this question, Nicholas Rescher’s indication as to the ways
in which value-subscriptions manifest themselves is revealing. For instance, let us consider,
along with Rescher, how we witness value-subscriptions in play when an individual decides
upon a course of action. Picture the following fictional scenario: You are at your place of
work and overhear a conversation between two of your colleagues – Jane and Rupi. Rupi
asks whether Jane is still planning to join her and a couple of other colleagues that night to
celebrate her birthday. Jane replies that, unfortunately, she cannot attend. She explains that
she had forgotten that Rupi’s celebrations coincidently land on the same day as her brother’s
scheduled birthday party. Upon hearing this, Rupi assures Jane that she need say no more.
Of course, “Family comes first” she exclaims. Jane thanks her for understanding, and after
exchanging some further pleasantries, they simply get back to work.
In this admittedly simplified scenario, we would be well within reason to make the
assumption that our characters were both operating under some understanding that family is
one of Jane’s values, and that this value (for our fictional characters at least) demands that
when competing obligations arise, those which involve family supersede. 20 Rescher would
argue that based on such an assumption, we would not only have good grounds for expecting
Jane to appeal to this same value in other situations where she may find it pertinent in respect
to her decision-making, but we may also have good grounds to expect her to appeal to it when
urging others to take certain actions that, in her estimation, seem to call for an appeal to this
same value.21 Of course, this need not be communicated explicitly, but Rescher is correct
when claiming that when we speak of values in terms of value-subscription, “…we
underwrite the expectation that [their] espousal will manifest itself, in appropriate ways, in
the justification and recommendation of actions.” 22
Furthermore, we also expect the individual in question to act in conformity with
their value-subscriptions in a consistent manner, and to generalise their validity. 23 Hence, if
in our scenario Rupi were to see Jane at her party that night, she would at the very least
question what must have happened for Jane to be there and not at her brother’s conflicting
celebrations. If Jane were to then sincerely reply with ‘nothing’, Rupi would have good
reason to begin questioning Jane’s subscription to family as a value, or at the very minimum
question what her understanding of said value entails. 24 Rescher summarises this thusly:
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“Subscription to a value is thus a two-sided affair, and value imputations have a double
aspect: both verbal and behavioural. When we impute the subscription to N to the value
X, we underwrite the grounds for expecting from N a reasonable degree of conformity
with the characteristic manifestation-patterns of X-subscription both in discourse and in
action. We impute a value to N to characterize his vision of ‘the good life’ or at any rate
his vision of how life ought appropriately to be lived – be this in his judgment ‘for the
good’ or not, in some more fundamental sense of the term.” 25

This, it is argued, concisely captures what values are about for the everyday individual –
‘visions of how life ought to be lived’ – a simple conceptualisation that, as reformulated,26 is
interpreted here as opening the door for presenting values as, arguably, straddling the line
between the goal-seeking and juridical frameworks of ethics; a simplified definition that can
be interpreted to view questions as to whether values belong to either the realm of the right
or the good, as reductive.27
It is important to keep a hold of the plurality of the term visions here, not only due
to the possibility of others disagreeing with our values, or our interpretation of a certain value,
but also due to the plurality of normative content which one value can contain. Recall, for
example, our fictitious scenario above. It is evident that different individuals will understand
that the content of that value may differ, not only in terms of gradation, but also with respect
to specific rituals. Family as a value may contain the mundane norm of ‘You ought not to
attend another’s party, if it conflicts with a party of a family member’, but it may also demand
a norm, such as ‘You ought not to keep secrets from your family’, ‘One ought to be prepared
to die for one’s family’, and so on. Still, even if we assume for now that the above-mentioned
simplified definition holds merit, there is more to be said about both the structure and
performative nature of values. Specifically, how do values arise? And how seriously are we
to take this proposition that they demand anything at all?
1.2 – Value Commitments and the Formation of the Reflective Self
Whilst there is no single definition of values that is widely agreed upon, 28 our simplified
conceptualisation above does share similarities with arguably the most dominant definition
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from within sociology,29 where according to Kluckhohn, “[a] value is a conception, explicit
or implicit, distinctive of an individual or characteristic of a group, of the desirable which
influences the selection from available modes, means, and ends of action.”30 Yet, as will be
expanded upon in this section, values do more than influence. Rather, there is a case to be
made that values, like norms, obligate their addressees. So, against Rokeach’s suggestion that
a definition of values “…should avoid circular terms that are themselves undefined, such
terms as ‘ought’, ‘should’ or ‘conceptions of the desirable’[…]” 31, it is suggested here that
there is a peculiar binding nature of values that ought to be considered fundamental to their
conceptualisation, and to any enquiry as to their place in the public sphere.
I will primarily rely, in this respect, on the work of sociologist Hans Joas, who
variously describes values as ‘ideals’ and ‘standards’, and who at one point even asserts that
“[t]he concept of ‘value’ takes the place once occupied by the concept of the ‘good’ in the
philosophical tradition.”32 His most revealing formulation of what values are, however, is
his reference to values “…as subjectively evident, emotionally-laden standards for reflective
self-evaluation…”.33 Of course, this is a far cry from the more intuitively graspable definition
arrived at earlier – visions of how life ought to be lived – and indeed from any other definition
we have encountered so far. But within it lie several aspects of values that are worth
exploring.
To unpack Joas’ formulation, let us first question, alongside him, how values arise.
That is, how do we come to hold the values we call our own? It was already mentioned how
we often speak of having or holding values, as if they are part of us. More concretely, the
way we hold values shares certain similarities with how we hold certain beliefs; a useful term
for specifying our earlier categorisations of values as visions. And like certain beliefs (e.g.
religious beliefs), we are personally invested in our values. As Joas argues, we find ourselves
committed to our values to a degree that is stronger than our commitment to ‘purely cognitive
validity claims’.34 In fact, so strong is the bond between an individual, group or culture and
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their values, that whilst the idea of a change in values may not be seen as a negative, the loss
of values, more often than not, will be viewed in a negative light.35 Succinctly put, “[w]e
have to take seriously the fact that we cannot simply ‘have’ values as we may have opinions,
but that we have to feel strongly committed to them if the word ‘value commitment’ is to
make any sense.”36
To ask how our values arise is therefore to question how we become committed to
certain values, and it is in seeking to answer this question for ourselves that we are likely to
find that we feel uncomfortable with arguments claiming that our values arose in a similar
manner as other commitments. For example, there is something awkward and mercenary
about claims that our commitment to values can arise like our commitments under a
contractual relationship. Moreover, we are equally likely to question anyone who claims that
we may renounce our values through such formal processes. 37 Rather, our commitment to
our values is much like our commitment to particular persons. Imagine, Joas suggests, that
you are asked why you love someone. There are, of course, definable cognitive facets of our
relationships with people, such as their character, temperament or general behaviour that we
may appreciate. We may even point to such characteristics in order to rationalise our
commitment towards them.38 Yet, this would feel like an awkward way to approach an
answer as to why, for example, we ‘love’ a family member. That is, when dealing with
questions of love, we are likely to find it inappropriate to fashion a reply from a matter-offact list of their characteristics or achievements. Comparatively, when we communicate our
values to others, we may not necessarily expect them to share our exact commitment to them,
just as we would not expect them to share (or ought to share) the same feelings and
commitments that we have to our loved ones. 39
This explains why the goal of a dialogue about values need not necessarily be
consensus, but rather the more modest goal of plausibility, via a richer conversation that
involves the exchange of our emotions and experiences.40 In so doing, we can then recognise
the significance of how we communicate our value commitments through the telling of
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narratives, and so may come to appreciate that there is no severance between the genesis and
validity of our value commitments. 41 That is, we cannot explain our values without drawing
from experiences that we then use to justify them, whether these be our own personal stories
or stories that we have heard being told by others.42
Yet, we rarely communicate our values with caveats acknowledging these
particularities. That is, when engaging in a communication about values, we are, rather, much
more inclined to act and pronounce upon what we view ought to be the case in absolute terms.
That we may need to explain some mores or traditions is by no means a shock to us, but even
then, there will be certain values that we are more inclined to consider valid per se.
Furthermore, unlike ‘purely cognitive validity claims’, Joas asks us to take note of how our
value commitments can withstand seemingly crippling argumentative assaults and even
remain standing in the face of falsification. For example, “[i]t has often been recognized that
the falsification of a cognitive proposition in a religious worldview in most cases does not
weaken the commitment of believers to this faith.”43 And whilst this steadfastness may seem
baffling to the non-believer, Joas recalls how Ludwig Wittgenstein already shone a light on
how “…all cognitive frameworks are based on ‘certainties’ that are constitutive even for the
procedures of falsification…[and how]… [t]hese certainties themselves are not fallible in the
same sense in which all individual propositions in the constituted framework are.”44 This may
explain why when we are approached by an individual or group with a claim that seeks to
negate our values, we are not easily paralysed by the weight of falsification, nor believe that
we must necessarily modify our values based on such contestations. Rather, as Joas argues,
we are far more likely to devalue said individual, or group. 45
But this leaves us with a peculiar conundrum. For, as Joas rightly points out,
“[v]alue commitments clearly do not arise from conscious intentions, and yet we experience
the feeling of ‘I can do no other’ which accompanies a strong value commitment not as a
restriction, but as the highest expression of our free will.” 46 How are we to make sense of
these characteristics, and this simultaneous feeling of external restriction and internal
volition?
Harry Frankfurt’s article on ‘The Importance of What We Care About’ is a good
place to start.47 Frankfurt argued that “[a] person who cares about something is, as it were,
invested in it. He identifies himself with what he cares about…[.]”48 Caring about something
in this sense is distinguishable from desiring or preferring something, since it requires some
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form of behavioural consistency.49 Returning to this sentiment of ‘I can do no other’, one can
intend or desire to do something contra to their values, but this by no means entails that they
will be capable of doing so when the time comes. That is, when a decision to act based on
reason or desire comes head to head with an individual’s values, there is no guarantee that
desire will succeed. Quite to the contrary – “[h]e might discover, when the chips are down,
that he simply cannot bring himself to pursue the course of action upon which he has
decided.”50 Frankfurt argues that it is especially in these situations that we are forced to accept
that what we care about may not be revealed to us by simply making a decision about it. More
concretely, we may not have control over certain things we care about at all; our values may
command us, not the other way around. He refers to this type of constraint as one of
‘volitional necessity’: Necessary, for how it restricts the will of individuals in a manner that
makes their acting against such a command impossible. 51 Volitional, for how what is
necessary does not arouse the sentiments as an external burden or restriction, but, as already
mentioned, ‘the highest expression of our free will’. The reason for this, Frankfurt argues, is
because said volitional necessity within any individual “…coincides with – and is, indeed,
partly constituted by – desires which are not merely his own but with which he actively
identifies himself.”52 Again, this is not a suggestion that values are synonymous with desires
or preferences, which, in comparison, are arguably much more malleable and prone to
change,53 and so lacking the necessary restrictive dimension of volitional necessity. Rather,
the important point to draw from these insights is how they point to a fundamental connection
between our values and our identity.
Building on Frankfurt’s insights, Joas argues that more can be gained in respect to
our understanding of values by paying attention to how our ideals are connected to our selfformation, especially through what John Dewey saw as the fundamentally important capacity
of the human imagination.54 Dewey considered both our imagination and our understanding
of ourselves, as whole beings, as being intricately linked. After all, we can only understand
the universe within which we, as whole beings, exist, through the employment of our
imagination, which is capable of going beyond the boundaries of our immediate sense
perception.55 That is not to say that the self, in this respect, wills its own unification: “The
self is always directed toward something beyond itself and so its own unification depends
upon the idea of the integration of the shifting scenes of the world into that imaginative
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totality we call the Universe.”56 Joas asks us to appreciate Dewey’s argument that, just as our
imagination is engaged in the creative process of our self-formation, which, as mentioned,
must relate to that which is beyond ourselves, so too is it engaged in the forming of our
ideals.57 But just because our ideals arise from our imagination, this does not mean that they
should be filed away as mere fantasy, for they are very much connected to and in many ways
constructive of the real.58
As Dewey argues, “…[a] new vision does not arise out of nothing, but emerges
through seeing, in terms of possibilities, that is, of imagination, old things in new relations
serving a new end which the new end aids in creating.” 59 Our ideals, therefore, which in
Dewey’s work seem to be employed as a term synonymous with values, 60 arise from the same
capacity we adopt for constructing our image of the self (self-formation), which perpetually
operates alongside our understanding of what is beyond ourselves (self-transcendence). It is
upon this train of thought, therefore, that Joas builds his direct answer as to how values arise:
“… in experiences of self-formation and self-transcendence.”61
The concept of the self therefore transpires as a central issue in respect to a
conceptualisation of values, and to further evidence this link between values and the self, Joas
asks us to turn our attention to the work of Charles Taylor and his intersubjective theory of
identity formation and value orientation. Taylor argued the following: “To know who I am
is a species of knowing where I stand. My identity is defined by commitments and
identifications which provide the frame or horizon within which I can try to determine from
case to case what is good, or valuable, or what ought to be done, or what I endorse or
oppose.”62 The argument here is that should individuals find themselves losing such value
commitments, they would, in effect, be dealing with a far more existential question than a
simple change of preference. For, argues Taylor, “[t]o know who you are is to be oriented in
moral space…”63. Indeed, both physical and temporal spatial boundaries play an important
role here, truly driving home the literal significance of the question ‘Where do you stand?’,
in relation to, for example, an impending election. 64
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Again, we have to appreciate the active function of the narrative engagement and
articulation that is present in how we answer such questions. Building on Taylors
intersubjectivist theory of identity, and his assertion that “[a] self can never be described
without reference to those who surround it…” 65, Joas stresses the importance of how we
articulate our values, through a back and forth with others that can either “…produce a
confirmation, a rejection or a modification of our feelings.” 66 So, too, are we invited to
recognise the interweaving function that both dialogue and exclusion have in our identity
formation. That is, not only do we form our identity through dialogue and interaction with
those around us, but we also come to understand our identity in respect to those we include
and exclude from our society through the drawing of boundaries.67
Joas is inspired here by an anthropological starting point that recognises humans as
inferior to animals in terms of strength and instincts, and so in need of acting in a reflective
manner, being open to correction, to the world around them, and to learning from the
experiences of others.68 It is this reflective distance to the world that differentiates us from
animals. That, and our ability to express our feelings through language, as a way of
interacting with, as well as acting in, this reality 69: “…[T]he human being is often surprised
by what he expresses, and gains access to his ‘inner being’ only by reflecting on his own
expressive acts.”70 This anthropological starting point lays the foundation for the pragmatist
origins of Joas’ theory of the creativity of action, the basic tenants of which lie in Charles
Sanders Peirce’s understanding of real doubt, and that ultimately lead Joas to his final
understanding of values.71
Peirce noted the following, worth quoting in full:
“…[A]ll perception of the world, and all action in the world is anchored in an
unreflected belief in self-evident given facts and successful habits. However, this belief,
and the routines of action based upon it, are repeatedly shattered; what has previously
been a habitual, apparently automatic procedure of action is interrupted. The world
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reveals itself to have shattered our unreflected expectations; our habitual actions meet
with resistance from the world and rebound back on us. This is the phase of real doubt.
And the only way out of this phase is a reconstruction of the interrupted context. Our
perception must come to terms with new or different aspects of reality; action must be
applied to different points of the world or must restructure itself. This reconstruction is
a creative achievement on the part of the actor. If he succeeds in reorienting the action
on the basis of his changed perception and thus continuing with it, then something new
enters the world: a new mode of acting, which can gradually take root and this itself
become an unreflected routine.”72

With this, we are brought back to the interplay between self-formation and self-transcendence
in our understanding of how our values may arise, with some further emphasis placed on the
reflective understanding of our values. The insinuation is that just as we engage in creative
action when we are presented with situational challenges, so too are we able to act creatively
in the formation of values in response to situational challenges to what, for us, were once set
value orientations.73 Linking our understanding of values to a theory of the creativity of action
therefore allows us to step further away from assumptions that see all values as stubborn
fixations upon certain inescapable positions. Rather, values, like action, viewed as creations,
or more precisely articulations of experience74 that have been moulded through situational
challenges, acquire an adaptable character. This does not mean that values effortlessly mutate
when presented with better reasons to commit to competing values. But it does allow us to
negate claims as to the reducibility of values to nothing but stubborn subjective preferences.
Yet, we are nevertheless left with perhaps the most damning issue faced by a claim
as to universal values: the common belief that values are not universalisable.75 The argument
is that whichever definition we seek to adopt, values in the ethical sense are just as relative
as values in the economic sense, as discussed at the beginning of this section. Habermas, for
example, would remind us that visions of how life ought to be lived are not objective, they
are our own subjective visions of how life ought to be lived according to us. This is the
position that was so clearly expressed by the ‘Asian values’ debate in respect to human rights,
as discussed in the introduction to this thesis. That is, since values are more commonly
understood to be linked with one’s culture, and more generally, particular life experiences,
little faith ought to be placed in a widely shared belief in global, let alone universal, values.
Indeed, it is difficult to disagree with Rescher’s observation that “[w]e get in touch
with values – or values get in touch with us – through and within the culture of the
communities in which we grow up.”76 Hence, we must recognise that as individuals, we are,
first and foremost, born into a system of values; a system which we may later confirm our
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ascription to, or indeed seek to divorce ourselves from. 77 Of course, these systems will vary
between individuals, families, cities, nations, etc.: “Every society, indeed every group, has
its distinguishing value or values and, if the latter, its distinguishing conflict.”78 Still, the
point is that our ethical values are local, and deeply ingrained (inter alia) in our social
environment,79 so much so that it may even be argued that we are more likely to see shared
ascriptions to ethical values between members of a society than we are to see agreement
amongst them on aesthetic values.80 It is this image of values, as being undoubtedly particular
and deeply linked with our respective cultures and experiences, which remains the
mainstream understanding of values in modern philosophy.81 And what we have just
explored is a blueprint for describing values as binding, emotionally driven, commitments to
ideals that are communicable primarily through narrative, and capable of withstanding
falsification.
The identification of these dimensions leads us to the main argument that is raised
against a defence of universal values, and which Joas sums up nicely when he asks, “[d]oes
my whole line of argumentation not support a strictly liberal view according to which all
citizens with strong convictions have to leave their particular worldviews about which no
rational consensus is possible behind them when they enter the public sphere?”82
1.3 – Value Generalisation
To recap, there are three characteristics of a communication about values that Joas takes to
be critical: (1) That we are committed to our values in comparably the same manner that we
are to individuals, and therefore a communication about values does not necessarily have to
lead to consensus, but rather plausibility; (2) that values do not suffer from negation in the
same way that cognitive validity claims do, and so value holders are more likely to devalue
the person seeking to negate their values than they are to drop their own; and (3) that our
values are not separable from our experiences, and so their validity is often defended through
the form of narratives83 – “…biographical, historical, and mythological narratives are not
illustrations to didactic ends but a necessary feature of communication about values.”84
Furthermore, up to this point, the concept of values has been so interlinked with the formation
77
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of the self and the contingency of experience, that it seems fair to question whether the ethical
sense of values differs in terms of relativity from the economic sense of the term briefly
introduced at the beginning of this chapter. These characteristics therefore seem to suggest
that rational discourse, as explored in the previous chapter, may not be possible when it
comes to a communication about values. Yet irreconcilable conflict is not the only alternative
to rational discourse.85 In fact, Joas claims that we can arrive at universalist values through a
process of value generalisation, a process originally coined by Talcott Parsons as a response
to social differentiation.
Parsons understood values to be ‘normative components of culture’86, and according
to him, “…institutionalized value-patterns…[are] in one special respect the most important
single structural component of social systems.” 87 This understanding of societal valuepatterns88 mirrors the conceptualisation of values as ‘ideal standards’, the attainment of which
Parsons saw as a source of internal pressure within societies. “Assuming that a value-pattern
has in fact become internalized and institutionalized to a significant degree, discrepancy
between the valued ‘ideal state’ and the actual state of affairs becomes a source of strain
[…]”89, as will instances of differentiation from the institutionalised value patterns of the
society in question, which is especially troublesome. For, in relation to such instances of
differentiation, society is left to ponder whether said instances are legitimised by the original
value pattern or instead constitute straightforward violations of said value pattern.90
However, in order to address this issue, society may seek to attain a higher level of generality
of the societal value-pattern via the process of value generalisation, the basic proposition of
which is the following: “The more differentiated the system, the higher the level of generality
at which the value-pattern must be ‘couched’ if it is to legitimate the more specified values
of all of the differentiated parts of the social system.” 91
In this sense, value generalisation as a process seeks to mitigate changes in social
and cultural structures brought about by ‘strains’ in the social system, with the ultimate aim
of social stability.92 The consequence is that a generalised value system will then have to face
the troubling task of answering whether it still retains a link to its core (pre-generalisation),
or whether it has generalised in a manner which allows for deviation from its essential
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character, all in the name of tolerance (which may be negatively viewed by some as a
watering down of the original value pattern). 93 Nevertheless, value generalisation presents
one possible way of pacifying the tension created by seemingly conflicting values, and it
offers to do so without requesting that one party to the value conflict drop their value
commitments. Rather, value generalisation is “…the inclusion, under a single legitimizing
value-pattern, of components which are not only diverse and differentiated from each other,
but many of which have, historically, claimed some sort of ‘absolutistic’ monopoly of moral
legitimacy.”94
Dislodging Parsons’ theory of value generalisation from its functionalist origins,
Joas argues:
“Value generalization does not intellectualize value traditions. Stripped of their
affective dimension, they would be quite sterile. But through this process of
generalization, people who feel bound to a tradition find new ways to articulate it by
engaging with social change or the representatives of other traditions. If this occurs on
both sides of a process of engagement involving different value traditions it may lead
to a new and authentic sense of commonality. So value generalisation is neither a
consensus achieved through rational-argumentative discourse nor merely a decision to
embrace peaceful co-existence despite insurmountable value differences. Again it is
evident that the result of a successful communication about values is both more and less
than the result of rational discourse: though we do not reach total consensus, we can
achieve the dynamic, mutual modification of our own traditions as well as finding
stimuli for their renewal.”95

All of this talk of ‘tradition’, ‘patterns’ and ‘systems’, again, reveals the plural nature of
values, but also their relation to ideas of order. And if, as was already discussed, our values
reveal where we stand in our conceptualisation of moral space, then referring to value
systems and patterns once again confirms the relationship between our values (whether
singular or common) and the recognition of the existence of values that do not correspond to
(or indeed respect) our system/pattern/order. The process of value generalisation, however,
suggests that we may hold on to our own traditions, whilst at the same time arriving at a sense
of commonality through a back and forth that can result in a generalised synthesis. Yet, what
form will this generalised synthesis take? Can we really refer to these as new values?
One hint of what such a process of value generalisation can lead to is provided when
Joas claims that a successful result of the process can be seen by looking at the UDHR. The
argument he raises is that since various drafters from different cultural and intellectual
traditions contributed to the UDHR as a final product, whilst not insisting on their particular
mode of justification as a necessary grounding of the rights that materialised from their
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discussions, the UDHR can be understood as a successful product of value generalisation. 96
But what does this mean for how we should understand the rights therein? That is, if it is the
case that the UDHR is an example of a process of value generalisation, ought we understand
this to mean that we may read the rights expressed in the Declaration as values? More
generally, would this also suggest that it is possible to read law in terms of values? And if so,
what does this mean for the application of law in the practical sense?
2. Values and Legal Order
The controversy that surrounds the above questions requires our immediate attention. That
is, before testing whether the UDHR can indeed be read as a product of a process of value
generalisation, we need to engage with the treacherous terrain of insinuating that rights, more
often defended as either moral or legal norms, can be read as values. After all, throughout
this thesis, several authors have contested that talk of values ought to be avoided in the ambit
of law. We will therefore take a short excursus here in order to address these contestations,
especially those raised by Jürgen Habermas in the previous chapter, that to read law in terms
of values would be a mistake, due to, amongst other things, how doing so may lead to
arbitrariness and inconsistency in the application of the law.
2.1 – Reading Law in Terms of Norms, Not Values
That the issue of reading international legal norms as values can lead to considerable
controversy, is largely due to the belief that doing so may have a profound effect as to how
we understand State actions in respect to conflicting normative obligations, as well as on the
development of international law. For instance, were we to conclude that values hold a form
of normative superiority over legal norms, then claims that certain norms of international law
ought to be understood as the values of the international community could open an avenue
for arguments claiming that actions taken to uphold said values, even those that may violate
legally binding obligations, ought to be viewed as legitimate, or indeed considered as possible
exceptions to a norm based on their superior normative weight.
Recall the issue of humanitarian intervention, to revisit the primary example
discussed by our interlocutors in Chapter 1. If Article 5 of the UDHR – “No one shall be
subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment[…]” 97 – is
claimed as a value of the international community, and thereby considered to be a legitimate
counterweight to a competing binding legal norm, ought a non-UN-sanctioned military
intervention to stop the cruel or inhuman treatment being conducted by a State upon its
citizens (if no other action was legally or factually possible) be considered a legitimate
exception to Article 2 (4) of the UN Charter under international law? There can be no doubt
96
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that such an intervention would be illegal at the time of writing. Plus, one could always build
a response defending Article 2 (4) of the UN Charter as one of the fundamental values of the
international legal order, and in so doing create a further dimension to this scenario of
conflicting obligations. But contemporary academic opinion, as well as the recent legal
position the UK took in respect to the Syria Air Strikes of April 2018, would suggest that
conflicts which may be couched in terms of a norm-value conflict, or indeed a value-conflict
(peace versus humanitarianism), do indeed occur, potentially blurring the coherence of
international law.98
Take this further example by Oeter:
“…[L]ook to Kosovo’s 2008 declaration of independence and its (non)recognition by
third states. From a normative perspective, there are colliding rules and principles at
stake. On the one hand, Kosovars and their supporters draw on the principle of selfdetermination, which seems to give an entitlement to a previously oppressed people to
claim (and found) their own state. On the other hand, Serbia, Russia, and a number of
EU member states that oppose any precedent of unilateral secession point to the basic
principles of sovereignty and territorial integrity, which are seen as fundamental for the
international legal order. The interplay between these divergent rules and principles is
far from clear. Self-determination constitutes a fundamental principle in international
law; not only is it referred to in Article 1 of the United Nations Charter but it also
reflects an underlying value of the modern state system. In addition, it is often claimed
to be a rule (such as in Article 1 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights). By contrast, sovereign equality and territorial integrity embody the
fundamental values of the Westphalian order and underpin the entire international legal
system. There is no built-in normative hierarchy or priority that gives absolute
precedence to one of these principles; this remains an open question. The necessary
balancing depends on the epistemic constructions underpinning one’s understanding of
the system of international law and its foundational values.”99

It is this ‘necessary balancing’ that, for some, is problematic. In fact, for Habermas, such
balancing is symptomatic of the primary reason for why we ought not to speak of law in
terms of values, and that even if we were to accept value generalisation as a societal process,
98
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its worth would lie outside the realm of law. 100 In particular, he argues that when the dust
settles on processes of value generalisation, where our values become more and more
abstract, we will see that it is law that we must cling on to in our search for collective
coordination and conflict avoidance: “Actors’ motives were at first under the control of the
concrete value orientations of kinship rules; in the end, the generalization of motives and
values goes so far that abstract obedience to law becomes the only normative condition that
actors have to meet in formally organized domains of action.” 101 Thus, for Habermas, value
generalisation traces a shift of the ‘burden of social integration’ from cultural or religious
ties, to processes of communicative action: “In this respect, value generalization is a
necessary condition for releasing the rationality potential immanent in communicative
action.”102 If, therefore, value generalisation does occur within a society, the snowballing
effect of abstraction will lead said society to the point where rational consensus through law
remains as the only legitimate means of social integration.
Whether or not value generalisation is ‘necessary’ for releasing this ‘rationality
potential’ is a discussion that will be put aside here. Rather, assuming that rational consensus
and the institutionalisation of law may well be one trajectory that the participants in a process
of value generalisation may turn to, let us consider the severity with which Habermas defends
the claim that, once we have reached this stage, law remains in the ambit of norms, and that
from that moment on, said law ought to be read and applied as legal norms, not values, due
to how values and norms differ conceptually. Four distinctions are offered in this respect for
why we ought not to read norms in terms of values, with particular attention being paid to
why the judiciary ought not to engage in value jurisprudence. 103
The first, is Habermas’ claim that whilst valid norms are deontological, and so
indiscriminately obligate all of their addressees to behave in a certain way, values are
teleological, and ought to be understood as intersubjectively shared preferences that, at best,
simply communicate positions, goals, or goods worth striving for. Secondly, Habermas
argues that norms operate within a binary coding of verification, meaning that a norm can be
100
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either valid or invalid, whilst values operate via a gradating scale, allowing their addressees
to accept their claims to a greater or lesser degree. Thirdly, when faced with a valid norm,
we face a sense of universal obligation that is applicable amongst all of us as addressees.
Values, on the other hand, can only offer claims as to what is “…good for us (or for me)
overall and in the long run.”104 And, lastly, concerning how norms and values interact within
their own relative realms, we find that valid norms cannot contradict one another when in a
coherent system, whilst, contrastingly, it is in the nature of values to “…compete for priority
from case to case; to the extent that they find intersubjective recognition within a culture or
form of life, they form flexible configurations filled with tension.” 105
Like Habermas, Carl Schmitt had also noted that valuation, in general, necessarily
involves the demotion and promotion of things, with what one considers to be of higher value
always taking precedence over the lower. To deny this, we are told, would be to ignore the
nature of valuation, and so to neglect the idea that for something to be valued, something else
must be devalued.106 Ultimately, the tyranny of values, Schmitt argued, comes to light once
we realise that “[f]rom the point of view of its logic, value must always valuate. In other
words, for the highest value, the highest price is not too high and must be paid.” 107
These conceptual distinctions between norms and values, according to Habermas,
lead to considerable differences in their application. Consider, for example, how our choices
as to how we ought to orientate our actions can be affected depending on whether one is
confronted with a norm or with a value, as distinguished by Habermas. His first assertion is
that, “[i]n the light of norms, [one] can decide what action is commanded; [whilst] within the
horizon of values, [one can only decide upon] which behavior is recommended.”108 Although
conceding that both situations confront the actor with the problem of selecting the ‘right
action’, Habermas nevertheless advances that, when we make such a selection by taking into
consideration valid norms, “…that action is ‘right’ that is equally good for all; in reference
to a typical value constellation for our culture or form of life, on the other hand, that behavior
is ‘best’ that, on the whole and in the long run, is good for us.”109 Both concepts take on
“…different roles in the logic of argumentation.”110
Habermas ultimately argues that by reading law in terms of values, legal norms lose
their binding justificatory force in the deontological sense, and are transformed into
preferences that will have to be weighed on a case by case basis – a process which, unless
based on a foundationalist hierarchy of values (deemed indefensible), results in instances of
arbitrary weighing of values, unhinged from any rational standard and left wholly to the
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discretion of those in the position to dictate the ‘weights’: judges.111 But, he argues, the
judiciary should stick to engaging with norms. Otherwise,
“[b]y assuming it should strive to realize substantive values pregiven in…law,
the…court is transformed into an authoritarian agency. For in the cases of collisions all
reasons can assume the character of policy arguments, then the fire wall erected in legal
discourse by a deontological understanding of legal norms and principles collapses.”112

Reading law in terms of values would thus expose the court to accusations of arbitrariness,
in particular in situations where norms conflict with what may be considered values:
“In the case of a collision with other legal regulations, one does not have to decide to
what extent the competing values are respectively optimized. As already shown, the
task is rather to examine prima facie applicable norms in order to find out which one is
most suitable to the case at hand, once the situational features of the case have been
described as exhaustively as possible from all normatively relevant points of view. In
the process, one must establish a plausible connection between the pertinent norm and
the norms that – without diminishment in their general validity – do not prevail, so that
the coherence of the rule system as a whole remains unaffected. The pertinent norm and
those that give way do not relate to each other like competing values, which, as
optimizing prescriptions, are ‘fulfilled’ to different degrees depending on the case.”113

For Habermas, there can be no doubt that the coherence and consistency of a legal order is
crucial, and reading norms as values would only lead to incoherence and arbitrariness. The
argument, therefore, is that once we have institutionalised legal norms, whether that be after
a process of value generalisation or not, we ought not to read them as if they are values. This
would be a conceptual mistake, for each concept corresponds to different operative
frameworks, one rational, one emotive. If, therefore, we are to entertain the possibility that
the UDHR is a legal document that represents a successful example of a process of value
generalisation, we must nevertheless refrain from reading it in terms of values. Rather, if
anything, the UDHR remains a document of human rights norms, albeit one that contains the
a priori normative content of practical discourse (Article 1 UDHR).
2.2 – Distinguishing Between Rules and Principles
Habermas’ view, however, is only one way of understanding law. Not everyone maintains
such a strict binary view of legal norms. One particularly interesting and juxtaposing theory
111
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is that of Robert Alexy, whose influential argument is that the concept of a norm is internally
separable into rules and principles. According to this argument, we can identify both rules
and principles as two distinguishable types of legal norms, the latter of which (principles)
share certain comparable features with values. Under this reading of legal norms, the issue
of balancing can therefore shed the tag of a curse to legal practice, and instead appear as an
integral part of the application of law. Hence, if the argument is that we ought not to read
legal norms as values because norms ought to be applied, not balanced, then Alexy’s theory
replies by suggesting that certain norms inherently call for balancing when in conflict with
other norms. Operationally, reading certain legal norms as values, would pose little threat to
the application of norms and legal coherency in general.
The distinction between rules and principles ought not to be thought of as one of
degree (going against a common presumption that principles are to be distinguished as the
more general norms when compared to the low level of generality of rules), but rather, as a
qualitative distinction114:
“The decisive point in distinguishing rules from principles is that principles are norms
which require that something be realized to the greatest extent possible given the legal
and factual possibilities. Principles are optimization requirements, characterized by the
fact that they can be satisfied to varying degrees…By contrast, rules are norms which
are always either fulfilled or not. If a rule validly applies, then the requirement is to do
exactly what it says, neither more nor less…Every norm is either a rule or a
principle.”115

This distinction, for Alexy, is not inconsequential, and is one that becomes all the more
evident in situations of norm collisions, where we find ourselves seeking resolutions for
competing principles and conflicting rules.116 What is argued is that when two rules conflict
– or in other words, when the application of two applicable ought-judgments would lead to
two differing and incompatible outcomes – what is required is either the invalidation of at
least one of the conflicting rules (as related to the specific case at hand) or the reading of an
exception into one of them.117 Contrastingly, when two principles compete, a resolution will
have to be sought on a case-to-case basis, with the adjudicator having to decide which
principle outweighs its counterpart.118 Unlike the resolution of conflicting rules, this type of
resolution does not lead to the invalidation of one of the competing principles. Rather, the
result will be contingent on the particular circumstances of the case; principle A may
outweigh principle B in one particular case, and yet the reverse may occur under a different
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set of circumstances.119 Such solutions to a tension caused by two competing principles are
found by “…establishing a conditional relation of precedence between the principles in the
light of the circumstances of the case.” 120
Alexy’s remarks on what he identifies as the Law of Balancing, drawn from how
the German Federal Constitutional Court (GFCC) has approached cases where certain rights
(which he considers principles) collide, then clarifies how norm conflicts can be resolved by
the judiciary. Alexy notes that the court has applied this method of balancing on numerous
occasions in order to assist the court on how to approach the action of weighing competing
principles, and that balancing is what is required by a more general principle of
proportionality. This general principle is composed of the three following sub-principles (in
the regular use of the term in this instance)121: (1) The principle of suitability – When
engaging in the act of balancing, the decision-maker must ask themselves whether the
adoption of the means being considered would obstruct the realisation of one of the principles
concerned, without promoting the competing principle. If this question is answered in the
affirmative, then resorting to such means must be abandoned in favour of arriving at an
alternative means within the limits of what is legally and factually possible. 122 (2) The
principle of necessity – Assuming that the number of competing principles is limited to two,
and the decision-maker is confronted with alternate means, both of which are suitable, in
order to promote the realisation of one principle over another, the means which offers the
least amount of detrimental interference ought to be favoured. 123 (3) The principle of
proportionality in the narrow sense, or as Alexy labels it, the Law of Balancing – This simply
provides that: “The greater the degree of non-satisfaction of, or detriment to, one principle,
the greater must be the importance of satisfying the other.” 124
This is the point where Habermasian alarm bells start ringing. Is not a theory of
principles and the Law of Balancing confusing norms, and their operative framework, with
values? Well, according to Alexy, principles and values do hold certain similarities: Values
compete and are weighed against each other in a balancing act, just like principles, and like
principles, can be realised to varying degrees. 125 Nevertheless, Alexy also argues that these
concepts differ. In fact, echoing Habermas, Alexy maintains that principles can be classed as
deontological concepts, whilst values, contrastingly, belong to the axiological realm. 126 In
other words, principles are concerned with the deontic modes of command, permission and
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prohibition, and primarily represent the concept of the ought,127 whilst values are primarily
concerned, and derive from, the basic concept of the good.128
“What under a system of values is prima facie the best, is under a system of principles
what prima facie ought to be; and what under a system of values is definitively the best,
is under a system of principles what definitively ought to be. Principles and values are
only distinguished by their respective deontological and axiological characters.” 129

However, even though it may seem as if Alexy would, overall, agree with Habermas in
separating norms from values based on this deontological/axiological distinction, Alexy
concedes that it is not at all difficult to transition “…an idea that a certain solution is best,
constitutionally speaking, to the idea that it is required by the constitution.” 130 In fact, in a
provocative turn, Alexy argues that once one accepts that this transition is perfectly plausible,
one can also see how legal reasoning may advance from a model of values, just as it can from
a model of principles; for, the only reasons as to why law should proceed from a model of
principles, rather than from a model of values, are that principles offer a lesser chance of
misconception, and equally offer a higher level of clarity as to the obligatory nature of law.131
Otherwise, he concedes, they “…have basically the same conceptual structure.” 132
2.3 – Congruence in the Habermas/Alexy Debate
Unsurprisingly, Habermas has criticised Alexy’s position, and specifically his Law of
Balancing,133 arguing that the consideration of the existence of certain norms as optimisable
legal values strips norms of their normative point of view, making them no different from
policy goals or what he classifies as value orientations. 134 The consequences of this, he
argues, are severe: For “[a]s soon as rights are transformed into goods and values in any
individual case, each must compete with the others at the same level of priority. […] Because
there are no rational standards for this, weighing takes place either arbitrarily or
unreflectively, according to customary standards and hierarchies.” 135 The Law of Balancing,
he argues, morphs judicial decisions into value judgments and in doing so, separates law from
its claim to correctness.136
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This is an objection that Alexy considers particularly important to address, for as he
asserts: “If balancing or weighing were incompatible with correctness and justification, it
would have no place in law.”137 He therefore accepts that he must be able to show that rational
standards do exist by which to engage in the process of balancing the relative weight of
principles at each stage of the balancing process. 138 To do so, he is satisfied with providing a
moderate antithesis that seeks to defend how “…one outcome can be rationally established
through the use of balancing, not in every case, but in at least some cases, and that the class
of these cases is interesting enough to justify balancing as a method.”139
To accomplish this, Alexy analyses two cases from the GFCC. The first, concerns a
case where the court balanced the freedom of occupation of tobacco producers with their duty
to provide health warnings on their tobacco products.140 As regards the first two stages of the
Law of Balancing, Alexy argues that, in this case, it is possible to witness how the court was
able to develop a three-stage scale of interference (light-moderate-serious) when looking at
how the placing of health warnings on the tobacco products affected the producers’ freedom
of occupation. The court was also able to do so when considering the weight (importance) of
the competing reasons raised for each camp – noting the very real health risks of smoking
and the relative weight that health warnings therefore carry for justifying an interference with
the freedom of occupation.141 However, Alexy rightly spots that this particular case dealt with
quantifiable costs determinable via empirical investigation, and that a similar identification
of a scale of interference and importance may not be possible for cases concerning principles
that do not produce empirically verifiable effects that can be quantified in such a
straightforward manner.
Therefore, Alexy has called upon another case from the GFCC to address this issue,
which dealt with a conflict between personality rights and the freedom of expression. 142 This
second case concerned whether certain references to an individual, made by a popular
satirical magazine, Titanic, interfered with the individual’s personality right – particularly
references to the individual as ‘geb. Mörder’ (né murderer) and ‘Krüppel’ (cripple) 143 – and
whether to award damages to the individual based on this. Alexy contends that “[i]n order to
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justify an award of damages, which is a serious interference with the constitutional right of
freedom of expression, the interference with the right of personality, which was supposed to
be compensated for by the damages, would have to be at least as serious.” 144 He then argues
that we can see that relative weight could be decided upon via the application of rational
standards by how the court came to two different conclusions as regards the two different
references.
As concerned the magazine’s reference to the individual as ‘geb. Mörder’, the court
considered how others in the context of the publication were given names in similarly
humorous ways and so considered the interference not to be a serious or unlawful breach of
the individual’s personality rights. 145 This, however, did not apply to the description of the
individual as a ‘Krüppel’, which the court identified as a serious breach due to the humiliation
associated with that specific term in modern times. 146 According to Alexy:
“The Titanic Case is thus not only an example of the fact that scales which can
intelligently be put into relationship with each other are possible even in the case of
immaterial goods such as personality and free speech, but it is also an example of the
power inherent in constitutional rights as principles to set limits by way of the process
of balancing…”.147

Yes, Alexy concedes, each judgment made assumptions about certain standards (e.g. what
threatens freedom of expression, or what it means to be humiliated), but they did so by
providing reasons and arguments for the conclusions reached in a non-arbitrary way, showing
that balancing does not necessarily lead to the permission of any outcome because it lacks
any rational standards.148 In judgments concerning issues of proportionality, or indeed
disproportionality, the adjudicator must engage in argumentation and the provision of reasons
in order to evaluate the intensity of an interference with one norm or another: “Judgments
about proportionality raise, as do all judgments, a claim to correctness, and this claim is
backed by judgments about degrees of intensity as reasons. This suffices for the argument
that balancing does not remove one from the realm of justification and correctness.” 149
Furthermore, as Steven Greer notes, it is not obvious that a formalistic prioritisation
of rule application and adherence to a technical application of the law will guarantee the
absence of arbitrary considerations in decision-making,150 and even Habermas seems to
subscribe to the idea that, under certain circumstances, the judiciary may apply norms whilst
144
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engaging in some form of balancing. 151 That is, although Habermas seems resolute when it
comes to arguing against the practice of constitutional courts weighing norms via a law of
balancing and engaging in value jurisprudence, he does not deny that value orientations and
considerations make their way into legal norms and reasoning. Take the following passage:
“…[L]egal norms usually do not display the high degree of abstraction found in moral
norms. In general, they do not say what is equally good for all human beings; they
regulate the life context of the citizens of a concrete legal community. This does not
just involve the regulation of typically recurrent action conflicts from the standpoint of
justice. The need for regulation is not found exclusively in problem situations that call
for a moral use of practical reason. The medium of law is also brought to bear in
problem situations that require the cooperative pursuit of collective goals and the
safeguarding of collective goods. Hence discourse of justification and application also
have to be open to a pragmatic and an ethical-political use of practical reason. As soon
as rational collective will formation aims at concrete legal programs, it must cross the
boundaries of justice discourse and include problems of value (that depend on the
clarification of collective identity) and the balancing of interests.”152

What is admitted here is that the complexities of real life social interactions and the factors
that these raise for a legal order must allow for the legal order to function upon a form of
normative validity that is not held up to the same abstract standards to which moral norms
must be subjected.153 That is, whilst valid moral norms can be confirmed as ‘right’ via
practical discourse in the moral sense, valid legal norms are legitimate as far as they also
incorporate the self-understanding of the legal community they address, including the values
such a community subscribes to.154 Now, when it comes to the application of norms,
Habermas has described the judiciary, unlike the legislator, as prohibited from engaging in
the three senses of practical reasons we mentioned in the previous chapter (the pragmatic, the
ethical and the moral), but concedes that it is nevertheless able to draw from the “…package
of reasons that legitimated legislative decisions so that it might mobilize them for a coherent
ruling on the individual case in agreement with existing principles of law…[.]” 155 Therefore,
whilst the court may not act in the capacity of a legislator, expanding the norms that it is
mandated to apply, it is implied that the value orientations that the legislator must take into
consideration must surely be included within this package of reasons that the adjudicative
body is able to draw from. 156 Even Habermas, therefore, makes some room for the
consideration of the potential complementariness of the right and the good when concerned
with the application of law, which is precisely what Joas sought to highlight in relation to his
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action theory.
Joas argues that, in deciding how to act, we will find that attributing priority to either
the right or the good will offer us no certainty; that is, due to the innumerable consequences
related to our actions, attributing priority to either will not guarantee that our actions will
help us achieve our aims.157 This concession, however, does not mean that we should simply
sacrifice ourselves to arbitrariness, since, as Joas argues:
“From the pragmatists’ understanding of action, and from the structure of their ethics
as an ethic based on the perspective of the actor, it follows that, in the action situation
itself, the restrictive point of view of the right must inevitably arise, but can arise only
as one point of view alongside the orientations of the good.”158

Joas in no way contests the universalisability of the right. His only contestation is towards
giving irrespective priority to the right when we are engaged with questions as to how we
should act. Rather, when concerned with our actions, the good and the right ought to be
understood as complementary. Transferred to the realm of adjudication, this translates to the
need to take into consideration the complementary nature between legal norms and the value
system within which said norms operate. To read a legal document such as the UDHR as a
document of values is, therefore, not necessarily tantamount to ceding to the acceptance of
arbitrariness as to how each normative statement contained in that document ought to be
applied. Rather, as Alexy’s theory provides, certain normative propositions can, and perhaps
ought to, be read as optimisation requirements. Whether they are or not is a different
question.159
3. Value Generalisation at the UN General Assembly?
Having arrived back from our excursus, let us now return to the issue of whether the UDHR
really does present us with a successful product of a process of value generalisation, and
whether we can therefore understand its articles to culminate in values, and not just norms.
Remember, Joas claimed that “[t]he diversity of its authors, and contributors’
conscious decision not to insist on their specific version of a justification, make it particularly
clear that this document…[the UDHR]…was a result of value generalisation.” 160 Yet,
surprisingly, Joas does not investigate whether (1) the drafting of the UDHR can be
considered a communication about values, or (2) whether the UDHR represents a document
that evidences, as expressed earlier, a ‘dynamic, mutual modification’ of the traditions of
those involved in its drafting, let alone ‘stimuli’ for the renewal of said traditions. This,
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however, is crucial if we are going to differentiate value generalisation, as a process, from,
for example, rational argumentation. Hence, in seeking an answer as to whether the UDHR
can be considered a result of a process of value generalisation, an investigation in respect to
both of these aspects is due.
3.1 – Difficulties in Identifying a Communication about Values
It is important to recall once more the context in which the UDHR was born. Unlike the
context for which Parsons’ theory of value generalisation was produced, the UDHR was not
born as a response to a strain of differentiation between the values held by members of a
society and its overarching value-pattern; not, at least, in a way that is directly comparable to
Parsons’ vision. Yet, we may be reminded of Hedley Bull’s influential definition of
international society, where he argued that:
“A society of states (or international society) exists when a group of states, conscious
of certain common interests and common values, form a society in the sense that they
conceive themselves to be bound by a common set of rules in their relations with one
another, and share in the working of common institutions.”161

The addressees of the UDHR (all of humankind) most certainly were not part of international
society in the three-year period in which the UDHR was drafted. But we could certainly speak
of their being an international society in existence, however exclusionary. We could also
interpret the move towards the recognition of a right of self-determination of peoples, and
hence towards ending colonialism, as representing a certain sense of strain upon a society
whose commonality was often defended by their belonging to a club of ‘civilised nations’.
This same international community was undoubtedly questioning its orientation
after the events of the Second World War. Henri Laugier, Assistant Secretary-General in
charge of the Social Affairs of the UN at the time, referred to this when he addressed the
Nuclear Commission on Human Rights, proclaiming that
“...[I]t is a new thing and it is a great thing in the history of humanity that the
international community organized after a war which destroyed material wealth and
spiritual wealth accumulated by human effort during centuries has constituted an
international mechanism to defend the human rights in the world.”162

Hence, whilst Joas is right to point out that the circumstances leading up to the UDHR are
different from that of a society struggling with internal differentiation, the collection of States
that coalesced to draft the UDHR was more than a spontaneous coming together of different
161
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value orientations. Instead, it is worth remembering that the drafting of the UDHR came
about, in conjunction with many other mechanisms, as a response; a response crafted amidst
the wreckages of a brutal war, the knowledge of international society’s colonial past (and
present) and alongside the arrival of new member States whose voices wished to be heard.
Nevertheless, picking up from where we left off in Chapter 3, let us return to an examination
of the meeting records of the UDHR in order to establish whether, bearing the above in mind,
the drafters engaged in a communication about values.
It is interesting to note that reference to values (in the ethical sense) is discernible
but a handful of times throughout the drafting of the UDHR. For instance, in respect to the
philosophy of an international bill of rights, Chang spoke of how the Commission on Human
Rights ought to pay attention to the “…emphasis placed on human values by the 16 th century
thinkers.”163 Others spoke of the values their governments rated most highly, and the rights
which would flow from them,164 or indeed that ought to be protected by law. 165 Cassin,
pondering on the drafting of Article 1, “…thought it essential, before defining concrete rights
such as the right to life, etc. to define, in a form to be considered, values which were higher
than life itself.”166 Charles Malik, perhaps unsurprisingly, contributed to this sentiment by
adding that “…[t]he various contributions in the field of human rights made by the diverse
cultures in the world must be taken into account, and the crucial part of the Commission’s
task would be the determination of the hierarchy of values.” 167 Pérez Cisneros (Cuba) spoke
of a scale of values,168 whilst Saint-Lot (Haiti) sought to remind the delegates that “[a] little
over eight years ago, the forces of evil had been let loose to compass the destruction of the
spiritual and moral values which represented for the majority of mankind the sole reason for
living.”169 Lastly, Augenthaler (Czechoslovakia) once claimed that “Articles 23 to 27 were
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among the most modern articles; they dealt with work, the greatest of human values.” 170 Yet,
beside these blatant references, no evident conversation is truly discernible where two parties
or more went back and forth with the explicit proclamation that what was under consideration
was a matter of values.
However, that is not to say that further indications of value talk are not identifiable.
For example, there are plenty of references to standards or ideals, which we have seen being
used to refer to values, throughout the drafting. Malik, for instance, commented on how the
Declaration ought to include a statement that communicated the necessity “…to define the
standard of an ideal society in which the individual could develop and in which his rights
could be guaranteed.”171 Baroody (Saudi Arabia), too, referred to the conceptualisation of
human rights as standards when discussing the content of what is now Article 16, and “…
[that it] was not for the Committee to proclaim the superiority of one civilization over all
others or to establish uniform standards for all the countries in the world.”172 Note, too, how
Te Water (Union of South Africa) provided evidence of the caution some States wished to
take in respect to statements regarding universal standards, when stating that “…there could
not be, neither was there, any universal standard among the peoples of the world in their
different concepts of human dignity, which were, surely, determined by the differences in
religious and social systems, usages and customs.” 173
As for references to ‘ideals’, one could point to the UK government’s referral to the
Draft Declaration as “…a statement of ideals, a goal towards which mankind should strive,
and in no way a document creating binding legal provisions…”. 174 Perhaps most strikingly,
Azkoul (Lebanon) once went as far as to claim that “…it was not enough for men to have a
belief in economic, social and political rights; they had also to have the intelligence and the
will to pursue the ultimate good.”175 Yet, Pavlov (USSR) noted how “…it was impossible for
the Commission to agree upon a concrete definition of the word ‘good’ in that particular
context. The ideal social order, to some of its members, meant socialism; the views of the
others were widely divergent. A discussion of the ideal social order could not bring any
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positive results.”176 Chang would later lend comments which supported this sentiment when
discussing the deletion of the words ‘by nature’ from Article 1. Well aware of cultural
differentiation when it came to ideals, and explaining that China placed particular weight on
certain ethical principles such as ‘good manners’ and ‘decorum’, Chang nevertheless
proclaimed that he would refrain from pushing for the explicit recognition of such ethical
principles in the Declaration, expressing the hope that others would show a similar level of
restraint: “He hoped that his colleagues would show equal consideration and withdraw some
of the amendments to article 1 which raised metaphysical problems. For Western civilization,
too, the time for religious intolerance was over.”177
Not all viewed cultural differentiation as being insurmountable when it came to
ideals. Menon (India), for example, stated that “…although different countries had different
beliefs and political systems, they shared the same ideals of social justice and freedom.”178
Carrera Andrade (Ecuador) saw the Declaration as a document where “…58 nations had
expressed their common ideal and their identity of thoughts regarding fundamental human
rights.”179 For Abdul Rahman Kayaly (Syria) “[t]he declaration dealt for the most part with
abstract principles and ideals the application of which had been left to future instruments of
implementation. That was why the articles were short and precise.” 180
But even though it is possible to identify recognisable uses of value terminology by
the drafters in various forms, that does not necessarily mean that they engaged in a
communication about values as framed in Section 1. Let alone do these instances provide
evidence of a process of value generalisation. The type of communication about values we
are concerned with has been argued as a back and forth where the participants exchange
normative propositions, and then defend their validity via the provision of narratives. We are
therefore interested in whether exchanges of this kind are identifiable in the meeting
records.181
Yet, whilst the narrative of the drafting of the UDHR is often spoken of in terms of
such a back and forth between the delegates present, one struggles to find a level of
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communication between delegates that resembles a free communication about values.
Several factors are likely to have played a role in this. No doubt the fact that many of the
contributors had to communicate in languages which were not their own (regardless of
pragmatic convenience) was felt by some.182 So, too, would a communication about values
sound irrelevant to those who saw themselves as being there to do one thing: draft an
international bill of rights. What becomes most evident in the meeting records is that the level
of argumentation between the drafters operated at a far more superficial level than one would
expect from a communication about values. For instance, it is difficult to find defences of
articulations of experiences through the recounting of narratives. Mentions of cultural
particularities, as well as what rights and standards are respected and legally codified do
appear. But the validity of such are rarely defended through the provision of narratives, with
statements like these ultimately seeming to serve as inflammatory rhetoric or, potentially,
political moves.183
3.2 – Synthesis or Polemical Resignation?
Again, mention needs to be made of the climate of the discussions and the “…‘cold war’
which was being conducted in the Third Committee.” 184 Indeed, it is difficult to ignore the
obvious political and rhetorical battle that was being waged between the UK and the US in
confrontation with the USSR and its allies, amongst others, throughout the Third Committee
meetings of the General Assembly, where each article of the draft Declaration was being
discussed. Because of this, it is difficult to claim that the drafting of the UDHR was an
amicable process of value generalisation. Take for example the lack of love lost in Pavlov’s
reply to certain accusations made in respect of the USSR by Mayhew (UK) when stating that
“[h]is words bore an amazing similarity to the attacks against the USSR Constitution
published by a German newspaper in 1936, under the signature of Goebbels. It was indeed
strange to hear the words of a Nazi from the lips of a British Socialist.” 185
It is in this politically charged context that we should consider the fragility of a goal
of plausibility. After all, the aim of the drafting of the UDHR during the first meetings of the
Nuclear Commission of Human Rights did not point to a goal of plausibility, but rather one
of ‘acceptance’.186 The primary aim of the drafters was to draft an international bill of human
182
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rights, and one of the first original plans discussed for doing so was to gather human rights
documents from around the world, determining from these the most important information
to compile, and arrive at a document that all could accept.187 In this respect, many States
began referring to their own constitutions and the fundamental rights enumerated therein.
Pezet (France) once explained how France had adopted a new Constitution for the French
Fourth Republic in 1946 that not only updated and modernised the Declaration of the Rights
of Man and of the Citizen of 1789, but could also boast being adopted by an assembly
composed of both French Citizens and citizens of the French Union, and hence previous
colonies.188 Several representatives were of the opinion that the Constitutions of the world,
and the rights proclaimed therein, ought to be consulted in order to build a picture of the
rights enjoyed by the world at large, 189 and many spoke as if they would be satisfied if the
final wording of an article matched that of their own constitutions. 190 But whilst these would
be provided, John Humphrey, who composed the first draft of the Universal Declaration
(known as the Secretariat Outline), has openly admitted that he did not consult all of these
documents whilst composing the draft that would lay the solid foundation from which the
UDHR was built.191
However, that many saw the need to arrive at a synthesis is evidenced through
various statements proclaiming such. More than one delegate spoke of the need to seek a
‘compromise’ between different views, 192 and to arrive at a ‘common denominator’193 under
which fundamentally different ideologies could live simultaneously. 194 Take, for instance,
the discussion surrounding the drafting of Article 2, which now reads: “Everyone is entitled
to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind
such as race, colour, sex, language religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, property, birth or other status”. 195 The USSR had proposed an amendment to include
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the term ‘class’196 in the article amongst the other variables by which individuals could be
discriminated against. Pavlov argued that the amendment “…aimed at the abolition of
differences based on social conditions, as well as the privileges enjoyed by certain groups in
the economic and legal fields.”197 The UK even commented on how, in seeking a classless
society, it would like to see a reference to class in the Declaration “…in the sense of inherited
privileges for the sons of noblemen, capitalists, party leaders and so on.” 198 Habib (India)
commented on how he would prefer to see the word ‘caste’ in the article, 199 whilst Jiménez
de Aréchaga (Uruguay) suggested ‘status’ as a well-known alternative.200 What transpired
did resemble a short back and forth which ended with several States accepting that the reason
terminology mattered was due to the cultural and political ideologies attached to these terms,
and that a concept which was broad enough to encapsulate all of them would be the way
forward. 201 But, although promising, that which occurs in the background of such
interactions makes instances like these questionable examples of value generalisation.
Consider the then Union of South Africa’s assertion that it was in favour of this
same Article 2.202 It cannot go unnoticed that during the discussion on the issue of equality
in respect to Article 1, which occurred just over a week before the vote on Article 2, the
representative for the Union of South Africa stated that “[m]en and women had and always
would have different rights.”203 On the same day as the vote of Article 2, that same
representative had also sought to sweep discussions as to the Union’s treatment of Indians in
the Union of South Africa as irrelevant to the work of the drafting of the UDHR. 204 Evidently,
both of these statements seem to suggest something quite troubling for the claim that the
drafting of the Declaration was a product of value generalisation. For, surely, the values of
the Union of South Africa, if they were to be deduced from the comments of their
representative at the time, were either directly opposed to Article 2, or the representative saw
Article 2 as a big enough abstraction which did not directly speak of a commitment towards
equality of the rights contained in the Declaration without distinction as to race or sex; which
by the literal wording of Article 2, is clearly not the case. If the former, however, it would be
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difficult to suggest that Article 2 was arrived at through a successful process of value
generalisation. For, whilst it may be possible for the process of value generalisation to birth
a product that houses conflicting value subscriptions under a more abstract value pattern, it
seems absurd to suggest that it can also house values that conflict with the abstract value
pattern itself.
Perhaps, more support for the claim that UDHR was a successful product of value
generalisation could be garnered from what Member States chose not to mention (e.g.
reference to a deity or the death penalty),205 but even in these instances, it is difficult to see a
back and forth in terms of a communication about values. Rather, the exchange of statements
during the drafting represents more of a polemical interaction of what States found either
acceptable or unacceptable, with a majority vote applied at the end in order to decide what
phrasing of the article was to be kept and what amendments would be rejected despite the
plausibility of certain value commitments.
One of the most evident instances to demonstrate this was during the drafting of
Article 16 of the UDHR (then Article 14), concerning equal rights to marriage.
Differentiation and controversy began almost immediately, with Baroody questioning what
‘full’, in respect to ‘Men and Women of full age’ would mean, considering the different laws
existing in different countries (and internally within countries) that may refer to different
ages. Baroody was concerned that “‘Full age’ might also cover aged and decrepit couples
whose marriage might not be desirable.”206 In response, Cassin mentioned that the
Commission had intended ‘full age’ to mean “…the age at which persons were capable of
procreation. States were competent to decide that age according to local conditions.” 207 And
yet, it seems Cassin was oblivious to the irony of him then deeming the idea of arranged
marriages, customary in other nations, as being unacceptable, thereby denouncing such ‘local
conditions’.208 He would further go on to employ questionable terminology when discussing
divorce as a right, and stating that “[t]he United Nations could express an ideal standard; but
it should leave it to the countries themselves to progress at their own rates of evolution.”209
A pick and mix attitude was therefore employed by Cassin as to what ought and ought not to
be left to the discretion of the member States, and as to what local customs or traditions were
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to be considered worthy of respect, or not. Hence, that there were differences in respect to
the standard that this right sought to communicate was abundantly clear. 210
One particularly interesting contribution by the USSR’s representative captured, at
least according to the present author, the sentiment of the discussions in this respect:
“Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed out that the Preamble to
the Charter expressly declared the equality of the rights of men and women. To achieve
that equality was one of the main aims of the United Nations. The USSR de1egation
had always advocated the fullest and most consistent equality between men and women.
It was essential to declare that equality with reference to entering into marriage because
even then it did not exist in certain countries. In Japan, for example, girls who had not
even reached puberty were still virtually sold into marriage. Equality should also be
guaranteed during marriage and when the family was founded. It should apply to both
property rights and to the bringing up of the children. In USSR law, all property
acquired before marriage was held separately, but everything acquired subsequently
was held in common. The principle was fully in accordance with the Charter. Divorce
was often a tragedy for women. The husband might take the entire property with him;
that was legal in some countries. The law should defend the economically weaker
partner – the woman. Equality of rights should, therefore, be upheld at the time of
divorce even more than on entering into marriage and during marriage. Even in certain
parts of some advanced countries a woman was still a chattel. That was unjust.”211

This contribution is interesting on several levels. Firstly, it is interesting as an example of a
State’s contribution to a possible communication about values during the drafting process.
After proclaiming the overall purpose of the UN, the delegate here communicated his
country’s consistent behaviour in the promotion of equality between men and women. The
pursuit of the equality of rights in respect to marriage was then defended in narrative form,
with the disproportionate consequences women would often face recounted as grounds for
the upholding of such a position. The claim that the law of other countries still permitted all
of the property to go with the husband after a divorce was then criticised with what can be
read as a devaluation of those whose behaviour seems to suggest a lack of commitment to
the same value. Pavlov then provides us with an example of an outright refusal to accept what
is ‘unjust’ according to a State, in the name of cultural differentiation.
To declare such a strong stand during the discussions seemed crucial for the
delegates precisely because this Declaration was seen to carry the potential of affecting the
way in which the world viewed how life ought to be lived. Hence, the Netherlands
representative found it ‘deplorable’ that the article that spoke of equality in marriage would
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even mention the idea of divorce, since, as he saw it, “…it was a disrupting factor in society
and to mention unnecessarily and explicitly in the declaration of human rights the principle
of the equal rights of both spouses as to divorce would imply, at least to ordinary men all
over the world, that the United Nations approved divorce on the same footing as marriage.” 212
See, too, how Bernardino (Dominican Republic) reminded the General Assembly that
“[t]here were countries which had not yet granted women absolute equality from the legal
point of view. The ultimate goal of article 14 should therefore be to influence governments
to revise their legislation, if necessary, in order to abolish any disability affecting women in
connection with marriage.”213 Bernardino’s claim regarding cultural differentiation in respect
to equality of rights was substantiated almost immediately, when shortly after the Saudi
Arabian representative argued that “[c]ertain rights were identical for both men and women,
whereas others were different, either for reasons of a biological nature or because they
referred to activities and responsibilities which were necessarily not the same for men and
women.”214 The Saudi representative then explained his countries marital traditions. The
records show that the representative:
“…[W]ished, in that connexion, to emphasize the fact that apparently the authors of the
draft declaration had, for the most part, taken into consideration only the standards
recognized by western civilization and had ignored more ancient civilizations which
were past the experimental stage, and the institutions of which, for example, marriage,
had proved their wisdom down through the centuries. It was not for the Committee to
proclaim the superiority of one civilization over all others or to establish uniform
standards for all the countries in the world. His delegation would therefore abide by the
second part of its amendment, as it considered that the matrimonial traditions of every
country should be respected to the same degree.” 215

In all, it is clear that the States involved in the discussions of Article 14 were not all in
accordance as concerns the equality of the sexes.216 But so, too, can one find evidence that a
State’s position against the equality of the sexes opened them to insinuations that they
subscribed to uncivilised values.217 The final article was nevertheless accepted by 37 votes
to 3, with 3 abstentions. In the end, “… the delegation of Saudi Arabia had not cast its vote
in favour of article 14 as a whole because it could not agree, for reasons already stated, to
any provisions of that article which might possibly conflict with Islamic law[.]” 218 The
product of the drafting of Article 14, at least, is therefore clearly not a synthesis of value
commitments.
212
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These two examples do not mean that a synthesis was not possible in respect to the
articles of the UDHR. We saw earlier an example where values in respect to ‘class’ were in
a certain sense reconciled and ultimately covered by the more general term ‘other status’.
But it does mean that to declare the UDHR as a whole a successful product of value
generalisation in the form depicted by Joas, is somewhat of an oversimplification. Each
example here showed how at least one member of the discussion could be accused of either
outright lying, presumably for political reasons, or read as disagreeing with the claim that the
final formulation of a right reflected any form of mutual modification.
Still, Joas’ theory nevertheless provides us with a solid framework from which to
explore whether legal documents have come about as a process of value generalisation at all,
and could be used to analyse different international legal documents or norms that have been
defended as products or reflections of reconciled value positions. Furthermore, although
having shown that the claim that the UDHR, as a whole, is a successful product of value
generalisation tumbles upon scrutiny, understanding the emergence of the UDHR through
the lens of value generalisation nevertheless remains fruitful for the international lawyer
seeking to navigate claims as to the universality of certain norms of international law.
Remember, Habermas had argued that as a result of a process of value
generalisation, societies will find that they must latch on to law and communicative action in
the search for social integration and collective coordination. Habermas’ binary view of norms
then maintained that we ought not to read norms in terms of values, otherwise every norm
could be weighed against another in an arbitrary fashion. But by turning to Alexy’s principles
theory we have already challenged this idea, exploring the possibility that within norms, one
can distinguish between rules and principles. The products of value generalisation (or so it
is argued here) can be either: rules or principles. And it is for this reason that certain norms
may resemble values or call for balancing when norm conflicts arise.
However, what a process of value generalisation cannot instantly produce, due to
the very conceptualisation of values, is new values. That is, whilst the process of value
generalisation has projected what may be understood as a dialectical method up to this point
(thesis – antithesis – synthesis),219 and although it is recognised that such a process would
aim to “…go beyond both thesis and anti-thesis by recognising the relative value of both, i.e.,
by trying to preserve the merits and to avoid the limitations of both[…]” 220, we have to
remember that values are more than cognitive validity claims, they require a deep sense of
commitment and a linking to the identity of the value subscriber. A moment of synthesis is
unlikely to produce something comparable. We cannot willingly subscribe to value
commitments in a similar way to how we agree to contractual terms. Hence, even if we do
arrive at a synthesis of competing value orientations through a process of value
generalisation, the final product is unlikely to be new values, but rather some form of a
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normative proposition abstract enough for us to recognise our own values within it, and which
provides space for the plausibility of the value commitment of other participants, too. A
synthesis which acts as more of a proposition than a concrete end point. It is with this in mind
that it is suggested we approach the UDHR, as insinuated by Chang during its drafting, as
more of a step than a finished product. Specifically, as a step in an ongoing process.
4. Norms, Values and the Regulative Ideal of International Law
Up to this point, our analysis of the drafting of the UDHR confirmed that its emergence ought
not be romanticised as a definitive list of what all of humanity believes to be normatively
binding upon their actions and lives in general, whether that be in terms of the right or the
good. Rather, our engagement with several extracts from the preparatory works of the
Declaration has evidenced that, read as a discursive process between representatives of States
gathered to achieve the drafting of a non-binding resolution, the UDHR cannot be severed
from the contingencies that limit it from being a document of either morally objective norms
or synthesised values. To arrive at the conclusion that we should see the UDHR as a step in
an ongoing process may then have struck a disappointing blow for those who may have hoped
that the Declaration could be defended as a document of universal norms or values. Yet,
despite this, and as already defended in the previous chapter, Article 1 of the UDHR does
embody the practical imperative of the universal.221 And as will be argued below, it is
precisely because of the embodiment of the universal within this document that the rights
contained therein must be considered as but one link in a recurrent cycle of the specification
of the universal. Specifically, the argument that the present chapter will end with is that the
universal, as embodied in Article 1 UDHR, operates as a regulative ideal; an argument that
has already surfaced several times throughout this thesis in nascent form, and that one will
remember from the work of Koskenniemi. Yet, now, having clarified why the UDHR cannot
easily pass as either an end result of rational consensus or value generalisation, we are ready
to tackle this argument head on. The claim here is the following: Even though we may not be
able to defend international human rights as either universal norms or values, this does not
mean that the pursuit of such ought to be discarded. To explain this, however, we must return
once more to the work of Immanuel Kant.
4.1 – On ‘Regulative Ideals’
In his Critique of Pure Reason, Kant argued that cognition (our capacity to acquire
knowledge) arises from the interplay of sensibility, which is our ability to receive information
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that is presented to us through the senses, and understanding,222 “…our ability to produce
presentations ourselves…”223.
As to how this works, take Hannah Arendt’s great example: “If I say: ‘this table’, it
is as though the intuition says ‘this’ and the understanding adds: ‘table’.”224 Thus, when
communicating, our sensibility and understanding come together as a result of our
imagination to express the joint statement ‘this table’. 225 The element that our imagination
provides us with, and that holds sensibility and understanding together, Kant refers to as
schema226, which lie somewhere between an image (sensibility), and a concept
(understanding). Yet, they cannot be conflated with either. Once more, Arendt provides a
useful explanation of how schema operate. By recalling the earlier example of the phrase
‘this table’, Arendt explains that if two of us were to individually draw a table, the images
that we would fashion would have to be of two particular tables. Nevertheless, artistic
incompetence aside, when asked to describe what the other drew, we would both likely agree
that the other also drew a table. The point here is that it is the schema of ‘table’ that we, as
the participants in such a scenario, would employ when setting out to draw the image. And
yet, neither of us would be able to draw the universal schema of ‘table’ without inadvertently
providing a particular example of one. Still, that schema remains valid for all particular
‘tables’. For, without schema “…we would be surrounded by a manifold of objects of which
we could say only ‘this’ and ‘this’ and ‘this’. Not only would no knowledge be possible, but
communication – ‘bring me a table’ (no matter which) – would be impossible.”227
Kant makes an important distinction between our capacity to understand and our
capacity to reason.228 He argues that whilst our capacity to understand refers to our ability to
deal with what is given to us by nature, and is consistent with its rules, it cannot tell us
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whether possibilities outside that which we experience are necessarily possible. 229 In fact, not
only is this capacity necessarily linked with experience, but our understanding “… together
with its pure concepts or categories – is constitutive of the possibility of experience.” 230 Our
reason, on the other hand, is not only employed in order to think about what is possible
outside the boundaries of experience, and therefore beyond our understanding, but seeks to
gather the experiences we gain and unify them under a whole. 231
“The understanding may be considered a power of providing unity of appearances by
means of rules; reason is then the power of providing unity of the rules of understanding
under principles. Hence reason initially never deals with experience or any object, but
deals with the understanding in order to provide the understanding’s manifold
cognitions with a priori unity through concepts. This unity may be called the unity of
reason, and is quite different in kind from what unity the understanding can achieve.”232

Reason, therefore, has a regulative use, in the sense that it regulates the rules provided by our
understanding under a whole (systematic unity). 233 This systematic unity is what Kant would
consider a regulative ideal, because, no matter how practical, we cannot be certain that reason
has managed to capture the whole in a verifiable sense; we thus remain open to endless
delusions regarding what lies behind the possibilities of experience.
Universality, like the systemic unity which reason conjures (and equally as
indeterminable), is practically defensible as a regulative ideal. Again, this is by no means a
novel claim. We already encountered the workings of this claim in our analysis of Laclau in
Chapter 2.234 It is a claim that has also been defended by Butler, for instance, who argued
that “[t]o claim that the universal has not yet been articulated is to insist that the ‘not yet’ is
proper to an understanding of the universal itself: that which remains ‘unrealized’ by the
universal constitutes it essentially.”235 Benhabib’s move towards an interactive universalism
is even more explicit in her defence of this claim: “In this sense, ‘universality’ is a regulative
ideal that does not deny our embodied and embedded identity, but aims at developing moral
attitudes and encouraging political transformations that can yield a point of view acceptable
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to all.”236 It is by linking this claim to public international law that a positive answer to our
main research question appears on the horizon.
4.2 – A Touchstone for Human Rights
Again, Article 1 of the UDHR – “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and
rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in
a spirit of brotherhood […]”237 – embodies the inescapable presupposition we must all accept
on pain of performative contradiction; a universal imperative. It is by no means the first
instance of this embodiment in law. The 1789 French Declaration of the Rights of Man and
of the Citizen famously communicated this in its first Article, 238 the fundamental influence
of which François Jullien argued should not be ignored, when claiming “[t]hat such a
Declaration might so constantly be re-written shows sufficiently well that the universality to
which it makes a claim is not a given, but should be seen as a regulating idea, in the Kantian
sense: an idea that is never satisfied and which guides the research indefinitely, one which is
set to work.”239
Throughout our analysis of the UDHR, we have seen how the idea that the
Declaration as a whole was to represent an ideal was certainly not lost on its drafters. Hence,
we see proclamations that the Declaration was “…designed to set a goal for mankind.” 240 But
it needs to be stressed that it is only the universal claim of Article 1 of the UDHR that is ‘set
to work’ as a regulative ideal, not the whole document. 241 Hence, a distinction needs to be
maintained between Article 1 and the rest of the articles of the UDHR. But this is not a
distinction between a set of norms and their grounding principle. Rather, by claiming that
Article 1 operates as the regulative ideal of the UDHR and, as we will later unpack, public
international law in general, what is being argued is that, whilst not grounding every human
rights norm, Article 1 UDHR, embodying what all must necessarily presuppose in their
pursuit of the specification of human rights, operates as that point of reference which all of
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humanity can turn and refer to when questioning those norms that claim universality in
accordance with its regulative framework.
We are reminded, here, of both Jullien’s and Laclau’s alternative operability of the
concept of the universal.242 For, again, we are presented with that ‘signifying void’ and
realisation that every practical defence of the identification of either universal norms or
values will be revealed as contingent. But one could also add that it is due to the normative
content implicit in the ‘fact of reason’ of Article 1, that we are obligated to test the validity
of those rights which are claimed as necessary for guaranteeing the eventual achievement of
what, for now, remains a counterfactual claim: that we are born free and equal. Whilst Article
1 of the UDHR may therefore be defended as a universal norm, human rights, in all their
contingent diversity, cannot. Rather, as we have witnessed, the specification of the rights we
ought to bestow upon ourselves are best understood as products of a common. Consequently,
it is not at all difficult, nor strange, to hear claims made by individuals who feel that these
norms exclude them in some way or another, or indeed ought to be interpreted in different
ways.
Is the argument, therefore, that Article 1, as a regulative ideal, ought to be
understood as a universal value? No. For, once more, values are ‘articulations of experience’,
and as we have consistently stressed, a defence of the universal must in some way be
associated with the a priori. Neither can we claim that universal values may ‘emerge’ through
the pursuit of the universal or via a consistent ‘contestation’ of false universalist claims. 243
However, by turning to the language of values, and specifically the process of value
generalisation, we may be able to provide an avenue for the contestation of false
universalisms without unwittingly succumbing to the imperialist critique.
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5
The Pursuit of Universality
Let us take stock of what has been uncovered so far. The thesis began by addressing the
conceptual confusion within the persistent doctrinal debate surrounding the universality of
international law. The subsequent chapter then explored both the logical and practical sense
of the universal, identifying its strict philosophical sense and acknowledging that if seeking
a defence of the universality of certain norms of international law, such as international
human rights norms, one still has to account for the strict a priori sense of universality.
However, it was suggested to move away from the idea that there are a set of a priori norms
or values that may be discerned from our individual use of reason and that would justify the
imposition of a worldwide legal order. Instead, the thesis proceeded to build upon a dialogical
reformulation of the categorical imperative and defence of that moral content that we must
all necessarily presuppose as discursive agents. The attention then shifted from universality
to universalisability, and proceeded to engage two propositions for reaching social stability
in a heterogeneous society: One that dealt with the possibility of universalisable norms and
suggested a pursuit of the constitutionalisation of norms grounded in rational consensus. The
other, engaged with the possibility of universalisable values, as supported by a reformulation
of the theory of value generalisation, which advocates for the possibility of reaching synthesis
between competing value claims. Through the lens of public international law, the first
promoted a move towards an all-inclusive, constitutional, order of legal norms. The second,
the possibility of a more inclusive international legal order of norms and values. But as has
been highlighted, whilst both may be read as pursuing an end state of either rational
consensus or harmonious synthesis, both can also be interpreted as arguments supporting an
alternative avenue through which the relationship between public international law and the
universal can be understood; one where the universal can be appreciated as the regulative
ideal of the international legal order itself.
This final chapter will build from what has been uncovered throughout our overall
enquiry to provide an answer to this thesis’ primary research question. To do so, the chapter
will begin by re-engaging the arguments made by the four interlocutors in Chapter 1, and by
pointing out how such arguments do not provide entirely convincing answers to the doctrinal
debate over the universality of international law. Subsequently, the chapter will then highlight
an alternative contribution to the debate by first unpacking the immanence of the concept of
the universal in public international law, before recalling the universality of Article 1 UDHR
and its place as the regulative ideal not only of human rights, but of the international legal
order itself.
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1. Returning to the Doctrinal Debate
1.1 – Reassessing Utopia
Out of the four perspectives we explored in Chapter 1, Antonio Cassese certainly seemed the
most supportive of the universality of international law, having offered an ardent defence of
certain norms of international law reflecting universal values. One may recall that according
to him, the job of the international lawyer was, inter alia, to recognise the existence of these
universal values and encourage their promotion in the international legal order.1 For Cassese,
the key to identifying universal values was to identify those values common to the
international community as a whole, which he claimed was achievable by examining jus
cogens norms; the peremptory norms of international law which he argued simply require
“…acceptance by the majority of states provided that such majority includes states which are
representative of the various political and geographic areas of the world.” 2 However, issues
with this claim did begin to surface when Cassese himself admitted that it is difficult to find
evidence as to when States have accepted certain norms as having achieved jus cogens status,
if at all.3 Yet, since Cassese spoke of these values existing at the normative level, he
nevertheless appeared to support the idea of the existence of values which are valid in an a
priori sense; values which provide us with information as to what ought to be done, even if
they are seldom conformed to or accepted by the majority of society.
At this juncture, however, such claims are difficult to defend. To begin with,
Cassese’s claims confuse the concept of values. That this was the case for Cassese was visible
in his inconsistent employment of the term. For instance, Cassese once claimed that when
speaking of values, he was referring to those ‘policies and objectives’ that generate laws.4
But whilst perhaps seeking to limit his claim, it is difficult to believe that this was the
conservative meaning of the concept of values that he was employing when setting values to
work with the normative force he alluded to throughout his writings. For instance, Cassese
claimed that we can, somehow, identify morally valid values, and that the international
lawyer ought to ‘appraise’ the international legal order in respect to whether or not it
‘complies’ with these values.5 Human rights and peace were identified as such values, and
although one could defend both in terms of policies and objectives, Cassese’s contention that
such values exist at the normative level points to an ethical use of the term. However, through
our analysis of the concepts of the universal and of values, we know that if Cassese’s
argument did indeed intend to provide a defence for values in the ethical sense as being valid
a priori, this would fail.
1
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As we saw Hans Joas defend in Chapter 4, values are articulations of experience;
they cannot lay claim to objective validity. Cassese does seem to recognise this through his
claims that we may identify ‘universal values’ by analysing whether or not said obligations
have been ‘accepted by a majority’ of States. But, yet again, if we are to take this to mean
that an agreement on values in the form of rational consensus is possible, and that this would
legitimise claims that certain values are universal, then this, too, would be misunderstanding
how value commitments arise. For, even if we are to allow for the possibility of analysing
States according to their value subscriptions, we have already explored how the factors that
distinguish values from norms make consensus about values through rational discourse
impossible when it comes to values. Values are subscribed to, but they cannot materialise as
products of argumentation. In practice, this means that those who, like Cassese, wish to
defend certain international norms, like human rights for example, as values of the
international community, must accept that it is a mistake to presume that bilateral or
multilateral agreements on norms are translatable to agreements on value commitments.
What does this mean for our underlying sub-question as to whether or not we ought
to forget the language of values in international law, and the habit of some to equate certain
international norm with values? Well, one may initially consider it prudent to simply forget
the concept of values altogether when discussing law. After all, as Jürgen Habermas
consistently claims, the suggestion that legal norms are to be read as values raises several
issues. For, even if one were to accept that certain values may be shared by the majority of
States, understanding norm conflicts as value conflicts raises the concern that weighing and
balancing, as means of conflict resolution, may be resorted to, opening the door to what
Habermas argued would be arbitrary and contingent moral decision-making, and threatening
the ‘legal firewall’ raised by law.6 These concerns were hardly abated by Cassese’ defence
of jus cogens, which, as was touched upon in the introduction, are often defended as carrying
more normative weight than regular norms of international law. Nor by his take on NATO’s
1999 Kosovo intervention, and the belief that there may be occasions where actions taken for
the protection of certain values (e.g. human rights) may be legitimised due to the need to
protect values that outweigh the need to conform to a competing norm of international law
(e.g. the principle of non-intervention). In fact, recall how Cassese had even suggested that
there may be instances in international relations where a contingent moral decision may have
to be made to resolve such value conflicts, and that this may be acceptable as long as the
decision-maker makes it clear that her choice between the two is not ‘objective’. 7 In
hindsight, this reads more like an admission than a response to the legitimate critique that
reading norms in terms of values may lead to arbitrary decision-making in international law.
But to really address such concerns, those who wish to defend the place of values in
international legal theory and practice need to specify exactly how the doctrine can engage
with values without opening the legal order up to arbitrary decision-making.
6
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Robert Alexy’s principles theory and Law of Balancing was introduced to provide
one way of defending the suggestion that certain norm conflicts may be resolved through
balancing. So, too, were we able to defend this suggestion through Habermas’ own
admittance that value orientations, and hence considerations of the good, will, in any case,
come into play, whether in the drafting or in the application of the law. However, both
Alexy’s and Habermas’ theories were in a sense related to a limited community whose values
one could claim are more easily identifiable than those of the international community. The
real issue, in the end, harks back to how we are meant to identify the values of the
international community. After all, it is the international community, not the universal,
which, in the end, seems to be of central concern to Cassese.
In fact, despite his persistent reference to universal values, and although seeming to
be faithful to the strict a priori sense of the term when arguing that the international lawyer
must recognise those values which are valid at the normative level, Cassese’s defence as to
how we may identify universal values more faithfully depicts how one ought to go about
identifying the common. However, as was explored in Chapter 2, the universal and the
common are two different concepts. Again, contrary to the universal, a concept of reason that
refers to what must hold for everyone a priori, the common is a political concept, grounded
in experience, and which concerns something shared by a collective.8 Thus, Cassese’s
argument for locating universal values via analysing norms that have been accepted by the
majority of the world’s States, such as jus cogens norms, is flawed at its core, since it seeks
to draw the a priori from experience. Furthermore, the rise of ‘communal concerns’ and the
push for an enhanced role of those institutions which concentrate on humanitarian issues only
begs the question as to which communal concerns and humanitarian issues are being taken
into account, and which are not. References made to the possibility of international human
rights becoming universal in the future further raise questions as to whether Cassese is really
interested in universality, or rather, uniformity. For, as was argued previously, neither norms
nor values can become universal. Hence, no matter the extent of the promulgation of
international human rights treaties or institutions that speak in the name of humanity, this is
no proof of the development of something universal.
1.2 – Consensus and Community ‘Values’?
Stepping away from the universal and focusing more on the common was precisely the move
that Bruno Simma had advocated for. However, whilst agreeing with the optimism of
Cassese’s approach in respect to the development of a more inclusive international legal
order, Simma chose to refrain from referencing universality too often. Instead, Simma was
particularly interested in the move from a classical bilateralist understanding of international
legal relations, to a more ‘value oriented’ order of community interests. In particular, Simma
8
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pointed to the rise of communal approaches to environmental law and human rights, amongst
others, as evidence of this move from the classical bilateralist international legal order to a
more communal legal order.9 Each regime was presented as evidence that certain matters are
increasingly being understood as communal concerns; concerns that ought not to be left
solely to the discretion of individual States.
Yet, despite this change in terminology (from values to interests), it became clear
that for Simma, a consensus upon certain ‘fundamental values’ was still central to this
move.10 Unlike Cassese, however, Simma’s view of the evolution of international law
remained cautiously attached to the realisation that alongside this development, a looming
question remains in respect to whose values and interests are to be considered as excluded or
ignored by the international community proper. Simma’s underlying question therefore, was
how the international community can develop institutions capable of resolving the conflicts
that will arise between competing values and interests at the international level, with the UN
being the key figure.11 The UN Charter is even defended by Simma as evidence of the
constitutionalisation of the ‘universal international community’ 12.
Simma’s contribution thus seemed to offer a more cautious interpretation of
international law than that of Cassese by hinting at the problems raised by the pursuit of an
all-out defence of the universality of certain norms. Yet, it did not engage head on with the
implications of suggesting that the focus of the international lawyer be placed on community
interests and on institution-building to resolve value conflicts in international law. In
particular, by not fully committing to the realisation that commonality must exclude if it is
to include, Simma’s defence of an international legal community, which differs from the
classical bilateralist international legal order, ends up offering a strikingly similar picture to
that offered by Cassese.
Of course, Simma claimed that what he is not arguing for is a ‘neutralising’
philosophy that would resolve the value conflicts existing between States and cultures.13 But
by defending which norms and institutions (e.g. human rights and the UN Charter) may
already be argued to have achieved prime position in the field of international law, we are
left wanting a more textured appreciation of whether or not those norms and institutions
adequately reflect the interests of the community in whose name they are speaking. This is
by no means an all-out critique of the substantive norms held within the international human
rights regime, environmental law regime or even the UN Charter. But what is being
questioned is whether by defending a shift of focus to community interests, Simma, in a
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comparable way to how Cassese seemed to confuse the universal with the common, in fact
confounded the emergence of the common as being evidence of a road to universality.14
Simma’s overall message and optimistic claim seems to be that we are heading towards an
international legal community that recognises those values that need to be protected. Hence,
when speaking on the place of jus cogens norms in international law, Simma writes: “The
reason why certain rules possess such peremptory quality is to be seen in the universal
recognition that these rules consecrate values which are not at the disposal of individual
States (any more).”15 Once more, we are left with the awkward question of ‘who’ consecrated
such values, as well as their effect on the application of law. 16 Fortunately, Simma does not
embark on a defence of universal values, instead referring to ‘fundamental values’. However,
by speaking in terms of ‘recognition’ one could question whether he, too, believes in the a
priori validity of certain values.
Since the ability to identify universal values has already been negated in reference
to Cassese’s claim, it need not be addressed here again. However, considering how Simma
uses the international human rights regime as an example of this move to a more communityminded international legal order, let us address what our conceptual and doctrinal enquiries
can uncover about the idea of reaching ‘common values’ or an international community based
on the recognition of ‘common values’. Particular mention needs to be made here of the
drafting of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), especially because by
reviewing the meeting records from this drafting, it was already argued that any narrative
which seeks to pass the Declaration as a straightforward consensus on either norms or values
is over-simplified. Rather, a look at the drafting showed that when the time came to discuss
the substantive particulars of human rights norms, the drafters, whilst perhaps agreeing on an
institutionally acceptable result, cannot be said to have reached rational consensus; not, at
least, in the Habermasian sense, where all would be required to accept the same reasons for
the validity of the human rights norms contained therein. Even if, therefore, one may point
to international legal norms born through discourse and institutionalised processes of
agreement, one cannot be certain that consensus at the international level translates to
agreement at a global level on the reasons why certain norms are valid, let alone that they
reflect fundamental values which ought not to be ventured from.
Simma’s vision of the evolution of the international legal order may thus raise hope
for the cosmopolitan who, like Kant and Habermas, places their faith in the
constitutionalisation of international law. But without committing to a normative defence as
to whether or not this ought to be the case, or even as to whether or not it is as inevitable as
Kant predicted, and by having included what seem like cryptic references to ‘fundamental
values’, one is left with a confusing aftertaste as to whether claims like those made by Simma
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wish us to place our faith in either the universal, the common, or the uniform. The move
‘from bilateral to community interest’, furthermore, fails to touch upon an issue that seems
immanent in Simma’s analysis of the international legal order, and even in Cassese’s values
of the international community: the distribution of power and contingent structure of the
community itself.
1.3 – Grounding the Imperialist Critique
Despite references to universal values and progressive narratives of the development of
international law towards constitutionalisation, both Cassese and Simma read as if far more
devoted to the commonality of international law, than its universality. That this is so is
unlikely to come as a surprise to those who are drawn to third world approaches to
international law. Nor would it be surprising that both Cassese and Simma seem to spend
little time on the issue of the distribution of power in, and internal structure of, the
international community.
Antony Anghie, on the other hand, strongly contested an understanding of the
international legal order as a reflection of universal norms and values. The primary gist of
his claim was that the universal has long been used as a veil to mask what is actually common
to only a select conglomerate of the international order. In particular, Anghie provided us
with a sceptical perspective on this claim that we are moving away from a classical bilaterlist
legal order, and on the progressive narrative of the international legal order in the sense
defended by Simma, by refraining from focusing on projections of the future, and choosing
instead to shine a light on international law’s past.
Anghie, you may recall, chose to frame a critique of the international legal order by,
amongst other things, building from an analysis of the work of the sixteenth century scholar
Francisco de Vitoria, whose work grappled with the idea of difference, sovereignty and
reason in relation to the laws that governed the relationship between the European
Conquistadores and the peoples inhabiting the new-found lands in the Americas. Vitoria’s
work was analysed to show how peoples can be included within a legal world, whether they
like it or not. The idea of inclusion was thus shown as a weapon, and the act of including all
of humanity within the parameters of a legal order was shown as imperialistic, especially if
it did not include the perspectives of all those who would be affected by the laws in question.
Hence, even an arguably commendable recognition that the Native Americans were also
human by a scholar from Vitoria’s period in history, was soured by the realisation that such
inclusion was what allowed Vitoria to bind and judge these peoples in accordance with the
ideals of a natural law that they had no role in confirming. 17
Anghie’s claim was that this inclusion and discriminatory differentiation of the
other persists in the current international legal order. The international human rights regime,
for example, was identified as susceptible to manipulation, whereby human rights arguments
17

See Chapter 1, Section 3.
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are advanced in order to not only judge those States who do not abide by what are considered
universal norms, but also, arguably, to invade sovereign nations who do not govern according
to said norms.18 The argument raised by Anghie thus both agreed and disagreed with Simma’s
vision of this move from bilateral to community interests. Specifically, Anghie’s argument
can be read as a warning. A warning that seeks to make us aware of the fact that even if it
seems that we are moving towards a more community-minded international legal system, the
international legal order remains linked to the philosophical and political views of an original,
exclusionary, community of Western nations, who benefitted from speaking in the name of
humanity. There has been no real paradigm shift. Rather, the torch has simply been passed
on. Whether it be Europe, the West or the Global North, it is the values of a select few that
are passed off as the values of humankind.
Anghie’s answer to this seemed relatively straightforward: Include those who were
originally excluded in the making of international law. That way, even if the universality of
international law can never be reached, we may at least have a more fairly representative
international legal order and thus take a step closer toward true universality. However, we
now know that it is crucial that we appreciate the concept of the universal in its strict
philosophical sense of the term. For, it is only by insisting upon its high demands that the
discipline can avoid being lulled into the security that an ever-growing majority agreeing
upon certain normative obligations ought to translate to a claim that all ought to bound by
said obligations as a matter of course. Again, as identified in Chapter 2, the universal
communicates what ought to be done in the form of a categorical imperative, and thus ought
to be differentiated from both the common, a political concept whose products originate from
the will of a collective, and the uniform, which refers to the replication of a single form.
Hence, hybrid constructions like ‘relative universality’, or Anghie’s claim that international
law is universal in practice since all States engage with it, for instance, only blunt the
categorical sense of the concept of the universal.
Considering this, we identified that if the issue is whether we may point to the
practical normative content of the universal, and hence a universally valid norm that tells us
how we ought to behave, then Kant’s influential categorical imperative remains the foremost
example in moral philosophy from which to take inspiration. Yet, as concluded in Chapter 2,
to follow Kant’s monological defence of the universality of the categorical imperative not
only seems unconvincing, but would confirm Anghie’s concerns that even ‘human rights’,
which are often argued as grounded on the categorical imperative as found in Article 1
UDHR, are but norms whose validity is presumed without having sought to include the
opinion of all those who will be affected by their application.
Habermas’ discourse theory of morality, with its dialogical reformulation of the
categorical imperative, therefore offered relief to the claim that the moral validity of norms
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can be tested and that the categorical imperative was still universally valid. With Habermas,
universality as a goal was left behind, and the focus was placed on the universalisability of
norms. Specifically, by abandoning the possibility of reaching universality through the
inclusion of those who were originally excluded from earlier proclamations in international
law as to what counts as universal, we nevertheless explored whether it was possible to arrive
at morally valid norms via agreement. From this, it was uncovered that all rational discursive
beings must accept the universal validity of the categorical imperative as the inescapable
implicit normative content of the universal, and that this is so, it was argued, is identifiable
the moment one seeks to refute its validity as such. Hence, even if Anghie, for instance,
wished to argue against the universality of Article 1 of the UDHR, which has repeatedly been
identified as embodying the categorical imperative, he would immediately fall into the
performative contradiction of assuming the normative presuppositions of argumentative
practice, the implicit normative content of which demands that the participants treat each
other as ‘free and equal’. Once more, that is not to say that all norms that are claimed to
derive from this fundamental norm are therefore universal. But it does provide us with two
replies to Anghie’s doctrinal position.
The first is that, whilst not denying the influence of imperialism in the history of
rulemaking in international law, there is at least one norm of international law that can lay
claim to universality (Article 1 UDHR). The second is that Anghie must concede his own
implicit recognition of this norm as the grounds for the legitimate claims he raises against the
relationship between imperialism and the international legal order. After all, if there is no
universal moral norm that dictates that we ought to treat all as free and equal, on what grounds
would an imperialist critique of international law count as a critique against the
discriminatory history of the international legal order? In other words, on what basis would
a call for a more inclusive international legal order even stand if we were to remove the
implicit recognition that all ought to be treated as autonomous beings with the inherent right
to create the laws to which they are bound? Thus, it may well be the case that the international
human rights regime has been employed by States for purposes other than the upholding of
the autonomy of every human being, but this does not detract from the validity of Article 1
UDHR, the universal ‘fact of reason’ without which such actions could not be criticised from
a moral point of view. Consequently, Anghie’s imperialist critique of international law, in
the end, is not only supportive of the concept of the universal in its strict philosophical sense
of the term, but is also supportive of the categorical imperative as formulated in Article 1
UDHR, and hence the claim that there are certain norms of international law that can lay
claim to universality.
Supporters of Anghie or the TWAIL school in general may well concede that this is
the case, but they may then remind us that according to a discourse theory of morality, a norm
is still only valid if “[a]ll affected can accept the consequences and the side effects its general
observance can be anticipated to have for the satisfaction of everyone’s interests (and these
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consequences are preferred to those of known alternative possibilities for regulation).” 19 So,
too, may they argue that this in fact confirms Anghie’s claim by contending that if we are to
seek morally valid international legal norms, we must nevertheless include those who were
originally excluded in the making of international law. Agreed. But it has also been identified
that one must be attentive as to how this is carried out. The critic of the imperial history of
international law must, therefore, also make sure that in seeking a more inclusive
international legal order, international law does not end up inherently discriminating between
what reasons will or will not be accepted, or against what ‘visions of how life ought to be
lived’ count as rational? Recall, for instance, how Habermas’ discourse theory, whilst open
to the inclusion of all in dialogue, has nevertheless been criticised for being exclusionary at
its basis due to its insistence that rational consensus ought to be sought between participants
based on the same reasons either for or against a normative validity claim. These are concerns
that will need to be taken into consideration, and it may well be the case that a turn to values,
and specifically value generalisation, may be the way forward for those seeking an
international legal order that includes the voices of all of its subjects, but which does not
dictate how those voices are to be heard.
1.4 – Defending the Universal
Last, but certainly not least, Martti Koskenniemi challenged us to forget about the mirage of
universal norms or values, and provided us with that memorable caricature of jus cogens and
erga omnes norms as kitsch. His claim was that reference to certain norms of international
law carrying normative superiority due to their embodiment of higher ethical principles was
essentially nonsense. Rather, international law is stuck between normativity and
concreteness. Hence, in seeking to build an argument based on the universality of a norm
grounded in normativity, the international lawyer will find that an equally persuasive
argument hails from the realm of concreteness, the validity of which will be grounded on the
consent of States, not higher ethical norms.20 Having identified this dichotomy in
international legal argumentation, Koskenniemi pushed us to not underestimate the politics
of international law; that no matter how universal a norm is sold to be, it remains a particular
claim made by an international actor on a stage of ‘hegemonic contestation’.
We were therefore warned that the content of international legal concepts that aim
to be universal in their scope, such as jus cogens, human rights and self-defence, is something
fought over by international actors who seek to ensure that their interpretation of what ought
or ought not to be, is parcelled within the corpus of international law. 21 Thus, the international
lawyer must recognise that there are no a priori legal or moral norms, but that it is precisely
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because of this that the door is left open for us to contest those claims which are adoptable as
masks of ‘imperial logic’.22
Koskenniemi also stressed that the international legal order is one of competing
regimes; regimes, which “…act as special systems of truth and value, idiolects ready to
encompass the whole world, but from their own perspective, with their own (structural)
bias.”23 Thus, in contrast to how Simma presented the rise of international regimes as
evidence of the rise of community interests in international law, the various regimes of
international law are presented by Koskenniemi as competitive spheres vying for power. 24
The hope of unity is therefore juxtaposed with the reality of the fragmentation of international
law, which, in itself, need not be considered a negative occurrence.25 This is why, bearing in
mind this melange of ‘hegemonic contestation’, Koskenniemi is surprised when philosophers
such as Habermas appeal to public international law “…as a placeholder for the languages of
goodness and justice, solidarity and responsibility.” 26 His concern was that responses such as
those supporting the narrative of a constitutionalising international legal order, whether from
philosophers or international lawyers promoting the recognition of fundamental values,
could, in the end, be imperial projects: “In an important sense, ‘empire’ is also a
constitutionalist project, a counterweight to deformalization and fragmentation, and the
practical question seems to boil down to whose constitution one might have reason to prefer,
the American or the European.”27
Yet, despite all of this, we saw how Koskenniemi was reluctant to let go of the
operational value of the universal, and even raised the issue of the regulative operability of
universality for the international legal order. Specifically, Koskenniemi understood the
operational worth of retaining the universal as a regulative ideal so that we may identify false
universalisms, and quoted the following from Kant:
“So the question is no longer whether perpetual peace is something real or a fiction, and
whether we are not deceiving ourselves in our theoretical judgment when we assume
that it is real. Instead, we must act as if it is something real, though perhaps it is not; we
must work toward establishing perpetual peace and the kind of constitution that seems
to us most conductive to it…And even if the complete realization of this objective
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always remains a pious wish, still we are certainly not deceiving ourselves in adopting
the maxim of working incessantly toward it. For this duty, and to admit that the moral
law within us is itself deceptive would call forth in us the wish, which arouses our
abhorrence, rather to be rid of all reason and to regard ourselves as thrown by one’s
principles into the same mechanism of nature as all the other species of animals.” 28

But does this not contradict what seems to be his disdain for sentimental kitsch? Koskenniemi
cannot have it both ways. Of course, he is right to argue against the existence of universal
values and to question the universality of jus cogens norms. But just like Anghie,
Koskenniemi remains, in his refusal to accept international law’s capacity to embody
universal norms, embroiled in a performative contradiction. For, he would have to deny the
universality of Article 1 UDHR, and in so doing the necessary presupposition of discourse
that he must assume if he is seeking to convince his reader of anything at all. 29 In fact, why
bother defending the “…virtue of constitutionalism…[for] allowing extreme inequality in the
world to be not only shown but also condemned…” 30, if doing so were not virtuous for the
simple fact that it seeks to condemn inequality? Defending a place for the universal in public
international law, even if only in the negative sense as Ernesto Laclau would describe it, may
seem compatible in a strictly formal sense, but it is clear that Koskenniemi defends the
normative value of the regulative use of the concept of the universal, too. Therefore,
ironically, both Anghie and Koskenniemi, who warned us against claims as to the universality
of international law, are in fact defenders of the universal, and the normative content that it
carries.
None of the four broad positions discussed in Chapter 1, therefore, provide a
satisfactory answer to the primary research question. However, building on what was
uncovered by putting their claims to the test, and from what was uncovered in the preceding
chapters, it is now time to approach this thesis’ answer as to whether a defence can be made
as to the universality of certain norms of international law, and if so, in what sense. Let us,
however, first address why, irrespective of the upcoming answer to our primary research
question, the genesis of public international law makes it unlikely that it may be divorced
from the idea of the pursuit of universality. And how, despite it being the freedom and
equality of humans that we have spent so much time concentrating on, it is the freedom of
sovereign States that set this in motion.
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2. International Law’s Pursuit of the Universal
Even if the Peace of Westphalia is an ‘aetiological myth’ 31, the centrality of the sovereign
State, conceptually, remains key to any understanding of public international law and
international relations in the broadest sense, having not only had a profound effect on our
imagining of a regimented spatial construct of the planet, but also on the cartographical
division of humankind into bounded legal communities. 32 Originally reserved for describing
the power of individual rulers, sovereignty denoted the privilege such individuals had of
being free to rule their subjects independently (i.e. as they see fit), not bound by any other
external powers bar the rules of natural law. 33 Come the American and French Revolutions,
however, a novel idea surfaced, seeking to bestow this privilege upon peoples, rather than a
single ruler. However, as Anand notes “…all that changed was the bearer of sovereignty. In
substance, the claim of the sovereign remained unaltered. Whether the individual was called
a subject or a citizen, the sovereign held unlimited sway over him.” 34 That being said, by the
nineteenth century, the nation State had become the undisputed modern vessel that, to this
day, is considered synonymous with sovereignty,35 and the central figure of the inter-national
system.36 And, perhaps ironically, regardless of its form, it is sovereignty (and more
specifically the principle of sovereign equality) that has always carried with it the claim to
universality which has enchanted the cosmopolitan hope of many, and in a sense makes it
difficult to conceptualise the international legal order absent the concept of the universal.
Hans Kelsen had once identified the principle of pacta sunt servanda as the basic
norm of the international legal system as a whole.37 Others will more directly point to the
dogma of State-consent.38 Lesaffer, for instance, has pointed to Machiavelli’s ‘The Prince’
as evidence of how, once, the principle of good faith was promoted as a luxury that could be
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ignored if it served the interest of the sovereign. 39 Regardless, both prior to and post
Machiavelli’s power politics, pacta sunt servanda, as a principle that claims universal
validity as a matter of natural law, 40 has been recognised by various cultures across the
globe.41 Bodin, Grotius, Pufendorf and Vattel all defended the ‘sanctity of contract’, even if
necessity or change of circumstance were to be considered by some to excuse a sovereign
who did not keep their word.42 And to some, not adhering to the principle “…would amount
to denying the existence of international law in general.”43
However, whilst appreciating the importance of the sanctity of contract for
international law, one should not underestimate the centrality of the introduction of State
sovereignty and the principle of sovereign equality (both co-dependant44) for our
understanding of the international legal order. Since, according to Lesaffer, “[t]he
accentuation of the principle of ‘pacta sunt servanda’ in early modern doctrine of the law of
nations has to be explained as a reaction to the collapse of the medieval international order
of the respublica christiana and the emergence of the sovereign state.” 45
That this is so can be garnered from Charles Dupuis’ elegant narrative of the genesis
of the sovereign equality of States, and how this is linked to the inability in Europe to find
unity between the spiritual power of the Catholic Pope and the political power of the Emperor
during the Middle Ages.46 According to Dupuis, the European rulers of the time had begun
acting as if they were independent sovereigns long before the collapse of the religious unity
of Europe. But come the sixteenth century, these same rulers began to fervently appreciate
the freedom that the arguments from their contemporary lawyers could afford them from the
bounds of religious morality (authority) and the pressure of unity. 47 Independence from both
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was sought. Yet, no matter how spurred on by their new-found independence, their claim to
such could not be grounded on a unique right. As Dupuis notes:
“… [S]ince they had claimed their independence against the supremacy of the Pope and
the Emperor, they could not contest, to those whose situation was the same, the
sovereignty and independence they claimed for themselves. Between sovereign and
independent States, freed from the once common supremacy, there could be no bonds
of superiority or subordination.”48

The sovereign nation, conceptually speaking, was thus born both free and equal.49 Free, in
the sense of its independence from external authority. Equal, as a by-product of the principle
of non-contradiction. That is, if States wished to advance claims as to their own
independence, then they would have to recognise this same independence as inherent within
other sovereign nations. A claim can therefore be raised that the universal, in the form of a
Kantian categorical imperative, could be witnessed in practice between sovereigns even
before such an upholding of freedom and equality was afforded to individuals as a matter of
domestic law within Europe, let alone as recognised via international human rights. 50 But,
more importantly, we can note that this same universal provided the grounding for the
original collective of our modern international legal order.
Of course, this actualisation of the principle of non-contradiction was only offered
to subjects considered within an exclusionary family of nations. Note from our quote above
how the sovereign rulers of Europe could not contest the independence ‘of those whose
situation was the same’, of those who were freed from ‘the once common supremacy.’ Note,
too, how the sovereign State “…was not only the measuring unit of the Western spatiality
and the sole legitimized producer of international law, but also the filter through which it was
possible to look at non Western political subjects for evaluating their level of civilization.” 51
Buchanan and Pahuja point to this beautifully when they describe how the “…Enlightenment
idea of ‘comity’, or the sovereign equality of nations, became dangerously emancipatory.”52
Not all early international lawyers engaged in the provision of justifications for
colonial expansion (however apologetic), nor promoted racially biased constructions of
history. For example, the claim that Europe owed obligations only to itself and that it alone
represented the family of nations to which the law of nations applied, although arguably the
48
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dominant view, has been noted to have been challenged throughout the eighteenth century
by authors such as Anquetil-Duperron and Edmund Burke. 53 Nevertheless, by the nineteenth
century it became difficult to argue against the concretisation of a narrative that portrayed
Europe as the source of the law of nations and as a universalisable model due, precisely, to it
having been produced by a ‘superior civilisation’ 54; a narrative which Pitts argues
“…distinguished nineteenth-century international legal thought from its eighteenth-century
sources and left a marked legacy for international law in the twentieth century.”55
What, therefore, became solidified in the minds of many an international lawyer was
a progressive narrative, with international law as a scientific discipline and the State model
as a mould that all peoples ought to aspire to achieve as a civilisational goal. Per Pitts: “…the
conception of civilization that governed these narratives operated in at least three registers at
once: as an analytic or descriptive category, as a universal normative aspiration or telos, and
– in the guise of a ‘standard of civilization’ – as a mechanism of exclusion.”56 Thus, as we
saw Anghie argue in Chapter 1, any glimpse of the universal in practice must be seen in light
of the simultaneous practice of exclusion that is equally identifiable at the genesis of modern
public international law. The vision and claim as to the existence of a global community of
sovereign nations equal to each other created the possibility of a global equality of peoples,
but only under the terms set out by an original collective. The sovereign nation, as a model
of social and political organisation, became “…the axiomatic form of ‘modern’ social
organisation based on a conception of human history as universal.” 57 As Fitzpatrick has
argued, the idea of the modern nation has,
“…always arrogated to itself the universal, and even if that is now rarely done in explicit
terms, nation continues to do so through the prerogative claim to some commensurate
capacity, such as being the exemplar of civilization or humanity, or through the
adoption of a universalising project, or through quotidian yet illimitable relating to what
is beyond its emplaced existence.”58

Hence, the idea of external sovereignty being a guarantee of the freedom of nations, allowing
them to choose how they operate internally, often conceals the first step of recognising the
form in which this freedom must be cashed out in in the first place.59 To this day, we see the
real effects of what it means to not be recognised as a nation State in the eyes of the
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international community as a whole (even if no longer openly on a civilisational basis),60 and
the persistent struggle peoples are willing to endure in order to be recognised as such. 61 As
Pahuja so aptly put it: “For some – possibly even most – of the world, if they don’t do
international law, international will ‘do’ them.” 62
Yet, recall how we addressed the idea of the universal being irrevocable in Chapter
2, where Laclau signalled the power of the concept of the universal as a weapon, one that can
be equally equipped by those who see themselves as being subordinated in the name of
universality. In line with an imperialist critique of international law, the contemporary
example of subordination which is likely to be signalled as in need of this weapon will likely
be identified as that which is occurring to the profit of the global north; a perpetual cycle
where the original family of nations continues to benefit from the profitable inequality
imposed by them when pacta sunt servanda was not only a moral norm between nations
mutually recognised as civilised, but a tactical tool for the acquisition of territory through
disproportionately advantageous international transactions.
However, it is difficult to see how any emancipatory traction can be gained on the
road to a more equal international legal order without seeking to take grip of the weapon used
to contribute to the current global inequality. Again, how can we judge such inequality
without some comparable universal claim upon which to ground our disdain?
3. Defending International Law’s Pursuit of Universality
As demonstrated, international law has always been intertwined with the concept of the
universal. That the international legal system was and can only ever be concerned with some
legal collective takes nothing away from this. For, without the concept of the universal,
neither the sanctity of contract nor the equality of sovereign States could have summoned the
traction necessary to function as grounding norms of the primary rules of international law.
This would not have been possible without the original emancipatory acts taken by European
rulers of the Middle Ages, whose claim to sovereign independence from the Catholic realm
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led to the recognition of the logical necessity of having to recognise similar claims of selfdetermination from those in similar situations. Hence, before international human rights were
born, the weapon of universality had already changed hands. From speaking in the name of
humanity as children of God, to speaking in the name of civilised men as children of the
enlightenment, all the way to speaking in the name of men and women ‘endowed with reason
and in the spirit of brotherhood’, international law is practically unthinkable absent the
pursuit of the universal, and as Koskenniemi notes “…has often acted as a carrier of what is
perhaps best described as the regulative idea of universal community, independent of
particular interests or desires.”63
Six months after the General Assembly voted on the UDHR, John Humphrey gave
an address at the annual dinner of the Canadian Institute of International Affairs 64 that called
for hope in the future and the later drafting of the international human rights covenants.
Humphrey had noted a change of tide from an international order that did not recognise
individuals as subjects of international law – where governments believed that the way in
which other States treated their citizens was quite simply ‘none of their business’ – to one
that, due to the shock from the events that occurred during the Second World War, had begun
to move towards securing the fundamental rights of all. 65 As the conventional narrative goes,
if international law was previously limited to the boundaries of States, the developments of
the UN Charter system would lead the charge towards a new order. One where sovereignty
could no longer provide a barrier to the invocation of certain norms; international law was to
become all-inclusive.
However, as can be seen by UN Secretary General Anónio Guterres’ claim, which
we analysed in the introduction to this thesis, this goal of an all-inclusive legal order, where
the arm of law can reach beyond the veil of sovereignty, has still not been realised. But that
does not mean that we should wave the white flag for the universality of international law.
Rather, whilst recognising the potential for the universal to be equipped for despotic
purposes, we have to appreciate that as a regulative ideal for the international legal order, it
nevertheless serves as a gauge not only for disproving claims that the universal has been
reached, but also as an end-goal to strive for; an ideal order where the concerns of all are
included in an international legal order that seeks to ground its legitimacy on the freedom
and equality of its subjects.
That the constitutionalisation of international law is often advanced as the road to
take in pursuit of this horizon is no coincidence. As Koskenniemi has argued, “…the [French]
Revolution was not one more episode in the traditional ebb and flow of dynastic struggles. A
qualitatively novel form of political order was being created that set as its horizon the
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liberation of humanity itself.”66 And of course, with the human person being of central focus,
devoid of any characteristics but the fact of birth, and the rise of globalisation, this horizon
could never be limited to the French citizen, but would have to become visible to all of
humankind: “In a fundamentally unfree and unequal world, constitutionalism, as Kant might
have put it, carries the ideal of a free and self-determining humanity.”67 Jullien, one may
recall, makes a similar claim.”68
Just like the ideal of systemic unity, which reason provides for the understanding,
so too will we find that universality can operate as a regulative ideal for public international
law. In other words, the idea of the possibility of an all-inclusive legal order capable of
enforcing norms that apply to all of humanity, irrespective of the differences between us,
operates as the regulative ideal of international law; “…a standard with which we can
compare, judge, and thereby improve ourselves even though we can never attain it.” 69
Furthermore, even if the idea of arriving at an all-inclusive legal order, where the interests
and values of all are included, cannot be realised in practice, the regulative ideal of achieving
such an order still performs a practical function, forcing the international community to test
the inclusivity of its rules in accordance with it. Koskenniemi was close when providing his
answer as to whether or not one can defend the universality of international law. Yet, whilst
his identification of the pitfalls that are present for any claim as to the identification of
international norms or values is spot on, one need not discard the claim as to the existence of
the universality of the categorical imperative simply because of its counter-factuality.
Instead, the reply this thesis offers to our primary research question is the following:
Whilst not all norms of public international law can claim to be universal, it is clear that
within its corpus, international law does embody the practical universal moral principle.
Specifically, that one ought to treat all human beings as free and equal. However, this is not
reducible to the claim that international law contains universal legal norms or values. Nor
does this alone call for a move to an all-inclusive legal order, or automatically legitimise any
action carried out in the name of those norms recognised as building upon its basic moral
imperative. Rather, the universality of international law ought to operate as a regulative ideal
for the international legal order as a whole. From this perspective, one can even defend the
universality of public international law in general, not as an attained state, but as a regulative
ideal. One that, although never attainable, functions to drive the international legal order to
improve itself in its pursuit.
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